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Deep-level transient spectroscopy~DLTS! was used to investigate how temperature andin situ
photoexcitation affect the creation of radiation-induced defect complexes inp-Si during
low-dose ion implantation. Samples ofp-Si were simultaneously irradiated by Ar1 ions accelerated
to 150 keV in doses of 731010 cm22 and photoexcited with ultraviolet light at temperatures
of 300 and 600 K. It was found that nonradiative heating of the samples by the implanted
ions increases the total concentration of defect complexes while simultaneously changing the
nature of the dominant complex. In contrast, ultraviolet illumination of the semiconductor
suppresses defect formation. It was observed thatin situ photoexcitation has a progressively
smaller effect on the formation of radiation-induced defect complexes as the target
temperature increases. The dependence of the concentration of secondary defects created as the
accelerated ions are incorporated into thep-Si on the UV illumination intensity is found
to be nonmonotonic. The results obtained forp-Si were analyzed and compared with previously
known data forn-Si. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00108-8#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Erokhin et al.1 and Danilin et al.2 investigated the for-
mation of defect complexes in Si when the latter was sim
taneously implanted with ions and photoexcited by ultrav
let light via the semiconductor electronic subsystem. In th
studies, the authors saw no features connected with the in
conductivity type of the silicon. It is likely that the lack o
correlation between specific properties ofn- andp-Si and the
final state of the radiation-induced defects was due to
high implantation doses used in these studies, for which
concentration of electrically active radiation-induced defe
was much higher than the concentration of doping impu
ties. Under these conditions, the electrical properties of
Si layer are no longer determined by the starting conducti
type of the semiconductor or its level of doping. The on
time when this should not be so is the very last stage
implantation, during which the number of defects drops
low the impurity concentration. In a previous paper we
cused on this final stage and investigated how effectivelyin
situ photoexcitation ofn-Si can affect the behavior of sem
conductor defects, in particular, point defects, at various te
peratures.

In this paper we discuss the formation of simple def
complexes inp-Si implanted with a low dose of ions, in
particular, those distinctive features associated with temp
ture andin situ photoexcitation of the semiconductor durin
implantation.
8211063-7826/99/33(8)/3/$15.00
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2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

We irradiatedp-Si films ~KDB-20, ^100&! with Ar1 ions
at doses of 731010cm22, using an ion current density o
1 nA/cm2 and ion acceleration energies of 150 keV. Duri
implantation, thep-Si targets were held at temperaturesTi

5300 and 600 K by preheating in a furnace~resistive heat-
ing!. The n-Si samples were photoexcited by light from
high-pressure lamp. Optical power flux densities at the tar
surface were 4, 10, and 25 mW/cm2.

Capacitance-voltage measurements made on con
samples showed that the degree of compensation of th
did not exceed 15% after ion implantation. The concentrat
of electrically active defects inp2Si, like the analogous
case ofn2Si ~Ref. 3!, was considerably lower than the con
centration of doping impurities.

The parameters of the deep levels created by radiat
induced defects were determined by deep-level trans
spectroscopy~DLTS!. In order to make these measuremen
Schottky barriers were created by vacuum thermal sputte
of Au on the front side of the illuminated samples, while o
the back side Ohmic contacts were made. The DLTS spe
were measured at a constant reverse bias of12V and a level-
filling pulse amplitude of -2V. The DLTS spectra, which w
present later in the text, exhibit the following peaks:H1

(Ev10.1 eV!, H2 (Ev10.28 eV!, and H3 (Ev10.38 eV!.
Each of these peaks has been associated with the creati
a specific defect.4–6 According to Ref. 4, the ‘‘shallow’’ hole
trap H1 is associated with Fei2BS pairs. PeakH2 is usually
assigned to the complexV1O1B ~Ref. 5!, where V is a
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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vacancy. Finally, peakH3 corresponds toK-centers (V1O
1C) or complexes (C1V21O), whereV2 is a divacancy.6

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows how the DLTS spectra ofp2Si samples
implanted with Ar1 ions change when the silicon is heat
from room temperature~curve 1! to 600 K ~curve 2!. It is
clear from Fig. 1 that increasing the sample temperatureTi

leads to replacement ofH3, the dominant peak in the DLTS
spectrum, byH2. This implies thatK- centers~peak H3)
form more efficiently at room temperature.

As the temperature increases, it is primarilyV1O1B
complexes~peakH2) that form. In this case the total numbe
of defects increases~the ratio of areas under curves1 and2
in Fig. 1 is; 1.3!.

The effect ofin situ photoexcitation ofp-Si during im-
plantation on the generation of radiation-induced defect co
plexes is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear from this figure that t
effects of UV illumination and heating of the silicon durin
bombardment with Ar1 ions are independent in a certa
sense: whereas the target temperature determines which
is highest (H3 at 300 K andH2 at 600 K!, illumination scales
the entire spectrum along the ordinate. In the latter ca
increasing the illumination power density first suppresses
spectral amplitude~a scaling coefficient that is less than!
and then amplifies it~a scaling coefficient greater than 1!. In
all cases the scaling coefficient is independent of thep-Si
temperature. As we see from Fig. 2, curve2 lies below curve
1, while curve3 lies above it. Curves5 and 6 are located
analogously relative to curve4.

Thus, photoexcitation ofp-Si at low light intensities de-
creases the concentration of radiation-induced defect c
plexes.

The spectra shown in Fig. 2 allow us to estimate
effectiveness of UV light in generating defects during i
implantation ofp- Si. In fact, let us consider curves3 and5

FIG. 1. DLTS spectra ofp-Si samples implanted with Ar1 ions at a dose of
731010 cm22 and energy 150 keV atTi5 300 K ~1! and 600 K~2!.
-

eak
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e

-
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in Fig. 2, which correspond to the same photoexcitation c
ditions but different sample temperatures during the
bombardment. The ratio of the areas under curves3 and1 is
almost five times larger than the ratio of areas bound
curves5 and 4. This implies that the effectiveness of th
illumination ~at least in this case! in generating defects de
creases markedly with increasing target temperature.

To complete this section, we emphasize our main resu
First of all, resistive heating ofp-Si to 600 K during ion
implantation increases the concentration of secondary
fects, while low-intensity UV illumination, conversely, sup
presses their formation. Secondly, the effectiveness ofin situ
photoexcitation of p-Si in generating defect complexe
decreases markedly with increasing semiconductor temp
ture. Thirdly, the change in the concentration of radiatio
induced defects is nonmonotonic with increasing illumin
tion intensity~in the range of optical power densities from
to 25 mW/cm2).

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have investigated how resistive heat
and in situ photoexcitation of the electron-hole subsyste
affect the formation of the simple radiation-induced defe
complexes inp-Si when the latter is implanted with low
doses (;1011cm22) of Ar1 ions. Our primary results, which
we summarized at the end of the previous section, revea
following contrasting features of these phenomena inp-Si as
compared ton-Si.3

1! Increasing the temperature and increasing the illu
nation ~at low intensities! of the silicon during implantation
are found to have opposite effects on complex formation
n- andp-type Si materials: whereas heating ofp-Si samples
and UV illumination ofn-Si stimulate defect formation, UV
illumination of p-Si and heating ofn-Si suppress it. More-
over, in contrast ton-Si, increasing the temperature ofp-Si

FIG. 2. DLTS spectra ofp-Si samples implanted with Ar1 ions at a dose of
731010 cm22 with energy 150 keV at temperaturesTi5 300 and 600 K
~426!. UV illumination power densities in mW/cm2: 1, 4 — 0; 2 — 4; 3,
5 — 10; 6 — 25.
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leads to changes in the relative heights of the various pe
in the DLTS spectra, so that one peak replaces another a
highest. In other words, inp-Si samples with the same initia
content of primary radiation-induced defects, temperat
determines which complex is formed most efficiently.

2! With increasing temperature, photoexcitation of s
con affects the formation of defect complexes more stron
for n-Si and less strongly forp-Si.

3! In n-Si, the concentration of all radiation-induced d
fect complexes depends monotonically on UV illuminati
intensity in the range of optical power densities from 0
25 mW/cm2, and eventually saturates, while inp-Si this de-
pendence is nonmonotonic, decreasing at low light inte
ties and increasing at higher optical power densities.
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This paper describes studies of InGaAs layers grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on InP~100!
substrates at temperatures of 1502480 °C using various arsenic fluxes. It was found that
lowering the epitaxy temperature leads to changes in the growth surface, trapping of excess
arsenic, and an increased lattice parameter of the epitaxial layer. When these low-
temperature~LT! grown samples are annealed, the lattice parameter relaxes and excess arsenic
clusters form in the InGaAs matrix. For samples grown at 150 °C and annealed at 500 °C,
the concentration of these clusters was;831016cm23, with an average cluster size of;5 nm.
Assuming that all the excess arsenic is initially trapped in the form of antisite defects, the
magnitude of theLT–grown InGaAs lattice parameter relaxation caused by annealing implies an
excess arsenic concentration (NAs2NGa2NIn)/(NAs1NGa1NIn)50.4 at.%. For layers of
InGaAs grown at 150 °C, a high concentration of free electrons (;131018cm23) is characteristic.
Annealing such layers at 500 °C decreases the concentration of electrons to;131017cm23.
The results obtained here indicate that this change in the free-electron concentration correlates
qualitatively with the change in excess arsenic concentration in the layers. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00208-2#
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In recent years the growth of III–V layers by low
temperature molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! has attracted
considerable interest.1–3 Layers of gallium arsenide grown a
temperatures of 1502200 °C ~the so-calledLT GaAs! pos-
sess high structural perfection and interesting electrical
optical properties~high resistivity and short charge carrie
lifetimes!. Such materials can be used, for example, to m
ultrafast photodetectors in the near-infrared region.4 The de-
sire to shift the sensitivity of these photodetectors to
wavelength range 1.5–1.7mm, which is important from the
practical point of view, has sparked interest in low
temperature epitaxial growth of InGaAs solid solutions, n
tably those that are lattice-matched to InP substrates.

The unique properties ofLT GaAs arise from trapping o
a large amount~up to 1.5 at.%! of excess arsenic durin
epitaxial growth, with subsequent redistribution of this m
terial in the GaAs lattice after annealing with the formati
of nanosized arsenic clusters.1–3 More recently, investiga-
tions have shown that low-temperature growth of InGa
solid solutions also results in a large excess of arse
trapped in the crystal; however, the properties ofLT InGaAs
differ from those ofLT GaAs.5–8

In this paper we discuss the effect of growth temperat
and arsenic vapor pressure on the structure and elect
8241063-7826/99/33(8)/6/$15.00
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properties of InGaAs layers grown by low-temperatu
MBE.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Layers of InGaAs were grown in a two-chamber ‘‘Ka
tun’’ MBE machine on substrates of semi-insulating In
with orientation~001!. The fluxes of arsenic, gallium, an
indium were set by the source temperatures. The In and
sources were calibrated prior to each cycle of growth exp
ments based on the period of oscillation of reflection hig
energy electron diffraction~RHEED! patterns. Pre-epitaxia
preparation of the substrates consisted of two stages: ch
cal processing~etching in a solution of H2SO4 : H2O2 : H2O
with proportions 3:1:1! and driving off of the passivating
oxide by heating of the substrate in the growth temperat
immediately before epitaxy~the anneal temperature wa
500 °C!. The rate of growth of the films was'1mm/h. The
growth temperatureTg was varied from 150 to 480 °C an
the arsenic vapor pressurePAs4

was varied from 1.331026

to 1.131025 Torr. Typical film thicknesses were;1mm.
After deposition, the samples were removed from t

chamber and cut into two parts. One part was studied im
diately after growth~‘‘as grown’’ material!, while the other
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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was studied after a ten-minute anneal in the growth cham
at a temperature of 500 °C and an arsenic pressure of
31026 Torr.

For all the samples we used RHEE patterns to study
structure of surface layersin situ. The relief of the growth
surface was studied by electron-microscopy, using
method of platinum-darkened angular replicas. The inter
structure of the layers was studied by transmission elec
microscopy~TEM! using a Philips EM420 machine operate
with an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. The samples w
studied in the planar geometry and in the cross-sectional
ometry. In the first case, the samples were prepared
chemical etching in a solution of HBr : K2Cr2O7 ~1:1!, in the
second case by sputtering with 4-keV Ar1 ions at glancing
incidence. The structures were also studied by two-cry
x-ray diffractometry using CuKa radiation and reflection
~004!. The electrical parameters were determined by mea
ing the electrical conductivity and Hall coefficient using t
Van der Pauw method.

SURFACE INVESTIGATIONS

After a pre-growth anneal, the RHEED pattern at t
surface of the InP substrates exhibited a well- defined su
structure~234!P, indicating the absence of any trace of o
ide. This superstructure was preserved as the substrate
cooled to 480 °C. Further reduction of the substrate temp
ture led to changes in its surface structure. AtTg;200 °C
the surface remained atomically smooth, but with a~133!
superstructure. AtTg5150 °C this superstructure disap
peared from the substrate surface.

When the InGaAs layers were grown at temperat
Tg>300 °C, the in situ RHEED patterns exhibited supe
structure reflections, specular reflection, and Kikuchi lin
all of which were evidence of an atomically smooth cryst
lization front. For layers grown atTg<200 °C, no super-
structure reflections were observed during the growth p
cess, but specular reflection and Kikuchi lines were obser
in the RHEED pattern forPAs4

<2.731026 Torr. This im-
plies that although the ordered structure of the surface
washed out at the atomic level, the crystallization front w
planar as a whole. As the As4 pressure was increased
5.331026 Torr and higher, a diffuse background and po
reflections appeared in RHEED patterns, whose intensity
creased with time. It thus follows that the surface develop
macroprofile ~i.e., regions of three-dimensional growth!
which evolves during the growth.

Electron-microscopy studies of the growth surface of
GaAs layers agreed with the RHEED data. Layers grown
high ~480 °C! temperature had planar uniform surfaces o
the entire range of arsenic pressures investigated~Fig. 1a!,
whereas the profiles of surface layers grown at low temp
tures depended on the arsenic vapor pressure. AtTg5150 °C
and PAs4

51.331026 Torr the surface was microscopical
rough, but without any macrodefects. Increasing the ars
vapor pressure to 5.331026 Torr led to the appearance of
sizable number (2.523)3108 cm22 of large-scale funnel-
shaped pits~with diameters of'500 nm! distributed indi-
vidually or in groups~Fig. 1b!. Additional increases inPAs4
er
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did not result in any appreciable increase in the density
these pits. However, the isometrically shaped pits were n
accompanied by pits~;20% of the total number! which were
elongated alonĝ110& and which were surrounded by ou
croppings~Fig. 1c!.

After annealing at 500 °C, the surface micromorpholo
of films grown at high temperatures was qualitatively u
changed. In contrast, at the surface of layers grown at
temperatures we see a characteristic streaking which is
erated by a system of parallel depressions~grooves! as long
as 150 nm~Fig. 1d!.

INVESTIGATION OF INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE
LAYERS

The rocking curves of all the samples exhibited two
flection peaks—one from the epitaxial layer of InGaAs so
solution and one from the InP substrate. The lattice para
eter mismatch between the substrate and the layerDa/a
5(aInGaAs2aInP)/aInP was (3.524)31023 at Tg5200
2480 °C, and increased to (526)31023 at Tg5150 °C.

The dependence of the half-width of the diffraction pe
Q on growth temperature is shown in Fig. 2. AtTg5480 °C
the magnitude ofQ was 24–30 arc-seconds. Decreasing
growth temperature increased the magnitude ofQ ~to 80–
100 arc-seconds atTg5150 °C!, i.e., the structural perfection
was considerably degraded.

We found that varying the arsenic vapor pressure in
range 1.33102621.131025 Torr did not affect the struc-
tural perfection of the layers significantly: at all arsenic pre
sures the quantityQ was larger at low epitaxial temperatur
than it was at high temperature.

Post-growth annealing of the InGaAs layers in the MB
chamber had only a slight effect on their total structural p
fection ~Fig. 2!, but caused large changes in their lattice co
stants. The change in the lattice parameter of the lay
(Da5ai2aann) during annealing depended on the grow
temperature~Fig. 3!. We observed a minimumDa'0 at
Tg5480 °C, and a maximum Da'331023 Å at
Tg5150 °C.

Electron-microscopy studies showed that the primary
fects in the structure of the unannealed layers are dislo
tions inherited from the substrate. Figure 4 shows
electron-microscope image of a sample grown at 150 °C
annealed at 500 °C. The image shows contrast in the form
a mass of dark dots;5 nm in size, with a density;8
31016cm23. In addition, light bands elongated along th
direction ^110& can be seen. Electron-microscopy studies
these samples in cross section show that the light bands
caused by the presence of grooves on the surface, while
dark dots are distributed throughout the volume of the e
taxial films. We conclude that the contrast in the form
dark dots arises primarily from arsenic clusters that form
the InGaAs matrix.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

Measurements of the electrical properties showed tha
the layers of InGaAs, both before and after annealing, h
electronic-type conductivity and rather high concentratio
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FIG. 1. Microphotographs of the surface of InGaA
layers ~a — 360 000, Tg5480 °C, PAs4

51.331026

Torr; b — 320 000, Tg5150 °C, PAs4
55.331026

Torr; c — 320 000, Tg5150 °C, PAs4
51.131025

Torr; d — 360 000, Tg5150 °C, PAs4
51.131025

Torr, anneal!.
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of charge carriers, although the materials are undoped du
deposition. Figure 5 shows how the concentration and m
bility of electrons in the layers depend on the growth te
perature ~curves 1!. The electron concentration increas
with decreasing growth temperature from 831015cm23

(Tg5480 °C! to 131018cm23 (Tg5150 °C!, while the mo-
bility decreases by roughly an order of magnitude. The
senic vapor pressure during epitaxy has only a slight ef
on the electron concentration in the layers~Fig. 6!. It is nev-
ertheless worth noting that the electron concentration
creases with increasingPAs4

for epitaxy at low temperatures
As shown in Fig. 6, annealing at 500 °C has only a slig

effect on the electrical parameters of layers grown at h
temperature, whereas for layers grown at 150 °C the ca
concentration is observed to decrease to 231017cm23 with a
corresponding increase in mobility.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

From these data it follows that decreasing the epita
temperature changes the growth surface and structure o
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the half-width of thex-ray diffraction peak on
growth temperature for layers before~1! and after~2! annealing at 500 °C.
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InGaAs layers. The growth front, which is atomical
smooth at high temperatures, becomes atomically roug
Tg,473 K. The defect content of the layer surfaces
creases, and characteristic growth pits appear with submi
dimensions. The half-width of the x-ray diffraction pea
increases, which is evidence of an increase in the defec
ness of the layers. The mismatch of lattice parameters
tween the InGaAs layers and InP substrate increases.
nealing of layers grown at low temperatures leads
relaxation of the lattice parameter of epitaxial films and
appearance of a characteristic contrast on the elect
microscope images, which could be due to the formation
clusters in the volume of the epitaxial films. The conclusio
regarding formation of As clusters in an InGaAs matrix a
in agreement with the results of previous studies.8

It should be noted that phenomena similar to those
scribed above were observed previously3 for low-
temperature epitaxy of GaAs layers. The increase in
GaAs lattice parameter during low-temperature epitaxy
usually associated with trapping of excess arsenic in

FIG. 3. Change in lattice parameter of layers after annealing as a functio
growth temperature.

FIG. 4. Electron-microscope image of an InGaAs layer grown at 150 °C
annealed at 500 °C.
at
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growing film in the form of point defects, whose concentr
tions reach 1020cm23. The authors of Ref. 9 proposed th
the dominant type of point defect is the antisite defect AsGa,
noting that the length of the AsGa– AsAs bonds surrounding

of

d

FIG. 5. Dependence of the electron concentration~a! and their mobility~b!
on growth temperature for InGaAs layers before~1! and after~2! annealing
at 500 °C.

FIG. 6. Effect of As4 vapor pressure during epitaxy on the electron conc
tration in InGaAs layers before~1, 2! and after~18, 28! annealing at 500 °C.
Growth temperature, °C:1, 18 — 150,2, 28 — 480.
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such a defect is; 8% larger than the normal Ga–As bon
length in the GaAs lattice. During annealing ofLT GaAs, the
lattice parameter relaxes to a value close to that of the
ichiometric material, due to the formation of clusters of e
cess arsenic in the GaAs matrix.

Let us compare data for InGaAs and GaAs layers gro
at 150 °C quantitatively. After annealing of a GaAs layer
500 °C, the change in lattice parameter is 931023 Å, which,
according to the calibration of Ref. 9, corresponds to an
cess arsenic concentration (NAs2NGa)/(NAs1NGa)50.6
at.%. In doing such calculations for the solid solution I
GaAs we must take into account that the lattice paramete
stoichiometric InGaAs is close to the lattice parameter of
InP substrate~5.869 Å!, and that it is considerably large
than the GaAs lattice parameter~5.653 Å!. If we use the fact
that the As–As bond length for an antisite defect is the sa
in both materials, then the change in lattice parameter of
InGaAs layer as a result of annealing at 500 °C is 331023 Å
which corresponds to an excess arsenic content (NAs2NGa

2NIn)/(NAs1NGa1NIn)50.4 at.%. The concentration of an
tisite defects in this case comes to;0.831020cm23.

The high concentration of excess arsenic in InGaAs l
ers must lead to formation of clusters during the annea
process. Such clusters are probably the same ones we
serve in TEM. A comparison of TEM images of InGaAs a
GaAs layers grown and annealed at the same tempera
shows that the concentration and average size of the clu
is somewhat smaller in the first case, which agrees with
results of an analysis of x-ray diffraction data. It is we
known that MBE growth of structurally perfect stoichio
metric GaAs layers is usually done at a temperature
5802600 °C, and for InGaAs layers at a temperatu
4802500 °C. This implies that epitaxy at 150 °C entails
stronger departure from stoichiometric growth conditions
GaAs than for InGaAs. The amount of excess arsenic
InGaAs layers grown at 150 °C is close to the amount3 that is
characteristic of GaAs layers grown at 200 °C.

Over a very wide range, changing the arsenic flux
low-temperature MBE of InGaAs layers has only a slig
effect on the concentration of excess arsenic. Similar w
dependences were observed previously3,10 for low-
temperature MBE of GaAs in the range of high V/III mo
lecular flux ratios. Note, however, that the V/III molecul
flux ratio turns out to have a marked effect on the genera
of defects at the growth surface, and hence on the ove
structural perfection of the epitaxial layer. For an optimu
choice of this ratio no macrodefects are present at the gro
surface, which ensures a rather high level of structural p
fection of the resulting epitaxial layers, despite the lo
growth temperature of 150 °C and the high concentration
excess arsenic.

It is worth noting that annealing ofLT InGaAs leads not
only to the formation of clusters in the bulk of the film, b
also to the appearance of characteristic grooves at the su
of the annealed layers~see Fig. 1d and Fig. 4!. These surface
defects are probably connected with the formation of lay
like accumulations of arsenic near the surface.8

Thus, the MBE growth of InGaAs layers on InP su
strates at low temperature leads to trapping of a large am
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of excess arsenic in the epitaxial layers. Annealing of
material leads to the formation of As clusters in the InGa
matrix. The trapping of excess arsenic and formation of cl
ters in InGaAs is qualitatively similar to what happens du
ing low-temperature MBE of GaAs followed by annealin
However, the electronic properties ofLT GaAs andLT In-
GaAs differ significantly. It is known3,9,11 that unannealed
LT GaAs has a resistivity of 1021000V•cm, and that after
annealing at 5002600 °C it becomes semi-insulating. In con
trast, LT InGaAs has a low resistivity due to the hig
(1018cm23) concentration of free electrons. During anne
ing, the concentration of free charge carriers decreases; h
ever, it remains extremely high (1017cm23) as before. Such
a high concentration of electrons cannot be connected w
uncontrolled contamination of the sample by background
purities. Measurements of control samples grown at ordin
temperatures showed that the concentration of backgro
impurities in our samples was only;1015cm23.

It is usually assumed12 that the electrical properties ofLT
GaAs are a consequence of the high concentration of ant
AsGa defects, which create deep donor levels near the mid
of the band gap. Analogously, we may assume that the
son for the high concentration of electrons inLT InGaAs is
likewise the high concentration of antisite defects, but un
conditions where they form rather shallow donor levels. D
ing annealing, the excess arsenic forms clusters and the
centration of antisite defects decreases markedly. This co
lates with our observation that the concentration of fr
electrons in InGaAs decreases after annealing~Figs. 5 and
6!. The concentration of antisite defects also decreases
increasing epitaxy temperature. The decrease in conce
tion of free electrons with increasingTg was also observed
by us experimentally~Fig. 5!. Thus, a model based on th
electrical activity of antisite defect AsGa will qualitatively
describe the change in electrical properties of InGaAs lay
as a function of growth temperature and during anneali
However, the reason for the substantial quantitative diff
ence between the concentration of antisite defects (
31020cm23) determined from x-ray diffraction data and th
concentration of free electrons (0.931018cm23) measured
by the Van der Pauw method remains unclear.

CONCLUSIONS

Our studies of InGaAs layers grown by molecular-bea
epitaxy on InP~100! substrates at temperatures
1502480 °C and various arsenic fluxes show that decreas
the epitaxy temperature leads to a change in the growth
face, to trapping of excess arsenic, and to an increase in
lattice parameter of the epitaxial layers. Annealing
samples grown at low temperature leads to relaxation of
lattice parameter and formation of arsenic clusters in the
GaAs host. For samples grown at 150 °C and anneale
500 °C, the concentration of clusters amounts to;8
31016cm23, with an average size of;5 nm. Assuming that
the excess arsenic is primarily trapped in the form of antis
defects, from the values of the lattice parameter relaxatio
LT InGaAs during annealing we can determine the conc
tration of excess arsenic, which turns out to be (NAs2NGa
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2NIn)/(NAs1NGa1NIn)50.4 at.%. The concentration of an
tisite defects in this case amounts to;0.831020cm23.
Changing the arsenic fluxes within certain ranges has on
slight effect on the concentration of excess arsenic; howe
it affects the creation of defects at the growth surface and
structural perfection of the epitaxial layers.

Layers of InGaAs grown at 150 °C characteristica
have a high concentration of free electrons (;1
31018cm23). Annealing such layers at 500 °C leads to
decrease in the concentration of electrons to;1
31017cm23. We have established that changes in the c
centration of free electrons correlate qualitatively with t
change in concentration of excess arsenic in the layers.

This work was carried out in the framework of the pr
gram ‘‘Fullerenes and Atomic Clusters’’ of the Russian S
ence Ministry, and with the support of the Russian Fund
Fundamental Research.
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Band-edge photoluminescence of heavily doped In xGa12xAs12yPy „l51.2 mm…
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Band-edge photoluminescence spectra of heavily donor-doped samples of InxGa12xAs12yPy

(x50.77, y50.53) were investigated in the temperature range (772300) K. A theory of
luminescence that takes into account fluctuations in the band-edge potentials due to
nonuniform distribution of impurities is used to calculate temperature dependences of the
positions and half- widths of peaks in these spectra. Good agreement is obtained between
experimental and calculated curves. For heavily doped InxGa12xAs12yPy samples with
eitherp- or n-type conductivity, the peak energy of the band-edge PL is observed to shift towards
lower frequencies at low temperatures. This shift is accompanied by broadening of the
spectra and a decrease in the photoluminescence intensity compared to the analogous parameters
for the spectra of undoped material. Possible mechanisms for radiative recombination are
analyzed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00308-7#
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In the last two decades, InxGa12xAs12yPy solid solu-
tions have been actively investigated and included in pra
cal applications. InxGa12xAs12yPy heterostructures with op
tical response at wavelengths longer than 1mm are widely
used for making high-efficiency heterostructure lasers, lig
emitting diodes, and photodetectors for fiber-optic commu
cation lines. However, despite the great interest in this m
terial, at this time there is almost no data on the electro
energy spectrum of heavily doped InxGa12xAs12yPy , al-
though many applications call for rather high concentratio
of impurities.

It is known that heavily doped semiconductors exhi
fluctuations at the edges of the allowed energy bands, ca
by a nonuniform distribution of impurities. These fluctu
tions lead to ‘‘tailing’’ of the density of states into the ban
gap.1 Information about these fluctuation-induced ‘‘ban
tail’’ states can be obtained by studying the spectrum
band-edge luminescence as a function of temperature
level of excitation. The mechanisms for interband radiat
recombination in heavily doped semiconductors are con
erably more complicated and peculiar than in pure or ligh
doped semiconductors, where band-edge luminescence i
termined only by recombination of free electrons and ho
(BB-transitions!, and where the spectral intensity ener
maximum is close to the width of the band gap in magnitu
and tracks the temperature dependence of the latter
heavily doped semiconductors, these fluctuation-indu
tails give rise to additional transitions connected with reco
bination of carriers localized in the band-tail states. The c
tribution of these quasi-interband recombination channel
the band-edge luminescence spectra increases with dec
ing temperature, causing the maximum to shift to lower f
quencies. In addition, its temperature dependence no lo
reproduces the temperature dependence of the width o
8301063-7826/99/33(8)/6/$15.00
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band gap, and can be nonmonotonic in form. Fundame
expressions that relate the luminescence characteristics
heavily doped semiconductor to the parameters of the b
tails were derived in the theoretical paper.2 This theory was
successful in explaning qualitatively many of the peculia
ties observed in studies of the emission spectra of vari
heavily doped semiconductors. However, quantitative co
parisons of experimental results with this theory were a
rule unsuccessful. This was partially due to the incomple
ness of initial information about the level of doping, com
pensation, concentration of nonequilibrium carriers, a
other parameters, without whose knowledge a rigoro
analysis is impossible. Moreover, in the majority of cases
complete emission spectra arises from several recombina
channels, whose relative contributions are difficult to det
mine. It is worth noting that in several papers the auth
were unable to obtain agreement with the theory not only
the quantitative but even at the qualitative level, and it w
necessary for them to turn to other approaches and mode
the energy spectra of electronic states in order to desc
their experimental results.3 Of all the treatments of the theor
of luminescence in heavily doped semiconductors that
are familiar with, the one with the most convincing conce
tual basis was given by Korolev and Sidorov,4 who under-
took a rather rigorous quantitative analysis of the photolu
nescence spectra of heavily doped and heavily compens
GaAs. In contrast, studies of the properties of heavily dop
multicomponent solid solutions of binary compounds, in p
ticular, InxGa12xAs12yPy , lag significantly behind their
practical applications, as we have noted above. The num
of papers containing a discussion of the luminescence f
InxGa12xAs12yPy compounds with spectral components
the wavelength rangel.1 mm is extremely small. More-
over, the systems investigated in these papers were prim
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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undoped or lightly doped layers, in which impurity fluctu
tions are insignificant, and their authors generally restric
the analysis to room-temperature studies, i.e., the temp
ture range of practical interest~see, e.g., Ref. 5!. Such studies
naturally miss the peculiarities in the luminescence c
nected with recombination of localized carriers, whi
should manifest themselves only at lower temperatures.

In this work we measure the band-edge photolumin
cence spectra of heavily doped InxGa12xAs12yPy layers
(x50.77, y50.53) of p- and n-type conductivity in the
temperature rangeT5 77–300 K, and analyze them withi
the framework of the luminescence theory of Ref. 2. T
samples were grown by liquid-phase epitaxy on InP s
strates, and were lattice-matched with InP. The composi
of the solid solution was designed for an emission wa
length of 1.2mm at room temperature, and the layer thic
nesses were 5–7mm. In order to obtain layers withp- and
n-type conductivity, the layers were doped with zinc or t
respectively, during the epitaxy process. The impurity c
centration and degree of compensation were controlled
galvanomagnetic measurements. In all the samples the
gree of compensation did not exceed 0.1.

We will discuss the results for three samples whose
rameters are listed in Table I. Along with the doped samp
1 and 2, we measured spectra of nominally undoped sam
3 for comparison, whose conductivity wasn-type. In
InxGa12xAs12yPy , as in the majority of direct-gap semicon
ductors withme@mh , the strong-doping conditionNa3.1
can be satisfied inn-type material with a rather low dono
concentrationNd.1017cm23, while for p-type material this
condition is satisfied only at acceptor concentratio
Na.1019cm23 ~hereme andmh are the effective masses o
electrons and holes, andN and a are the concentration an
Bohr radius of an impurity!. Thus, whereas the strong
doping condition is well satisfied by the donors inn-type
sample 2,p-type sample 1 is only lightly doped with regar
to acceptors. Moreover, residual donors, whose concen
tion is estimated to be;1017cm23, make it heavily donor-
doped despite its conductivity type. This so-call
intermediate-doping case is the one most often encount
in practice.2

Luminescence was excited by a cw argon laser wit
wavelength of 488 nm. The laser light was modulated b
mechanical chopper at a frequency of 1000 Hz and focu
down to a spot on the sample with a diameter of;200mm.
The sample was located in an optical cryostat, allowing u
vary the temperature from that of liquid nitrogen to roo
temperature. The excitation power density could be varie
the rangeP5102103 W/cm2. Spectral measurements we

TABLE I.

Sample Parameters
Sample Conductivity Doping Impurity g,
No. Type Impurity Concentration, 1017 cm23 meV

1 p Zn 20 29
2 n Sn 7 19
3 n ••• ;1 •••
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made using an MBR-23 monochromator. As a photodete
we used an FD-10G germanium photodiode. The proces
measuring the spectra was automated by a KAMAK syst
and a computer.

Figure 1 shows the experimental temperature dep
dences of the magnitude of the energy deficitd and half-
width Dhn of the band-edge PL spectrum for the samp
under study. The concept of an energy deficitd5hnm

2Eg0 ~i.e., the difference between the energy position of
spectral peakhnm and the band-gap width for undoped m
terial Eg0) is usually introduced in order to trac
temperature-induced changes in the peak energy due on
the heavy doping, and to eliminate the temperature dep
dence of the width of the band gap. ForEg0(T) we used the
energy of the peak in the PL spectrum of the undoped sam
3. It is noteworthy that the width of the spectrum of th
sample increases with increasing temperature almost line
with a coefficient of 1.8, in accordance with the theory
interband recombination in lightly doped semiconductors,
though the absolute values of the half-widths were 15 to
meV larger than predicted from this theory. At low temper

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the energy deficit at the peak of th
spectral intensity d ~a! and the spectral half-widthDhn ~b! for
InxGa12xAs12yPy samples. Samples:1—sample 1 (p-type!, 2—sample 2
(n-type!, 3—sample 3 (n-type, undoped!.
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tures, the band-edge PL spectrum of sample 1~with p-type
conductivity! is considerably broader than that of the u
doped sample 3, and is shifted to lower frequencies.
absolute value of the deficit increases with decreasing t
perature, and at nitrogen-temperatures is; 60 meV; more-
over, the sign of the deficit is negative in the entire range
temperatures investigated. A characteristic of this sampl
the presence of a maximum in the temperature depend
of the peak half-width. In contrast, with regard to the ma
nitude of its deficit and half-width of its band-edge PL lin
and the temperature dependences of these quantities, sa
2 ~with n-type conductivity! does not differ much from the
undoped sample 3. The values ofd did not exceed 10 meV
and change sign with increasing temperature.

Figure 2 shows how the energy deficit of the spec
peak depends on the level of excitation at liquid-nitrog
temperatures. The intensity of the excitation is expresse
terms of the PL intensityI PL , whose changes reflect chang
in the concentration of nonequilibrium carriers that reco
bine radiatively. Usually this is done in order to compa
samples with different quantum efficiencies, since it elim
nates the effect of nonradiative recombination mechani
on the way the luminescence parameters depend on the
citation intensity. From the figure it is clear that for th
samples withn-type conductivity~samples 2 and 3!, chang-
ing the level of excitation over the full available range do
not affect the position of the spectral peak; in contra
sample 1, which isp-type, exhibits a shift in the position o
the peak toward higher frequencies starting with a cer
excitation density. The vertical arrows denote points that c
respond to an excitation power densityP5500 W/cm2, at
which temperature dependences of the PL spectra of al
samples were taken. This rather high level of excitation
sured that a reliable PL signal would be obtained in the en
temperature range up to room temperature. A compariso

FIG. 2. Dependence of the energy deficit at the peak of the PL spe
intensity d on the excitation intensity atT577 K for InxGa12xAs12yPy

samples. Samples:1—sample 1 (p-type!, 2—sample 2 (n-type!, 3—sample
3 (n-type, undoped!. The arrows indicate points obtained at an excitati
intensity of 500 W/cm2.
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samples at different levels of excitation showed that undo
sample 3 possessed the highest PL efficiency, compare
which the PL efficiency of sample 2 was lower by an ord
of magnitude, and that of sample 1 by almost two orders
magnitude.

Let us discuss the possible channels for recombinatio
these samples. The mean-square amplitudes of Gaus
fluctuations (g) were estimated to be 29 and 19 meV f
samples 1 and 2, respectively. These estimates were bas
the expressions from Ref. 2, taking into account that
screening mechanisms in samples withp- and n-type con-
ductivity are different. The conditionT<g, under which the
effect of the fluctuation-induced tail on the luminescen
properties can be analyzed, was satisfied for sample 1
the full range of temperatures under study up to room te
perature, while for sample 2 it was satisfied only at low
temperatures.

According to our estimates, the width of fluctuations
nondegenerate InxGa12xAs12yPy with p-type conductivity
~sample 1! is sufficient to localize the nonequilibrium elec
trons not only at deep ‘‘point’’ fluctuations but also i
Gaussian fluctuations with a characteristic amplitudeg. Lo-
calized electrons can recombine with holes located on in
vidual acceptors (TI- transitions! and in deep states of th
valence band tail (TT-transitions! as well as with free holes
(TB-transitions!. However, theTI mechanism presuppose
the presence of a rather deep acceptor level with an ion
tion energyI a.g. The energy of the acceptor level caus
by zinc in InxGa12xAs12yPy material with a composition
optimized for the wavelength 1.2mm comes to; 30 meV
~Ref. 6!, i.e., the acceptor level merges with fluctuations
the valence band edge. Furthermore, it is difficult to belie
that TT recombination has a strong effect on the spec
characteristics of sample 2, sinceTT- transitions, which in-
volve diagonal tunneling of localized electrons and hol
can efficiently compete withTB-transitions only at very low
temperatures and excitation levels, or under conditions
strong compensation when the value ofg is especially large.

In degenerate InxGa12xAs12yPy with n-type conductiv-
ity ~sample 2!, the emission in the neighborhood of the spe
tral peak at temperaturesT<200 K is determined by recom
bination of free electrons with energies near the Fermi lev
i.e., deep in the free-carrier band. At the same time, ho
whose concentration is low and determined only by the le
of excitation whenT<g, are located primarily in localized
states of the valence band tail. Under these conditions, w
T< 200 K the primary contribution to the emission shou
come fromBT- transitions. The negative sign ofd at low
temperatures indicates that the decrease in the transition
ergy caused by fluctuations exceeds the shift of the Fe
level into the conduction band~the Burstein–Moss shift!.
With increasing temperature, the fraction of localized ho
decreases, and the role ofBB-transitions increases, changin
the sign ofd to positive.

Hence, in order to describe the experimental results
begin with the fact that within our range of temperature a
excitation density theTB and BT recombination mecha
nisms must play the primary role in generating band-edge
for samples 1 and 2, respectively. We calculated the spe

al
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for these mechanisms by using the approach and expres
from the theory of luminescence of heavily doped semic
ductors given in Ref. 2. However, in their theory these a
thors focused primarily on the temperature dependenc
the peak energy of the spectral intensity, and unfortuna
did not discuss the other important parameter of
spectrum—the half-width of the line. Moreover, the fun
tionshnm(T) obtained in Ref. 2 are correct only over limite
temperature ranges, where it was possible to represent
in analytic form. This hinders comparison of the experime
tal results with theory. Therefore, we addressed the prob
of calculating the spectral intensities forTB- and
BT-transitions, and obtained continuous temperature dep
dences of the peak energy and half-width of the spectra o
the entire range of temperature studied. These calculat
are of interest because they can be used both to explain
PL spectra of the InxGa12xAs12yPy samples and to obtain
more complete information about the influence of impur
fluctuations on the luminescence properties of other hea
doped semiconductors, in particular, information about
TB-recombination mechanism, which is the least stud
mechanism of all, both experimentally and theoretically. A
though the authors of Ref. 7 derived an expression for
spectral intensity of the emission due toTB-recombination,
they did not analyze its temperature dependence, altho
they did note that this mechanism can be decisive in non
generate, heavily doped,p-type semiconductors.

The spectral intensity of the emission was calcula
from the expression

I ~hn!5hnE
max[(Eg02hn),0]

`

W~Ee ,Eh!rc~Ee!qe~Ee!

3rv~Eh!qh~Eh!dE,

wherehn5uEe2Ehu; W(Ee ,Eh) is the probability of radia-
tive recombination of an electron with energyEe and a hole
with energyEh ; rc(Ee) and rv(Eh) are densities of state
for electrons and holes, respectively; andqe(Ee) andqh(Eh)
are the occupation functions for these states. The integra
is carried out over minority-carrier energy. The energies
the TB- andBT-recombination mechanisms were measu
from the bottom of the conduction bandEc and the top of the
valence bandEv , respectively, with a plus sign for localize
states in the band gap and free carriers in the allowed ba
The upper limit of integration for each frequency was ide
tified as the point where the function being integrated
creased by a factor of 1023. In this case, for all the sample
the interval of integration did not exceed 6g over the entire
spectral range. The spectra were calculated by numerica
tegration, allowing us to obtain continuous temperature
pendences of the spectral parameters over the entire tem
ture range, and to make quantitative comparisons w
experiment.

Following Ref. 2, we treated the distributions of fre
electrons and holes, and also localized electrons, as q
equilibrium distributions, i.e., we modeled them as Fer
functions. However, we used a more rigorous expressio
calculate the Fermi energy in degenera
n-InxGa12xAs12yPy , with corrections to take into accoun
ns
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electron- electron and electron-impurity interactions.1 With-
out these corrections, we were unable to obtain quantita
agreement with experiment. For holes localized in states
the band tail, we included the nonequilibrium character
the distribution. For the band-tail densities of states we u
expressions that were correct in the range of shallow
Gaussian fluctuations and expressions that were correc
the range of deeper point-like fluctuations. At the bound
between these ranges the expressions were fitted togeth
choosing a pre-exponential factor. We assumed that the
sities of states in the free-carrier bands followed the us
square-root functions. In order to describe the energy dep
dence of the recombination probability, we used the inter
lation expressions from Ref. 7.

Our calculations started with prespecified concentrati
of free carriersn5n01Dn, p5p01Dp. Because all the
samples were weakly compensated, the concentration
majority carriers (n0 , p0) were set equal to the impurity

FIG. 3. Computed temperature dependences of the energy deficit at the
of the PL spectral intensityd ~a! and half-width of the spectrumDhn ~b! for
TB-recombination inp-type InxGa12xAs12yPy with Na5231018 cm23 and
concentrations of nonequilibrium electronsDn5131011 ~1!, 531011

~2,28,29!, and 231012 cm23 ~3!. 28—calculations without including the de
pendence of the recombination probabilityW on energy;29—calculations in
which we assumeW5 const forEe,g andW5W(Ee ,Eh) for Ee.g. The
points are experiment for sample 1.
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concentrations. According to our estimates, at the excita
levels we used the concentrations of nonequilibrium carr
Dn, Dp did not exceed 131015cm23. Consequently,
Dn, Dp!n0 , p0, and we could assume thatn5n0 , p5Dp
in n-type material andn5Dn, p5p0 in p-type material. The
rigorous determination of the nonequilibrium carrier conce
trationsDn andDp, in general, constitutes a complex se
consistent problem, and requires knowledge of the mec
nisms for nonradiative recombination in each samp
Therefore, in calculating the spectra forTB-transitions the
concentration of nonequilibrium carriers was treated as a
ting parameter. ForBT-transitions, as we will show below
they can be disregarded.

Figures 3 and 4 show the calculated temperature de
dences of the position of the spectral peak and half-width
TB-recombination, and the experimental data forp-
InxGa12xAs12yPy ~sample 1!. It is clear that the calculation
reproduce the minimum on the curved(T) and maximum on
the curveDhn(T) observed in experiment. Usually a max

FIG. 4. Calculated temperature dependences of the energy deficit at the
of the PL spectral intensityd ~a! and half-width of the spectrumDhn ~b! for
TB-recombination inp-type InxGa12xAs12yPy for Dn5531011 cm23 and
values ofNa , 1018 cm23: 1—1, 2—2, 3—3. The points are experiment fo
sample 1.
n
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mum at the temperature dependence of the half-width is
plained by the presence of two recombination mechanis
whose relative contributions change with temperature. Fr
these calculations it follows that for theTB- recombination
mechanism the temperature dependence of the half-width
a maximum even in the absence of a second compe
mechanism. At the same time, these calculations predi
more abrupt change in the energy deficit at high temperat
than is observed in experiment. This stems from the use
the interpolation expression of Ref. 7 for the energy dep
dence of the recombination probability, which, in general
correct only at rather high electron energies. Our attemp
wholly ignore the dependence of the recombination proba
ity on energy led to a contradiction with the experimen
curves, in particular, to the disappearance of the maximum
the temperature dependence of the spectral half-width~Fig.
3, curves28!. The agreement with experiment can be im
proved if in these calculations we assume that the recom
nation probability depends on energy only within the ele
tron energy rangeEe>g ~Fig. 3, curves29!.

In calculating the curves shown in Fig. 3, we varied t
concentration of nonequilibrium carriersDn, while treating
the quantityNa as a constant equal to the acceptor conc
tration in sample 1. It is clear that at low temperatur
T<120 K the magnitude of the energy deficit and half-wid
of the spectrum depend on the concentration of nonequ
rium carriers. This explains the shift in the peak energy
the band-edge PL spectrum with increasing excitation le
observed in sample 1 at liquid-nitrogen temperature~Fig. 2!.

FIG. 5. Calculated temperature dependences of the energy deficit at the
of the PL spectral intensityd ~a! and half-width of the spectrumDhn ~b! for
BT-recombination inn-type InxGa12xAs12yPy with Nd5731017 cm23 for
various values of the parameteru: 1 — 131023, 2 — 131021, 3 —
231021. The points are from experiment using sample 2.
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The experimental results are closest to the calculated re
whenDn5531011cm23. This value was used to calculate
family of curves that differ by the concentration of accepto
Na ~Fig. 4!. With increasing values ofNa , the absolute val-
ues ofd grow; the positions of the minimum of the curv
d(T) and the maximum of the curveDhn(T) shift towards
higher temperatures.

We now discuss our computer results for theBT- recom-
bination mechanism, the most probable mechanism opera
in degeneraten-InxGa12xAs12yPy ~sample 2!. The quantity
(Dp1un) enters into our computational expression for t
spectral intensity when theBT-recombination mechanism
operates; hereu is the ratio of coefficients of radiative cap
ture of electrons and nonradiative capture of holes in loc
ized states of the valence band tail. If we assume that
quantity u is bounded by the same limits i
InxGa12xAs12yPy as it is in GaAs, the conditionDp!un
will be satisfied for our range of excitation power densitie
and hence the quantityDp can be ignored in these calcula
tions. In this case, the theory predicts that the peak energ
the luminescence spectrum will be independent of pu
power, which agrees with experiment. Figure 5 shows
temperature dependences of the peak energy and half-w
of the luminescence spectrum, calculated
BT-recombination at various values of the parameteru, and
experimental results for sample 2. It is clear that we can
describe the experimental spectra by choosingu in the range
102321021 as Levanyuk and Osipov did in Ref. 2 fo
GaAs. The best agreement between theory and experime
achieved foru50.2, which exceeds somewhat the values
dicated above for GaAs.
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Thus, our investigations show that at low temperatu
T<g, the band-edge PL of heavily doped InxGa12xAs12yPy

is associated with recombination of carriers localized in flu
tuations of the band-edge potential caused by a nonunif
distribution of impurities.2 The band-edge PL spectra an
their temperature dependences are well described within
theory of luminescence of heavily doped semiconducto
Comparison of calculated and experimental tempera
dependences leads us to conclude thatTB- and BT-transi-
tions play a decisive role in creating the band-edge PL sp
tra of nondegeneratep-InxGa12xAs12yPy and degenerate
n-InxGa12xAs12yPy , respectively.

1V. N. Shklovski� and A. L. Efros,Electronic Properties of Doped Semi
conductors~Nauka, Moscow, 1979!

2A. P. Levanyuk and V. V. Osipov, Usp. Fiz. Nauk133, 427 ~1981! @Sov.
Phys. Usp.24, 187 ~1981!#.

3V. A. Vil’kotski �, D. S. Domanevski�, S. V. Zhokhovets, and M. V.
Prokopeva, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.12, 2192 ~1984! @Sov. Phys. Semi-
cond.12, 1304~1984!#.

4V. L. Korolev and V. G. Sidorov, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.22, 1359
~1988! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.22, 862 ~1988!#.

5V. P. Evtikhiev, D. Z. Garbuzov, V. A. Agaev, V. B. Khalfin, and V. P
Chaly�, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.17, 1652 ~1983! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.
17, 1052~1983!#.

6D. Z. Garbuzov, Z. N. Sokolova, and V. B. Khalfin, Zh. Tekh. Fiz.53, 315
~1983! @Sov. Phys. Tech. Phys.28, 193 ~1983!#.

7V. V. Osipov, T. I. Soboleva, and M. G. Fo�gel’, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.
13, 542 ~1979! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.13, 319 ~1979!#.
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Determining the position of antimony impurity atoms in PbS by 119Sb„119mSn… emission
Mössbauer spectroscopy

V. F. Masterov, F. S. Nasredinov, P. P. Seregin, N. P. Seregin, A. V. Ermolaev,
and S. I. Bondarevski 

St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted January 19, 1999; accepted for publication January 20, 1999!
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Emission Mössbauer spectroscopy based on the isotope119Sb~119mSn) is used to show that the
location of antimony impurity atoms in the PbS lattice depends on the conductivity type
of the material: inn-type samples the antimony is localized primarily on the anion sublattice,
while in p-type material it is primarily on the cation sublattice. It is noteworthy that
when the119mSn center appears in the anion PbS sublattice~i.e., as an antisite defect! after
radioactive conversion of119Sb, its charge state does not depend on the position of the Fermi level.
When the119Sb-center is in the cation sublattice of PbS, it acts like an electrically active
substitutional impurity: inn-type samples the spectrum corresponds to the neutral state of a donor
center~119mSn21), while in p-type material it corresponds to the doubly ionized state of this
center~119mSn41). © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00408-1#
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In recent years much progress has been made in un
standing the nature of impurity states in lead chalcogen
formed by group-III and group-IV impurities. In particula
resonance scattering of current carriers by group-III impu
ties has been observed,1 while two-electron centers assoc
ated with group-IV impurities have been identified wi
negative correlation energy.2 However, there are practicall
no papers that discuss group-V impurities~As, Sb, and Bi! in
lead chalcogenides. It is only known that these impurities
donors, although the fraction of electrically active atoms
considerably less than one.3 Two explanations can be give
for this fact: either a significant number of impurity atom
form electrically inactive complexes~e.g., Sb2Te3) in the
lattice, or the impurities are distributed between the cat
sublattice~where they are donors! and the anion sublattice
~where they should be acceptors!. It is possible to choose
between these alternative models once the positions
group-V atoms in the lead chalcogenide lattices are de
mined. In this paper we make this determination for the c
of impurity atoms of antimony in lead sulfide PbS by t
method of emission Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy, using the is
tope119Sb~119mSn). In Fig. 1a we sketch how the Mo¨ssbauer
level 119mSn forms, using the parent isotope119Sb ~with a
half-life of 38 hours!. If we assume that the recoil energy
the daughter119mSn atoms arising from electron capture
119Sb atoms with emission of a neutrino does not exceed
eV, we can conclude that radioactive transmutation does
lead to a displacement of the tin atoms from the normal s
on the crystal lattice. Then the parameters of the emiss
Mössbauer spectra of119Sb~119mSn) should reflect the va
lence~charge! state of119mSn atoms located at sites occupi
by the antimony atoms.

The radioactive isotope119Sb was obtained from a cy
clotron via the reaction120Sn(p,2n)119Sb. In order to pre-
cipitate out a carrier-free preparation of119Sb, the target was
8361063-7826/99/33(8)/2/$15.00
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dissolved in concentrated hydrochloric acid, and SbCl3 was
extracted using isopropyl alcohol; the preparation was t
purified by anion exchange. The Mo¨ssbauer sources wer
made by fusing samples of PbS with the carrier-free pre
ration of 119SbCl3 so that the estimated concentration of im
purity atoms of antimony did not exceed 1017atoms•cm23.

FIG. 1. a—decay scheme for119Sb; emission Mo¨ssbauer spectrum o
119Sb~119mSn) at T580 K for samples ofn-PbS ~b!—and p-PbS ~c!. The
positions of the experimental spectra are shown for components corresp
ing to 119mSn0, 119mSn21, and119mSn41.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Parameters of emission Mo¨ssbauer spectra of119Sb~119mSn) in PbS at a temperature of 80 K.

Type of Type of Impurity I.S., mm/s G, mm/s S, %
Conductivity Spectrum Center

n I 119mSn0 2.34 1.34 78
II 119mSn21 3.73 1.33 22

p I 119mSn0 2.33 1.33 21
III 119mSn41 1.23 1.32 79

Error 60.01 60.02 62

Note: I.S.stands for isomeric shift relative to CaSnO3 , G is the spectral width at half-height~FWHM!, andS is
the area under the spectrum.
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The initial PbS samples weren-type ~with an excess of lead
and an electron concentrationn.531018cm23) andp-type
~with an excess of sulphur and a hole concentrat
p.1018cm23).

Mössbauer spectra of119Sb~119mSn) were measured o
an industrial SM-2201 spectrometer at 80 K with a CaSn3

absorber~the surface density with respect to tin was 5 m
•cm22). The spectra of both the absorber and the sou
Ca 119mSnO3 consisted of the same line, with a FWHM
G50.7960.01 mm/s, which we took to be the instrume
width of the spectral line. Typical spectra of PbS:119Sb
samples are shown in Figs. 1b and 1c, and the results of
analysis are listed in Table I.

The spectrum of ann-type sample consists of a superp
sition of two lines. The widths of both lines considerab
exceed the instrument width, which indicates distortion
the cubic environment of the119mSn daughter atoms. Th
reason for this distortion is unclear—it could be, e.g., a n
central position of the tin ions caused by the large size
ference between a tin ion and the Pb21 or S22 ion it re-
places. One of these lines~which dominates inn-type
samples, and is referred to as spectrumI ) exhibits an iso-
meric shift that is characteristic of alloys and intermeta
compounds with tin, so we must assign it to119mSn0 centers
in the anion sublattice of PbS~lead atoms located in th
immediate vicinity of these centers interact with them, lea
ing to a tin isomeric shift that is typical of metallic alloy
with tin!. It is obvious that119mSn0 atoms can form from
119Sb atoms located in the PbS anion sublattice. The sec
line ~spectrumII ) exhibits an isomeric shift that is chara
teristic of compounds with divalent tin, and so we shou
assign it to119mSn21 centers in the cation sublattice of Pb
~sulfur atoms located in the immediate vicinity of the
centers interact with them, leading to a tin isomeric shift t
is close to the isomeric shift in the spectrum of119Sn taken
from the compound SnS!. It is obvious that119mSn21 atoms
can form from 119Sb atoms located in the PbS catio
sublattice.

The spectrum of thep-type sample also consists of
superposition of two broad lines. One of these lines has
rameters close to those of the type-I spectrum~although its
intensity inp-type samples is considerably lower than it is
n-type samples, where it dominates!. This spectrum must be
n
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assigned to119mSn0-centers that form from119Sb atoms lo-
cated in the anion sublattice of PbS. The second line~spec-
trum III ) has an isomeric shift that is characteristic of co
pounds with quadrivalent tin, and so we must assign it
119mSn41-centers that form from119Sb atoms located in the
cation sublattice of PbS.

Thus, localization of impurity atoms of antimony in th
PbS lattice depends on the character of the loss of stoi
ometry of the material: in samples with excess lead the
timony is localized predominantly on the anion sublattic
while in the samples with excess sulphur it localizes p
dominantly on the cation sublattice~and plays the role of a
donor!. The fraction of antimony atoms that are electrica
active depends on the distribution of antimony between s
lattices, but it is always less than unity, so that even inp-type
samples a significant number of antimony atoms are loca
on the anion sublattice.

It is worth noting that an119Sn center in the anion sub
lattice of PbS~which corresponds to a typeI spectrum! is an
antisite defect. It follows from the fact that the isomeric sh
of spectrumI is independent of the conductivity type of th
material that the charge state of the antisite defect does
depend on the position of the Fermi level. In contra
119mSn-centers in the cation PbS sublattice~which corre-
sponds to type-II and type-III spectra! are isoelectronic sub
stitutional impurities. It follows from the data we present
in Ref. 3 that the isoelectronic tin impurity in PbS is a
electrically active center, behaving as a two-electron do
with negative correlation energy. This explains the obser
dependence of the isomeric shift in the spectra of both c
ters on the conductivity type of the material: inn-type
samples the spectrum corresponds to the neutral state o
donor center (119mSn21), while in p-type material it corre-
sponds to the doubly ionized state (119mSn41).

1V. I. Ka�danov, S. A. Nemov, and Yu. I. Ravich, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovod
26, 201 ~1992! @Sov. Phys. Semicond.26, 113 ~1992!#.

2V. F. Masterov, F. S. Nasredinov, S. A. Nemov, and P. P. Seregin,
Tekh. Poluprovodn.31, 327 ~1997! @Semiconductors31, 420 ~1997!#.

3V. F. Masterov, F. S. Nasredinov, S. A. Nemov, and P. P. Seregin,
Tekh. Poluprovodn.30, 840 ~1996! @Semiconductors30, 450 ~1996!#.

Translated by Frank J. Crowne
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Intrinsic photoconductivity of copper-doped gallium phosphide
N. N. Pribylov, V. A. Buslov, S. I. Rembeza, A. I. Spirin, and S. A. Sushkov

Voronezh State Technical University, 394026 Voronezh, Russia
~Submitted August 5, 1998; accepted for publication February 2, 1999!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 916–920~August 1999!

Studies of the intrinsic photoconductivity of copper- doped gallium phosphide reveal that
increasing the light intensity incident on the sample leads to the appearance of an additional
photoconductivity peak in the fundamental absorption band, which can be viewed as
anomalous. It is found that the line shape of this new peak in the photoconductivity spectrum
depends on the photon energy of the additional illumination. These results are explained
by variations in the lifetime of minority carriers over the sample bulk due to reconstruction of
copper centers. An expression, which qualitatively describes the experiment, is derived
for the photoconductivity spectrum. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00508-6#
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Anomalies in the kinetics of intrinsic photoconductivi
in GaP : Cu and its infrared quenching have been repo
previously.1,2 In this paper we derive and discuss new ph
toconductivity spectra which we have observed in comp
sated samples of this material.

FUNDAMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our starting gallium phosphide samples consisted
1-mm-thick plates cut from a single crystal grown by t
Czochralsky method and doped with tellurium, with an ele
tron concentration of 431017cm23 and a Hall mobility of
130 cm2/~V•s!. The samples were diffusion-doped with co
per to saturation in vacuum quartz cells from a layer of me
sputtered onto the sample surface. A doping temperatur
900– 910 °C was maintained for 24 hours. At the end of t
diffusive anneal, the samples were quenched by dropping
cells into water, then processed with abrasive powders,
ished, and etched in a mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric a
ids. Contacts were deposited from a In–Ga eutectic onto
polished surface of the samples in the form of two para
strips with width 6–8 mm and a gap between them of 2
mm. The primary focus of our interest is that region of t
photocurrent spectrum arising from interband transitions,
cause the shape of the spectrum in this range, is a functio
the light intensity and can be controlled by varying the s
of the monochromator gap. We measured the photocon
tivity signal in the constant-field regime, using a modulati
method with synchronous detection. The light flux of
500-W halogen incandescent lamp was focused onto the
put gap of an MBR-23 monochromator and modulated a
it left the gap. Light modulated at a frequency of about 3
Hz passed through an optical filter and was focused onto
sample surface. Figure 1 shows spectra obtained for unif
illumination of the interelectrode gap with normally incide
light. All the spectra presented in this paper correspond
the strong-excitation regime, i.e., when the sample was
minated, the current in the circuit greatly exceeded its va
in the dark.
8381063-7826/99/33(8)/4/$15.00
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An important feature of our samples was their long ele
tron lifetimestn; 1 s, which correspond to a value of th
diffusion lengthLn5ADntn5AmnkTtn /e'1 cm~whereDn

is the diffusion coefficient,mn is the electron mobility, andT
is the temperature! that exceeds all the characteristic dime
sions of the sample. Confirmation of this comes from o
ability to record the photoconductivity spectrum of a sam
with thickness; 1 mm in the intrinsic regime, when it is
illuminated with light from the side opposite the side o
which the contacts were deposited.

Increasing the optical flux intensity leads to the appe
ance of an additional peak in the photoconductivity spectr
in the neighborhood of the fundamental transition bands.
picking an arbitrary optical wavelength, we can use the d
shown in Fig. 1 to obtain the superlinear lux-ampere char

FIG. 1. Photocurrent spectra (I ) of a GaP sample doped with Cu at 900 °
as a function of the size of the monochromator gapd, mm: 1 — 0.5, 2 —
0.6, 3 — 0.7, 4 — 0.8, 5 — 1.1. The solid curves are derived from calcu
lations using Eq.~1!.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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teristic deduced from the results of Ref. 1. The appearanc
features in the spectral dependence of the photocurrent in
region of intrinsic absorption of GaP can be regarded
anomalous, since the condition for generation near the
face is satisfied in this region, and saturation of the pho
conductivity should take place.3 We assume that this
anomaly arises from the specific behavior of copper, wh
sensitizes the intrinsic photoconductivity of gallium pho
phide. In order to identify possible reasons for the appe
ance of these spectral features, we measured the photo
ductivity in the presence of an additional illumination of th
sample surface with monochromatic light, and studied
influence of contacts on the shape of the spectrum.

We found that in the intrinsic region of the spectrum t
photoconductivity caused by the modulated light increa
abruptly when an additional source of unmodulated sh
wavelength light from a second source illuminated t
sample surface. The shape of the spectrum in this case
strong function of the optical wavelength of th
unmodulated-light flux~Fig. 2!. Illumination by intrinsic
light, which is comparatively weakly absorbed, simply i
creases the value of the photoconductivity over its value
corded without the illumination. In contrast, shifting the
lumination wavelength to the short-wavelength regi
~photon energieshn0> 2.58 eV!, where the absorption co
efficient of gallium phosphide begins to exceed;800 cm21

~Ref. 4!, leads to a qualitative change in the shape of
spectrum and to the appearance of well-defined structur
the latter. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the positions of t
peaks in the observed bands are found to depend on
photon energyhn0 of the unmodulated illumination.

The current-voltage characteristics of a sample with c
tacts measured at constant current have a nearly linear s
in the dark; however, measurements of the frequency de
dence of the total resistance show that the contacts to
sample are blocking. The lowest photocurrent is observed
local illumination of the region near the contact with neg
tive potential by a strip of modulated light. Shifting the o
tical probe to the opposite electrode is accompanied by

FIG. 2. Shape of the photocurrent spectrum (I ) of a GaP : Cu sample with-
out illumination (1) and with unmodulated illumination at the followin
photoenergieshn0, eV: 2 — 2.29,3 — 2.38,4 — 2.53,5 — 2.58,6 — 2.88.
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increase of photocurrent with simultaneous changes in
spectrum~Fig. 3!.

In order to clarify the role of contacts in this effect, w
measured the magnitude of the photocurrent caused by
trinsic modulated light with a fixed wavelength. The lig
was directed into the gap between electrodes, and unm
lated light was focused into a bounded region near the p
tive contact and scanned over the spectrum. Figure 4 cle
shows that additional local illumination of the sample ne
the contact always increases the photocurrent in the circu
the same way, independent of the photon energyhn0. This is
due to the increased concentration of electrons in the c

FIG. 3. Photocurrent spectra (I ) of GaP : Cu as a function of the distancex
from the optically excited region to the contact with negative potentialx,
mm: 1 — 0, 2 — 0.2,3 — 1, 4 — 1.4,5 — 1.5,6 — 1.6,7 — 1.7,8 — 1.9,
9 — 2.

FIG. 4. The effect of unmodulated illumination of a contact on the pho
current (I ) caused by photons with various energieshn, eV: 1 — 2.58,2 —
2.48,3 — 2.34,4 — 2.29.
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duction band caused by optical excitation, which can o
happen because the electron lifetime is so long.

This illumination has little effect on the photoconducti
ity current I at the negative contact. In our view, this is
consequence of the short lifetime of electron-hole pairs th

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

There are several possible reasons for the observed r
larities: an abrupt increase in the rate of surface recomb
tion of gallium phosphide induced by light within a narro
spectral range, a manifestation of the light-induced excita
of the d-shell of the copper impurities, or nonuniformity o
the material caused by impurities.

The first assumption is purely hypothetical in charact
since as far as we know nothing similar has ever been
served in samples of GaP. If optical suppression of surf
recombination were to take place, then the shape of the s
tra in Fig. 4 would repeat the trace of the functions in Fi
1–3, which in fact does not happen.

The second assumption can be partially justified by
fact that the energy of the short-wavelength resonan
shaped peak, which is; 2.7–2.8 eV, is close to the excita
tion energy of the 3d9- shell of copper in inorganic
compounds.5 In view of the comparatively high solubility o
copper in the samples, this assumption is not so far-fetch
however, it is difficult to argue that the intracenter excitati
of an impurity is capable of dominating a band of intrins
transitions. Moreover, the position of an intracenter exc
tion line should not change.

The effect of nonuniformity of the semiconductor mat
rial on its photosensitivity spectrum was considered in R
6, where it was shown for the example of gallium arsen
that a distribution of recombination parameters and abs
tion characteristics throughout the sample can result in
servation of additional extrema in the photoconductiv
spectra beyond the fundamental absorption band edge.

In our case we can use the scheme of Kustov et6,
where eachi th layer of the sample is characterized by
own relaxation timet i , but with the same absorption coe
ficient a. These authors assumed that the generation den
was reduced to unit area, the quantum yieldh was constant
in each layer, and the change in mobilitym from layer to
layer is small.

Absorption of light in the sample can be expressed in
form Gi5Ji@12exp(2ati)# and, accordingly, the transpa
ency of a semiconductor layer to the light flux isJi 11

5Jiexp(2ati). HereGi is the absorbed flux of photons in th
i th layer, and Ji , Ji 11 are, respectively, the inciden
and transmitted photon fluxes through thei th layer of thick-
nesst i .

Expressing the photoconductivityDs of the entire
sample as a sum of additive contributions from each lay
we can write

Ds5A$12exp~2at1!1u2exp~2at1!@12exp~2at2!#

1u3exp~at12at2!@12exp~2at3!#1 . . . %, ~1!

whereA5J1emht1 , andu i5t i /t1.
y
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In our case, explaining the observed experimental
trema in the spectral dependence of the photocurrent requ
that we consider at least a four-layer structure, which is co
plex enough to provide qualitative agreement with expe
ment. Conditions for observing the extrema are described
the expression

aextr,j5
1

t i 11
lnF u i 11

u i 1121 S 11t i 11 Y (
i 51

4

t i D G . ~2!

It follows from Eq. ~2! that a four-layer structure with a
monotonic spectral dependence ofa can have three extrem
when the conditionst1,t2.t3,t4 are satisfied. Since the
magnitude of the absorption coefficienta for interband tran-
sitions varies over a wide range, features of the sort
scribed in Ref. 6 will appear in the photoconductivity spe
trum.

1! a(l)<aextr1. In this case the photoconductivity spe
trum repeats the trace ofa(l) via the relation Ds
;@a(l)#n. This is the region of weak absorption, whe
optical generation takes place primarily in the sample b
~layer t4) where the constant lifetime of electront4 is large.
Here and in what followsn> 1 ~Ref. 6!.

2! a(l);aextr1. At the point wherea(l)5aextr1 a peak
in the photoconductivity appears, while foraextr2.a(l)
.aextr1 the trace of the photoconductivity spectrum
mirror-reversed with respect toa(l) via Ds;@a(l)#2n. In
this region the illumination is primarily absorbed in layert3

with a small electron lifetimet3.
3! aextr3.a(l).aextr2. The photoconductivity spec

trum has the form of the functiona(l) via Ds;@a(l)#n. In
this case, generation takes place in layert2 with a long life-
time for electronst2.

4! a(l).aextr3. The spectrum has the formDs
;@a(l)#2n and corresponds to a falloff in photoconducti
ity in region 2 due to strong absorption of light in the sk
layer t1 with small electron lifetimet1.

This stratification with regard to properties of the reco
bination parameter of a sample illuminated by intrinsic lig
can be explained by starting from the description of the
havior of impurity copper-centers given previously in Ref.
Although the spectrum of a compensated GaP : Cu sam
contains shallow energy levels from ionized tellurium inp
rity atoms, its dominant features come from photosensi
ing deep A2 levels of copper-center acceptors (EA5Ev
10.51 eV! when the concentration of recombination-induc
ionized copper-centers, i.e., the donorsB1

(EB5Ev10.7 eV!, is relatively low. Let us assume that the
is a reversible conversion of aA-center to aB-center, which
lowers the energy of the crystal. Under equilibrium con
tions these centers will be distributed throughout the volu
of the sample almost uniformly, maintaining a concentrat
balance with each other.

Photogeneration of electron-hole pairs takes place wit
a layer whose width is determined by the absorption of
excitation light at the wavelength of the latter. Once the
trinsic photoconductivity has been sensitized in the mater
photogenerated holes in this layer are almost all trappe
copper centers in theA2 state. Meanwhile, electrons wit
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their longer relaxation time diffuse against the field of t
trapped holes into the sample bulk, where they are trap
primarily at B1 centers. As the intensity of the illuminatio
increases, theB levels become occupied by electrons, and
bulk of the sample acquiresn-type conductivity. The accu
mulation of excess electrons, which continue to diffuse
of the region of optical generation, leads to reconstruction
B centers intoA centers. Since these centers are hole trap
their ionized state, the photoconductivity is sensitized a
the lifetime of electrons in the sample bulk increases.

When the light is absorbed strongly and optical gene
tion takes place at the surface of the sample in space-ch
regions t1 and t2, nonequilibrium holes accumulate i
A-centers beyond these layers due to diffusion and drift. T
process gives rise to layert3, with hole-type conductivity, in
which theA trapping centers are reconstructed intoB recom-
bination centers. Hence, the lifetime of electron-hole pairs
layer t3 will decrease. The illumination therefore ‘‘stratifies
the sample with regard to lifetimes of electrons and ho
This layering should be enhanced with increasing inten
of light incident on the surface. Near the surface, in a la
whose thickness is the Debye screening length;LD

5A« r«0kT/«2n0, accumulation of holes counters the field
the surface potential; hence, the copper impurities should
predominately in theA2 acceptor state even in the absen
of illumination. The results shown in Fig. 3 suggest this p
sibility in that the sensitivity of the sample to light increas
near the contact with positive potential. We thus see that
lifetime of conduction electrons in GaP:Cu samples can v
in the direction of propagation of the incident light, passi
through a maximum in the Debye screening layer an
minimum in neighboring regions where reconstruction
copper centers takes place. In situations where the samp
excited by two optical fluxes, spatial nonuniformity of th
recombination parameter is induced by the unmodula
light, whereas for a single light flux the nonuniformity
generated by the same process that leads to the obse
ed
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dependence of the shape of the spectrum on the excita
level. If in Eq. ~1! we choose fort1 the thickness of the
damaged layer;0.3mm, for t2 the Debye screening lengt
LD;3mm, for t3 the size of the reconstruction regio
;20mm, and fort4 the thickness of the sample, i.e., 1 mm
we can use the known form of the absorption spectruma(n)
~Ref. 4! to calculate the spectral dependence of the photo
rent ~Fig. 1!. The parametersu151024, u255, u351022,
u453.5, andA51022 are selected to obtain agreement b
tween the computed dependence and experiment. It is c
from the spectra shown in Fig. 1 that within limited ranges
photon energies we can observe both superlinear increas
the photocurrent and differential negative photoconductiv
In each case this occurs because of changes in the lifetim
electrons in the different layers of the sample. The exp
mental data we have discussed have certain analogies
the previously observed appearance of additional extrem
the spectrum of intrinsic photoconductivity in germanium7

In these experiments recharging of surface states took p
when a voltage was fed to a cell containing a Ge-electro
contact, altering the bending of allowed energy bands of
semiconductor.
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The purpose of the experiments described here was to determine the energy level spectrum of
elementary primary Frenkel defects in the band gap of silicon, based on whether or not
the rate of direct annihilation of these defects depends on their charge state. The results were
obtained by jointly analyzing the states of the atomic and electronic subsystems of the
crystal under varying conditions of irradiation of the sample with high-energy particles. It was
established that these elementary primary defects have energy levels nearEc20.28 eV,
Ec20.44 eV,Ec20.65 eV, andEc20.86 eV. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00608-0#
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Despite vigorous efforts by investigators over the p
several decades in the area of semiconductor research,
remain several fundamental properties and characteristic
elementary primary defects— Frenkel pairs and their co
ponent elements, i.e., vacancies (V) and intrinsic interstitial
atoms (I )—that no one has been able to identify with ass
ance, even for such well-studied semiconductor material
silicon. Although it has been established thatV and I are
amphoteric defects with migration energies that depend
their charge state,1,2 at present our knowledge of the spe
trum of energy levels of these defects is far from comple
as was pointed out in the review article by Emtsevet al.3 The
purpose of this paper is to determine the position of ene
levels of these elementary primary defects in the band ga
silicon. The n-type ~with r5100V•cm) andp-type ~with
r'8230V•cm) silicon crystals we used were grown by t
Czochralsky~crucible! method and zone melting in vacuum
Elementary primary defects were generated within the c
tal volume by irradiating it with high-energy electrons (Ee

59.8 MeV) in the pulse regime (tpls51ms, off-duty cycle
;104). In the control experiments the samples were irra
ated with60Co gamma rays corresponding to internal irrad
tion of silicon by Compton electrons with an average ene
Ee'0.8 MeV. These types of irradiation are used to obt
genetic Frenkel pairs with different average distances
tween the components, i.e., so-called ‘‘distant’’ pairs~for
Ee59.8 MeV) and ‘‘nearby’’ pairs~for Ee50.8 MeV). The
sample temperature was set during irradiation and m
tained with an accuracy of61 °C by special instruments
During the irradiation time the system also monitored
nonequilibrium conductivity of the irradiated crystal via
matched measurement circuit and a memory oscillosco
By analyzing the oscillograms we were able to estimate
concentration and lifetime of nonequilibrium charge carri
in the crystal under the electron beam~including the regime
where electrons were sent one at a time, which could
implemented in the accelerator!.

In order to obtain information about the nature of t
radiation-induced defects~RD! and their rates of formation
(h5N/F, whereN is the concentration of RD, andF is the
8421063-7826/99/33(8)/3/$15.00
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flux! we analyzed the temperature (T5782400 K) and dose
dependences of the concentration (n) and lifetime (t) of
charge carriers in the crystals under study by Hall and ph
measurements, respectively.

Two types of primary experiments were carried out:!
while holding the temperatureTirr of the crystal and the in-
tegrated fluxF constant, we varied the irradiation intensi
J; 2! holding J andF constant, we irradiated the samples
various fixed temperatures within the intervalTirr5100
2350 °C.

In these experiments we measured the rate of forma
of RD, the so-called coefficients of radiative carrier conce
tration changeKn5(n02nF)/F and carrier lifetime change
Kt5(1/t21/t0)/F, and the concentration of nonequilib
rium carriers in the crystals under various irradiation con
tions (J, Tirr). In the experiments with a fixed value ofTirr

and fixed values of the irradiation fluxF, we replacedKn

with the dimensionless parameterdn5Kn(Tirr)/Kn(Tirr

520 °C), which is the ratio ofKn at a givenTirr to Kn at
Tirr520 °C.

Our data on the energy spectrum of elementary prim
defect levels was obtained by jointly analyzing the states
the crystal atomic and electronic subsystems as a functio
the irradiation conditions.

Changing the conditions (J and Tirr) under which the
crystal was irradiated led to shifts in the quasi-Fermi lev
Fn* andFp* in the band gap of silicon. As they shift toward
the edges of the band gap with increasingJ or towards the
center of the band gap with increasingTirr , the quasi-Fermi
levels can cross energy levels of the elementary primary
fects. This results in charging of these defects. Changing
charge state of an elementary primary defect must cau
change in its direct annihilation rate, which in turn mu
affect the rates of formation of stable defects in the irradia
crystals.4 In fact, the authors of Refs. 5 and 6 concluded th
when silicon is irradiated, efficient direct annihilation of e
ementary primary defects takes place, and that the obse
nonmonotonic dependences of the rates of formation of
diation defects of various kinds onJ or Tirr are primarily
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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determined by changes in the annihilation rate.
It thus follows that irradiation of silicon crystals can u

der certain conditions be accompanied by charging of
elementary primary defects, which for radiation defects
different kinds should be accompanied by abrupt and u
form ~‘‘simultaneous’’! changes in the partial ratesh at
which they are introduced. This makes it possible to exp
mentally record the charging of elementary primary defe
based on these characteristic changes inh.

On the other hand, by monitoring the electronic su
system of these crystals during the irradiation process we
identify those states that record the event, i.e., charging
the primary radiation-induced defects, and use these stat
determine the position of the elementary primary defect
ergy levels in the band gap of silicon.

Analysis of the values ofh obtained when the irradiation
conditions were varied for crystals grown by various me
ods led us to conclude that the dependence ofh on J or Tirr

had the same form for radiation defects of either type, i
vacancy (A- and E-centers! or interstitial (Ci – Cs com-
plexes!. For this reason, it is more convenient to use in
grated parameters to characterize the rate of formation
electrical and recombination-induced active radiation
fects. Three parameters that are sensitive to the minim
concentration of radiation defects are the coefficient
radiation-induced concentration changeKn , the ratio dn ,
and the coefficient of carrier lifetime changeKt .

Figure 1 are plots of the radiative change in concen
tion of Kn anddn , and of the carrier lifetimeKt as a func-
tion of the intensity and irradiation temperature. In the sa
figure we show the positions of the quasi-Fermi levels
electrons (Fn* ) and holes (Fp* ) in the crystals under thes
conditions, calculated by measuring the nonequilibrium c
centration of charge carriers and crystal temperature du
the initial stage of irradiation~whenDn/n0,10%).

Analysis of these data, in which we assumed that cha
ing of the elementary primary defects takes place when
quasi-Fermi levels cross their energy levels, shows that
energy levels of the elementary primary defects are as
lows ~see Fig. 1!:

E15Ec2~0.2860.03! eV, E25Ev1~0.2460.03! eV,

and

E35Ec2~0.4460.05! eV, E45Ev1~0.4560.05! eV.

The reliability of these results was confirmed by data fro
additional experiments in which the functionsKn5 f (J) and
dn5 f (Tirr) were recorded at other values of the fixed para
eters Tirr or J. We established that in the second ty
of experiment ~trials with fixed irradiation temperature!
decreasing the irradiation intensity fromJ15531011

cm22
•s21 to J253.8531010cm22

•s21 causes the mini-
mum on the curvedn5 f (Tirr) to shift ~Fig. 1c! to the tem-
perature regionTirr51902200 °C. However, our calcula
tions, which took into account the new irradiation condition
led to the same positions for the energy levels of elemen
primary defects in the band gap of silicon—E3 andE4 . On
the other hand, varying the fixed crystal temperature in tr
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with variable irradiation intensity@Kn5 f (J)# also had no
effect on the final results, and we once more obtained
same values ofE1 andE2 .

In interpreting these results we must keep in mind t
possibilities. The first is that the levels we observe co
belong to vacancies and interstitial atoms that enter into
composition of relatively strongly bound Frenkel pairs.
this case, in order to find the energy levels ofV or I defects
we must take into account their interaction energy~Coulomb,
polarization, or strain!.3

In our view, however, the second possibility is mo
likely, namely, that to first approximation these levels cor
spond to levels of ‘‘free’’ defectsV and I. In fact, with in-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the coefficients of radiation-indu
change~a!: 1— concentrationKn for zone-melted, ‘‘vacuum-grown’’n-type
Si with F5831013 cm22, 2—lifetime Kt for crucible-grownn-Si with
F51013 cm22, Tirr550 °C; b—dependence of the quasi-Fermi levels
irradiation intensityJ: 1—for electronsFn* (J), 2—for holesFp* (J), and on
irradiation temperature:3—Fn* (Tirr), 4—Fp* (Tirr); c—dependence of the
coefficient sn on irradiation temperatureTirr for crucible-grownn-Si at
F5431013 cm22, J5531011 cm22

•s21.
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creasing energy of the bombarding electrons, the ave
distance between components of a Frenkel pair increases
the interaction energy between them decreases.4 This behav-
ior is attributable to the fact that contributions from flex
electricity and strain to the interaction energy fall off rapid
with increasing intercomponent distancer (;r 23), and can
be important only at distances less than two crystal lat
constants.3 In contrast, the Coulomb contribution to the in
teraction of Frenkel pair components with opposite charg
even when screening is taken into account, can be ‘‘sens
at distances of greater than three lattice constants. Addit
ally, irradiation of silicon by electrons with energyEe

59.8 MeV primarily leads to generation of ‘‘distant’’ ge
netic Frenkel pairs with intercomponent distances close
the maximum possible. This is because irradiation of silic
crystals by electrons withEe.10 MeV is well known to re-
sult in disordered regions, due to the effect of atomic reco7

This implies that forEe'10 MeV even the Coulomb inter
action energy between components of a Frenkel pair is r
tively small ~it probably exceeds the thermal energykT by
no more than a few hundredths of an eV!, and that the com-
ponents of the Frenkel pairs that form can reasonably
treated as quasi-free components. Taking this into acco
we must expect that the energy spectra ofV and I obtained
for Ee'10 MeV are insignificantly perturbed, i.e., they diffe
very little from the energy spectra of the free defectsV andI.

Further evidence in favor of the second possibil
comes from results of control experiments using60Co
gamma rays, in whichE2 levels are charged by varying th
initial concentration of holesp0 in p-type silicon. Gamma
rays with energiesEg'1.25 MeV create ‘‘nearby’’ Frenke
pairs in silicon, whose large values of interaction energy
tween components~several tenths of an eV; see Ref. 3! can
lead to energy levels that in no way coincide with those
find. However, asp0 increases, there is a rather narrow ran
of concentrations~within which Ev10.255 eV.Fp.Ev
10.217 eV, i.e.,Fp crosses levelE2) from 431014cm23 to
1.531015cm23, where an exponential increase is observ
@from (223)31025 cm21 to 2.531024 cm21] in the rate of
escape of boron atomshB5(NB

02NB)/F from sites at the
crystal lattice. This fact is evidence of charging of a def
that interacts with boron. The most likely candidate for su
a defect is the free intrinsic interstitial silicon atomI, which
ge
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appears~and is charged! after a nearby Frenkel pair decom
poses and then induces a boron atom to move from its la
site to an interstitial position in accordance with the Watk
reaction:Bs1I˜BI .8 In fact, the Coulomb interaction be
tween the reacting centers makes the efficiency of this re
tion depend on the charge state ofI, since the defectBs is
always negatively charged. In our view, this implies that t
level E2'Ev10.24 eV should most likely be assigned to th
free intrinsic interstitial silicon atomI.

Differentiating among the levels of elementary prima
defects we have identified:

E1'Ec20.28 eV, E3'Ec20.44 eV,

E4'Ec20.65 eV, E2'Ec20.86 eV

and obtaining information about charge states that dis
guish them are subjects for future research, in which we p
to use charge-dependent selective drains~trapping centers!
for defects of typeV and typeI.

This work was carried out using the experimental fac
ties of the NII for Applied Physics Problems in the Sta
University of Belarus~city of Minsk! and the Khar’kov
Physicotechnical Institute.

We wish to thank N. I. Maslov for help in measuring th
nonequilibrium conductivities and lifetimes of nonequilib
rium charge carriers in crystals under the electron beam.
also thank I. I. Kolkovski� for collaboration in measuring the
lifetimes in the initial and irradiated samples.
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indent 0 pt Local irradiation ofp-Si andn-Si followed by measurement of the bulk photovoltage
along the sample is used to show that the Coulomb interaction energy between unlike
charged components of Frenkel pairs is negligible compared to energies imparted to a silicon
atom whenn-Si is irradiated with electrons having energies of 6–8 MeV. It is asserted
that whenn-Si is irradiated by 8-MeV electrons, the cascade mechanism for defect formation
prevails over the diffusion mechanism. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00708-5#
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Decisive roles are played in the appearance, stabil
tion, and reconstruction of defects by the initial interacti
events involving fast particles~after which primary radiation
defects remain, i.e., Frenkel pairs that have avoided ann
lation immediately after formation!, and secondary processe
in which the interaction of migrating components of Frenk
pairs with one another, and also with impurity atoms or i
tial imperfections, give rise to various electrically activ
complexes or even regions of bulk charge.1–3

The most tenable theoretical picture of these event
one in which irradiation of silicon generates Frenkel pa
most of which disappear when their components, i.e., vac
cies and interstitial atoms, annihilate with each other imm
diately after creation, primarily due to Coulomb interacti
forces.4 This assumption forms the basis for a large body
contemporary work that explains the various experimen
data, including the data confirming the fact that charg
components of Frenkel pairs in silicon do indeed ex
~unlike-charged components inn-Si, and like-charged, i.e.
positive, components inp-Si!.5–9

In this paper we use local irradiation of a silicon samp
followed by measurement of the bulk-gradient photovolta
Uph along the sample to continue our study of the proper
of primary radiation-induced defects. In particular, we se
to determine the charge states of intrinsic interstitial ato
and vacancies in silicon crystals, and also to find out how
phenomenon of annihilation of Frenkel-pair components
pends on the energy of incoming electrons and the app
tion of external electric fields during irradiation. This meth
was used for the first time in Ref. 5.

In order to conduct these experiments we used sin
crystal silicon samples, batch labels BKD-500 and BKE
150, with hole and electron concentrations of;531013 and
;1013cm23, respectively, grown by crucible-free floating
zone method. These samples were irradiated with 2, 6,
8-MeV electrons at room temperature. The flux density
electrons in all these experiments was the same:w55
31012cm22

•s21.
The curves plotted in Fig. 1 illustrate how the magnitu
8451063-7826/99/33(8)/2/$15.00
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of the photovoltageUph increases with dose whenn- and
p-type silicon samples are irradiated by electrons with va
ous energies. It is clear from this figure~curves123! that an
external electric field applied to a sample ofp-Si during the
irradiation does not change the value of the bulk photov
age. For samples irradiated in the presence of an exte
electric field (E5110 V/cm) and in its absence (E50), the
curvesUph5 f (F) superimpose on one another for a giv

FIG. 1. Dependence of the bulk photovoltageUph on irradiation doseF in
samples ofp-Si ~1–3! andn-Si ~4– 7! irradiated atTirr5300 K by electrons
with the following energiesEirr , MeV: 1, 4, 5 — 2.2; 2, 6 — 6; 3, 7 — 8.
All measurements ofUph(F) were made for electric fieldsE50 and 110
V/cm, and no dependenceUph(E) was observed.4,5— the functions
Uph(F) for n-Si whenEirr52.2 MeV, taken from Ref. 5, measured at ele
tric fields E, V/cm: 4 – 0; 5 – 110.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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electron irradiation energy. For samples ofn-type silicon
~curves6 and7 in the figure! irradiated with 6- and 8-MeV
electrons, the situation is analogous to that ofp-type silicon,
i.e., an external electric field has no effect on the funct
Uph5 f (F). Contrast this with the work of Milevski� and
Garnik,5 who reported that when a certain voltage is appl
across the sample while it is being irradiated with 2.2-M
electrons, the resulting electric field shifts the position of
maximum ofUph5 f (F) towards lower doses~see the figure,
curves4 and5!.

It is well known that the value of the bulk photovoltag
is directly proportional to the resistivity gradient and the m
nority current carrier lifetimet, but in fact the magnitude o
Uph is mainly determined by the resistivity gradient becau
t is only a weak function of the irradiation doseF ~Ref. 10!.
Consequently, any increase in the magnitude ofUph is con-
nected with increases in the resistivity gradient, which
turn increases with decreasing free carrier concentratio
the irradiated portion of the sample due to formation of s
ondary radiation-induced defects. Starting from this inform
tion and the prevailing viewpoint regarding the creation
primary radiation-induced defects, we explain the data
obtained from experiment as follows: when silicon is irra
ated by fast electrons with various energies, prim
defects—Frenkel pairs—are created with differing separa
distances between their components, depending on
much the energy transferred to an atom by elastic collisi
with the incoming particles exceeds the threshold energy
the formation of primary defects. In this case, as noted
Corbett in Ref. 4, immediately after their formation the co
ponents of Frenkel pairs in crystals ofp-type silicon are both
charged positively, while inn-type silicon their signs are
opposite—vacancies are charged negatively, while inte
tial atoms are charged positively.

When the energy of the incoming electrons is;2 MeV,
the probability of forming nearby Frenkel pairs is larger th
the probability of forming free vacancies and interstitial
oms, i.e., separated Frenkel pairs.

The subsequent fate of ‘‘nearby’’ Frenkel pairs— spo
taneous recombination, dissociation into free vacancies
interstitial atoms, or persistence in the form of metasta
pairs—depends on the charge states of the components o
Frenkel pair and the conditions of the experiment, in parti
lar, the presence or absence of an external electric field in
sample at the time it is irradiated.5

For all the energies used in our experiments, the p
ence of an external electric field inp-type silicon samples did
not influence the generation of secondary radiation-indu
defects~i.e., Uph was unaffected by the presence of an ext
nal electric field in the sample during irradiation!. For irra-
diation by electrons with energies on the order of;2 MeV,
this behavior is consistent with vacancies and interstitial
oms that are both charged positively after generation. I
known3 that the stable charge states inp-silicon are the de-
fects V11 and V0 resulting from the decay of the unstab
n
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vacancyV1. Based on our data, we can then assume
interstitial atoms are also charged positively, and he
nearby Frenkel pairs decay into their components imme
ately after appearance. Therefore, it is logical~we claim! that
Frenkel pairs created inp-type silicon irradiated with fast
electrons separate even at very low temperatures, and
intrinsic interstitial atoms and vacancies interact w
impurities.6

When samples of eitherp- or n-type silicon are irradi-
ated by electrons with energies of 6–8 MeV, the presenc
absence of an external electric field within them during
irradiation has no observable effect on the value ofUph. To
explain this fact, we note that when silicon crystals are ir
diated by electrons with these energies, the distance betw
Frenkel-pair components is large. Despite the fact that th
components are oppositely charged inn-type silicon crystals,
the Coulomb interaction forces between them immediat
after the appearance is insignificant. Vacancies and inte
tial atoms have a higher probability of interacting with im
purity atoms than they do of annihilating each other imm
diately after appearance, and if they annihilate, they do
via annihilation centers.2 It is notable that for the same irra
diation dose, electrons with energies 6–8 MeV lead to val
of Uph that are an order of magnitude higher than electron
energies;2 MeV. Consequently, the functionUph5 f (F)
shifts towards lower irradiation doses for both types of s
con.

It is known that the electron energyEirr59 MeV is a
threshold above which regions of disorder can appear
silicon.11 Consequently, we anticipate that when silicon cry
tals are irradiated by 8-MeV electrons, the cascade mec
nism for defect formation prevails over the diffusion mech
nism. This also explains why plots of the functionUph

5 f (F) are found to shift toward lower doses with increasi
irradiation energy.
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The effect of fast neutrons, having the full spectrum of neutrons from a reactor, on the formation
and annealing of radiation defects and on the nuclear-transmutation doping of InSb single
crystals is determined. The character of the change produced in the electrical properties of the
material by irradiation and subsequent heat-treatments is determined. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!00808-X#
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The radiation defects~RDs! in indium antimonide have
now been studied extensively. The effect of various types
radiation — electrons,1–3 ions,4,5 protons,6 and neutrons7–10

— on the properties of InSb has been studied. It has b
shown that room-temperature irradiation with low-ener
(E,5 MeV) electrons produces in the material predom
nantly simple radiation defects in the indium lattice and co
plexes of such defects with oxygen atoms (M1 centers with a
level Ec20.05 eV) that are acceptors and lead ton˜p con-
version, while irradiation with neutrons, protons, ions, a
high-energy electrons produces more complicated radia
defects – so-called disordered regions~DRs! and clusters of
defects with an average radius 150–200 Å which give rise
p˜n conversion.

Complex RDs continue to be annealed up to the melt
point, and they therefore have a strong effect on the ele
cal, optical, and structural properties of the material, as w
as on the operational parameters of devices and parts b
on it. For this reason it is important to study the mechanis
leading to the formation and annealing of RDs in InSb,
pecially for the practical implementation of the possible a
vantages of nuclear-transmutation doping material. In
connection, our objective in the present work is to determ
the effect of fast neutrons with a reactor spectrum on
formation of radiation defects and the nuclear-transmuta
doping of InSb single crystals, as well as to establish
character of the change produced in the electrical prope
of materials by irradiation and subsequent heat-treatmen

The starting materials consisted of;402mm-diam, n-
and p-type InSb single crystals Czochralski grown in t
@211# direction and doped with Sn and Zn, respectively,
different densities. The properties of the startin samples
presented in Table I.

Irradiation was conducted in Cd containers at tempe
tures no higher than 70 °C in the vertical channels o
VVR-ts nuclear reactor. The samples 3–5~see Table I! were
irradiated in a core channel with fast-neutron (E
.0.1 MeV) flux densityw f5531013cm22

•s21; all other
samples were irradiated in a peripheral channel with fl
8471063-7826/99/33(8)/3/$15.00
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density w f5731011cm22
•s21. The irradiation time was

chosen so that the fast-neutron flux (F f) ranged from 1.8
31016 to 1.2631018cm22. The use of 1-mm-thick Cd con
tainers prevented nuclear-transmutation doping due to r
tions occurring on thermal neutrons. The contribution of t
resonant neutrons (E51.46 eV, s52.23104 b! to nuclear-
transmutation doping11 was eliminated by grinding off a
least 50-mm-thick layer from both sides of the irradiate
sample. In connection with the high induced radioactivi
before work commenced the irradiated samples were hel
special containers for periods ranging from 3–4 to 10–
months, depending on the neutron flux. The electrical par
eters were measured by the van-der-Pau method at liq
nitrogen temperature.

The densityn and mobility m of charge carriers in the
InSb samples as a function of the fast-neutron flux are p
sented in Fig. 1~curves18, 19!. It is evident that for neutron
flux 1.831016cm22 p˜n conversion has already occurre
in the InSb samples, and as the flux continues to icnrease
carrier density increases linearly and the carrier mobility
creases linearly for all experimental samples, irrespective
the initial type of conductivity.

This picture differs from some of the published data o
tained as a result of bombardment by neutrons with a dif
ent spectral composition or with initialn-InSb samples with
a high charge-carrier density (n>1014cm23), where for low
neutron flux (F<1014cm22) the charge-carrier density wa
observed to decrease with increasing flux.

To determine the radiation processes occurring in In
under irradiation and subsequent heat-treatments we
formed isochronous annealing of irradiated samples for
min in the temperature range 20–450 °C. Curves of
charge-carrier density and mobility versus the annealing t
perature in InSb samples irradiated with different fa
neutron fluxes are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. I
evident that the charge-carrier density and mobility incre
with the annealing temperature. This testifies that the ann
ing of the radiation defects introduced by irradiation is effe
tive. Even though the RDs anneal in the entire experime
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I.

Sample No.

Initial values of the
electrical parameters

Initial
Dopant

Type of
conductivity

Fast neutron flux,
F f , 1016 cm22

Electrical parameters
after iradiation and annealing at

400–450 °C

n, 1013 cm23 m, 105 cm2/(V•s) n, 1016 cm23 m, 104 cm2/(V•s)

1 8.72 6.12 Sn n 5.00 1.00 5.60
2 8.72 6.12 Sn n 25.00 4.00 3.40
3 31.00 4.70 Sn n 1.80 0.5020.60 15.00
4 31.00 4.70 Sn n 12.60 3.00 7.30
5 31.00 4.70 Sn n 126.00 50.00260.00 1.30
6 40.00 5.00 Sn n 5.00 1.00 6.00
7 40.00 5.00 Sn n 25.00 6.00 5.50
8 5.50 0.01 Zn p 5.00 1.20 4.90
9 5.50 0.01 Zn p 25.00 5.00 8.70
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temperature range, two main stages of annealing of radia
defects can be distinguished: first stage — 100–200 °C
second stage — 250–350 °C. The annealing temperature
pendences ofn andm are of the same character for differe
neutron fluxes. It should be noted that, just as in GaAs,12 the
temperature at which restoration ofm commences decrease
with increasing neutron flux.

The substantial~by one or two orders of magnitude!
changes inn and m after heat-treatment of the irradiate
samples shows that the RDs introduced during irradia
make a large contribution. It is known7–10 that RDs in
neutron-irradiated InSb are annealed in our tempera
range, but in our case the charge-carrier densities and
bilities after annealing at 300–400 °C are not restored,
rather they saturate at a level that depends linearly on
neutron flux~Fig. 1, curves28 and29!. The latter testifies tha

FIG. 1. Density (n, curves18238! and mobility (m, curves19, 29! of charge
carriers in the InSb samples, presented in Table I, as a function of the
neutron flux~the initial values ofn and m are indicated on the axes!. The
symbol numbers for the experimental points correspond to the sample
bers in Table I. The following curves were measured:18, 19 — after irra-
diation; 28, 29 — after irradiation and heat-treatment atT'4002450 °C;
38 — after irradiation with the full neutron spectrum of the reactor~no Cd
screens! and heat-treatment.
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for irradiation under our conditions a definite density of im
purities as products of nuclear reactions on intermediate n
trons is introduced into InSb. The number of such neutro
in the total flux depends on the type of reactor, the locat
of the channel, and the apparatus used for irradiation.

Chemical-spectral analysis showed that after he
treatment the samples contained a stable tin donor impu
whose concentration depends linearly on the neutron fl
The dependence of the onset temperature of the restora
of m is apparently determined by the different density of t
impurity introduced into the material. Generalization of o
experimental results allows us to use the empirical form
to describe the dependence of the charge-carrier densi
the InSb samples, irradiated in Cd containers and then
nealed, on the fast-neutron flux:

n(Cd)'0.2F f .

st

m-
FIG. 2. Charge carrier densityn versus the isochronous annealing tempe
ture for InSb samples3–5, presented in Table I, after irradiation with fas
neutron fluxF f , 1016 cm22: 1 — 1.8,2 — 12.6,3 — 126. The initial values
of n are indicated on the axes.
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For a comparative estimate of the effectiveness
nuclear-transmutation doping of InSb by reactions on in
mediate neutrons, the charge carrier density as a functio
the fast-neutron flux in samples of nuclear-transmutat
doped InSb, obtained by irradiating with the full neutro
spectrum of the reactor~no Cd containers!, is shown in Fig.
1 ~curve38!. In previous studies11 we derived the experimen
tal dependence of the charge-carrier density introduced
nuclear-transmutation doping on the thermal neutron fluxFs

asntr'2.1Fs . Since the ratio of the thermal and fast neutr
flux densities is known (k5ws /w f5Fs /F f) for a definite
reactor channel where the samples are irradiated, the e
of the additional doping due to intermediate neutrons dur
nuclear-transmutation doping of indium antimonide can
determined by comparing these two dependences:

n(Cd)

ntr
5

0.2F f

2.1kFs
'0.1/k.

Therefore, depending on the ratio of the thermal and
neutron flux densities in a particular channel, the contri
tion of nuclear-transmutation doping due to supertherm
neutrons ranges from 5%~for k'2 — peripheral channels!
to 10% (k'1 — core channels!.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the resu
obtained in this study.

1. In contrast to nuclear-transmutation doping of In
during irradiation with the full neutron spectrum of the rea

FIG. 3. Charge-carrier mobilitym versus the isochronous annealing tem
perature for the same InSb samples as in Fig. 2. The initial values ofm are
indicated on the axis.
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tor, so that the electrical parameters of the irradiated mate
are determined mainly by the density of the impurity~Sn!
introduced, elimination of the effect due to thermal and re
nant neutrons makes it possible to study more deeply
kinetics of the formation and annealing of RDs in a wi
range of flux.

2. Under irradiation with the full neutron spectrum of th
reactor the contribution of intermediate neutrons to the to
level of nuclear-transmutation doping in each specific c
depends on the ratio of the thermal and fast neutron
densities and reaches 5–10% for the VVR-ts reactor.
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Avalanche light-emitting diodes operating at room temperature based on single-crystal
Si : Ho : O
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Electroluminescence of Ho31 ions has been observed for the first time in diode structures based
on single-crystal silicon doped with holmium and oxygen. The product of the effective
cross-section for excitation of Ho31 ions and the lifetime of the first excited state was determined
under avalanche breakdown conditions. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!00908-4#
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INTRODUCTION

We report the first observations of photoluminescen
~PL! and injection electroluminescence~EL! in a semicon-
ductor containing Ho31 ions. In our experiments, direct cu
rent was passed through ap2n-junction in a structure base
on Si : Ho : O at temperatures 4.2–150 K.1,2 Electronic tran-
sitions within the inner 4f -shell of a Ho31 ion from the first
excited state~5I 7) to the ground state~5I 8) give rise to a line
in the luminescence spectrum whose wavelength is clos
l52 mm. For both the PL and injection EL spectra
Si : Ho : O, the peak intensity was recorded atl'1.96mm.
In this paper we describe the first observations and studie
room-temperature EL of Ho31 ions in diode structures base
on Si : Ho : O in the avalanche breakdown regime.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Implantation of holmium ions~with energiesE52.0 and
1.6 MeV, in dosesD5131014cm22) and oxygen (E50.28
and 0.22 MeV,D5131015cm22) into n-type silicon films
with resistivities of 5V•cm oriented in the~111! plane re-
sults in amorphization of the surface layer. Annealing
temperature/times of 620 °C/1 h1 900 °C/0.5 h leads to re
crystallization of the amorphous layer via the mechanism
solid-phase epitaxy and the formation of holmium
containing, optically and electrically active, donor-like ce
ters in then1-layer. Thep112n1 structures are created b
implantation with boron ions (E540 keV, D5531015

cm22). Defects that form during boron implantation disa
pear after annealing in the regime 900 °C/0.5 h. Conta
were made by deposition of aluminum. The mesa diodes
working areas of 5.3 mm2. Electroluminescence was excite
by rectangular current pulses with duration 8 ms at a
quency of 32 Hz. Emission from the diode structures w
focused by a lens system on the input gap of an MDR
monochromator. Light at the output of the monochroma
was recorded by an InGaAs photodetector~covering the
wavelength rangel51.021.6mm with 7-nm resolution!
and a PbS photodetector~covering the wavelength rangel
51.622.4mm with 14-nm resolution!. Measurements of the
EL spectrum made with the PbS photodetector were not
rected for the spectral sensitivity functions of the devic
8501063-7826/99/33(8)/2/$15.00
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recording the EL, but were scaled in such a way that the
intensity atl51.6mm measured in relative units coincide
for the different photodetectors. A selective amplifier w
used to record the photodetector current.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the reverse branch of the I–V charac
istics of one of the diode structures at two temperatur
The room-temperature breakdown voltage, obtained by
trapolating the linear portion to zero current, amounted
;8 V. The breakdown voltage was observed to decre
with decreasing temperature. This value of the breakdo
voltage, and its temperature dependence indicated that
lanche breakdown takes place in this diode structure
300 K. Figure 2 shows the EL spectrum of this revers
biased diode at 300 K and a current of 300 mA. In additi
to light in the wavelength rangel51.8522.15mm with a
maximum atl'1.96mm, caused by radiative transitions o
electrons between levels5I 7 and5I 8 of the Ho31 ions split in
the crystal field, within the range of transparency of silic
we observe a relatively weak emission caused by transit
of ‘‘hot’’ electrons within the silicon conduction band~so-
called ‘‘hot’’ EL !.3 Passage of a forward-bias current
300 mA at 300 K through the structure generated no E

FIG. 1. Reverse branches of diode I–V characteristics at temperatures
K and 80 K.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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These results lead us to suggest that the mechanism fo
citing EL from the holmium ions is collisions with these h
carriers.

In Fig. 3 we plot the holmium EL intensity atl
51.96mm and the hot EL intensity atl51.75mm versus
the density of reverse current passing through the di

FIG. 2. Electroluminescence~EL! spectra of a reverse-biased diode at 300
and 300 mA.

FIG. 3. Plots of the electroluniescence~EL! intensity of holmium~1! at
l51.96mm and light from the same diode atl51.75mm ~2! versus current
density.
x-

e

structure at 300 K. According to Ref. 4, when the collisio
mechanism drives the excitation of the rare-earth elem
ions, the dependence of the EL intensity (I EL) on current
density (j ) is given by the expression

I EL /I EL
max5~st j /q!/~st j /q11!, ~1!

where I EL
max is the maximum EL intensity,q is the electron

charge,t is the lifetime of Ho31 ions in the first excited
state, ands is the effective cross section for excitation of E
in holmium ions. Curve1 in Fig. 3 best approximates th
experimental results whenst'1.5310219cm2

•s. For com-
parison we note that in avalanche diode structures base
Si : Er : O the value of st for EL of Er31 ions at
l51.54mm and 300 K comes to 8.7310220cm2

•s ~Ref. 5!,
i.e., it is smaller by a factor of;1.7.

CONCLUSION

In summary, diode structures based on Si : Ho : O, op
ating in the avalanche breakdown regime at room temp
ture, were found to emit hot EL and EL in the waveleng
range l'1.8522.15mm with a peak atl'1.96mm as a
result of transitions of Ho31 ions from the first excited state
to the ground state. The value ofst for holmium EL in these
structures was 1.5310219cm2

•s.
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Conductivity of the insulating „oxide … layer on the surface of a semiconductor caused
by electron-ion interaction at the insulator-semiconductor boundary
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The creation of neutral electron-ion complexes at the boundary between the semiconductor and
its surface insulating layer, the diffusion of these complexes, and their decay in the bulk
of the insulator are discussed. An ion that appears after the decay of one of these complexes either
returns to the semiconductor-insulator~SI! boundary or drifts toward the opposite electrode
under the action of the electric field in the insulator layer, depending on the direction of this field.
In the first case, a peculiar ion circulation takes place at the surface of the semiconductor
within a layer whose thickness is of the same order of magnitude as the diffusion length for
electron-ion complexes. This circulation manifests itself in the form of a stationary current
through the insulator that depends only slightly on the electric field. In the second case, the
transient ion current acquires a component that is independent of the magnitude of the
electric field; this component is attributable to the diffusion and decay of the complexes. These
effects are observed in insulating layers on silicon MOS structures. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01004-2#
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The influence of ions, which are present in the insulat
layer that covers most semiconductors, on the electr
properties of the semiconductor-insulator boundary~e.g., its
spectrum of localized electronic states, carrier scattering a
ity, etc.! is now receiving considerable attention as a topic
investigation.1–8 In contrast, there has been almost no disc
sion in the literature of the opposite side of the electron-
interaction, i.e., how semiconductor electrons affect the
subsystem in the insulator, in particular, ion migration. D
metrically opposing opinions have been expressed~at least
with regard to the Si/SiO2 boundary! about the possibility of
an ion being neutralized when it captures an electron fr
the semiconductor in the capture center it creates along
its insulator environment. In Refs. 9 and 10, Hino, Y
mashita, and DiMaria asserted that neutralization does
place, while in Refs. 3, 11, and 12 Nicollian, Chou, a
Vertoprakhov claim it does not. Resolution of these two o
posing claims can only come from direct observation of f
tures in the electrical conductivity of the insulating lay
arising from the neutralization effect.

In this paper we look for possible evidence of electro
ion interactions at the insulator-semiconductor boundary
the ionic conductivity of the insulating layer of an MO
structure. We assume that mobile ions are present in
insulator, with an elementary positive charge for defini
ness. At sufficiently high temperatures, polarizing fields~ap-
pearing when the potential of the field electrodeVg.0)
gives rise to a quasi-two-dimensional layer of free ions at
boundary. In principle, tunneling transitions, in which a
electron tunnels from the surface accumulation~inversion!
layer of the semiconductor to a localized state~trap! created
8521063-7826/99/33(8)/6/$15.00
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by the ion and its insulating environment, are now possib
As a result, neutral electron-ion complexes~EIC! form in the
insulator. The existence of these complexes requires a
picture of the ion transport mechanism in the insulat
When a complex diffuses into the insulator interior, it c
thermally decay into an ion and an electron~the latter departs
for the corresponding electrode in a time that is nearly
stantaneous compared to the characteristic ion trans
time!. Under the action of an electric field, depending on t
direction of the latter, the newly-formed ion will either retur
to the boundary~for a polarizing voltage!, or depart for the
opposite contact~for a depolarizing voltage!. In the first case
~Fig. 1a!, a peculiar nonattenuating circulation of ions occu
at the semiconductor surface within a layer whose thickn
is of the same order of magnitude as the diffusion length
the complexes (l). This causes a stationary current to flo
through the insulator, which is a weak function of elect
field. In the second case~Fig. 1b!, the transient ion current is
augmented by a component determined by diffusion and
cay of complexes, which is also independent of electric fie

Let us consider the quantitative consequences of
model. Letz50 be the coordinate of the boundary; the r
gion z,0 consists of semiconductor, while the regionz.0
is insulator~Fig. 1!. Let us denote the bulk concentrations
ions and complexes in the insulator byN andM. The system
of equations that describes electron transport in the insul
has the form

]M

]t
2D

]2M

]z2
1

M

t
1

M

t i
2

N

tn
50, ~1!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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]N

]t
1

1

q

] j

]z
2

M

t
2

M

t i
1

N

tn
50. ~2!

Here t is time, D is the diffusion coefficient of the com
plexes,t is the characteristic time for decay of a compl
connected with the transition of the electron to the cond
tion band of the insulator,t i(z) is the characteristic ioniza
tion time of a complex located a distancez from the bound-
ary (z50) due to escape of its electron into th
semiconductor,tn(z) is the characteristic time for neutraliza
tion of an ion located a distancez from the boundary
(z50) due to arrival of an electron from the semiconduct
q is the elementary charge,j is the ion current density
j 5qmNE2mT]N/]z, m is the mobility of the ions,E is the
electric field in the insulator, andT is the temperature in
energy units. The probabilities of ionizationt i

21(z) and neu-
tralizationtn

21(z) fall off abruptly with increasingz. This is
due to the assumed tunneling nature of electron transit
from the semiconductor to a positive ion and from a comp
to the semiconductor, and, e.g., the shift in electronic lev
due to hybridization of the wave functions of localized~vir-
tual! states with the wave functions of the allowed band
the semiconductor. Under conditions where the tunneling
fect predominates, good approximations fortn(z) andt i(z)
are the exponential functionstn(z)5tn0 exp(z/d) and t i(z)
5t i0 exp(z/d); the characteristic distanced is the effective
tunneling length. The ratio of pre-exponential factors
tn0 /t i05exp(DE/T), whereDE is the distance from an elec
tronic level of the complex to the Fermi level at the bounda
(z50). It thus follows that control of the degree of neutra
ization of ions at the boundary is possible by varying t
position of the Fermi level at the phase boundary. Of cou
if the energy level of an electron in a complex is locat
sufficiently high above the bottom of the semiconductor c
duction band, neutralization is impossible.

FIG. 1. Band diagrams that illustrate the transport of electrons, ions,
neutral complexes in an insulator at the boundary with a semiconducto
polarizing~a! and depolarizing~b! voltages:z,0 is semiconductor,z.0 is
insulator, andEc is the bottom of the conduction band of the semiconduc
The arrows parallel to the bottom of the conduction band of the insul
indicate the direction of spatial drift of charges and complexes. The h
zontal arrows correspond to the direction of tunneling transitions for e
trons: a—from the semiconductor to the insulator~in this case the reverse
transition, in which electrons tunnel from a complex to the semiconduc
also occurs. This is not shown in the figure!; b—from the insulator~with
complexes! to the semiconductor. The vertical curves show the convers
of ions to complexes and complexes to ions.
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Boundary conditions for the system of equations~1! and
~2! are: at z50, j 50, and D(]M /]z)50 ~the absence
of mass transport through the boundary!; at z5` we have
M50 andN50.

Let us consider the steady-state distribution of ions a
complexes at the boundary in a polarizing fieldE,0, which
compresses the ions against the boundary~Fig. 1a!. Assum-
ing that the diffusion lengthl5(Dt)1/2@d, taking into ac-
count the boundary conditions, we obtain the following e
pressions from Eqs.~1! and ~2!:

]2M

]z2
2

M

l2
2

M0

Dt i~z!
1

N

Dtn~z!
50, ~3!

j 2qD
]M

]z
[qmNE2mT

]N

]z
2qD

]M

]z
50, ~4!

whereM05M uz50. Equation~4! ~i.e., the total particle cur-
rent, including ions and complexes, equals zero! is also, in
fact, the condition for the circulation of ions at the bounda
(z50). The replacementM˜M0 in the third term of Eq.~3!
is justified by the smallness of the decrease inM within the
characteristic length over whicht i(z) changes. The solution
to Eq. ~3! has the form

M5
M0

2
~ez/l1e2z/l!1

l

2D E
0

z F M0

t i~z1!
2

N

tn~z1!G
3@e(z2z1)/l2e(z12z)/l#dz1 . ~5!

From Eq.~5! and the conditionM uz5`50 we find the rela-
tion betweenM0 andN:

l

D E
0

` e2z/lN

tn~z!
dz5M0F11

l

D E
0

` e2z/l

t i~z!
dzG , ~6!

or approximately, becaused!l,

M5M0e2z/l, ~5a!

l

DE
0

`

Ntn
21~z!dz5M0 F11

l

DE
0

`

t i
21~z!dzG . ~6a!

The profile of the distribution of ion concentration i
sufficiently strong fields uEu@4pqNs /k ~where Ns

5*0
`Ndz is the surface density of ions andk is the dielectric

permittivity of the insulator! is determined from Eqs.~4! and
~5a!:

N5N0e2quEuz/T1
qDM0

mT

@e2z/l2e2quEuz/T#

~quEul/T21!
. ~7!

From this we haveNs5(N0T/quEu)1(DM0 /muEu) . Using
Eq. ~5a!, we find the ratio of surface densities of free io
and ions bound at the complex:

Ns

M0l
5S d

l
1

T

quEul D S tn0

t i0
1

Dtn0

ld D1
l

muEut . ~8!

Thus, nearly all the ions are neutralized (Ns!M0l) in
strong polarizing fields if the decay time of a complext is
much longer than the time of flight of an ion over a diffusio
lengthl/muEu and the neutralization timetn0, and the ratio
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of the ionization probability to neutralization probabilit
tn0 /t i0 turns out to be considerably smaller thanl/d.

The current density through the insulator is determin
by the rate of bulk generation of electrons as the comple
decay:

J5
qM0l

t
; ~9!

if Ns!M0l, then M0l.N is the total surface density o
particles~ions and complexes! andJ.qN/t.

Let us now consider the transient process of ion tra
port after switching from a polarizing field to a depolarizin
field (E.0, Fig. 1b!. We assume that the drift time of th
ions through the insulating layerstd5h/mE ~whereh is the
thickness of the dielectric layer! is considerably smaller tha
the decay time for a complext and the ionization timet i(l)
at a distance on the order of the diffusion lengthl measured
from the SI boundary. Fort@td we then can ignore the
terms]N/]t andN/tn in Eqs.~1! and ~2!.

The current density through the insulator is determin
by the flux of ions at distancesz@l, i.e., J5 j uz5`

5q*0
`M (1/t11/t i)dz; see Eq.~2!. Let us introduce the

time t* at which the decay time for a complex located
z5z* equals the diffusion time of the complex over a d
tancez* , t

*
215t i

21(z* )1t215(z
*
2 /D)21. For t!t* ~but

for t@td , of course! diffusion of the complexes can b
ignored, and the solution of Eq.~1! has the form

M5Mi~z!e2t[1/t i (z)11/t] ,

whereMi(z) is the initial distribution of complexes. Assum
ing in accordance with Eq.~5a! that Mi(z)5M0 exp(2z/l),
we obtain an expression for the transient current den
through the insulator:

J5q E
0

`

M0e2z/lF 1

t i~z!
1

1

t Ge2t[1/t i (z)11/t]dz. ~10!

Equation~10! is typical of relations that describe transie
processes in electronic systems with dispersion of the
times. Under conditions where the decay time of a comp
varies with coordinatez much more rapidly than the initia
profile Mi(z) for the complexes, i.e.,u] ln(1/t11/t i)/]zu
@u] lnMi(z)/]zu,1! it follows from the theory of relaxation
spectroscopy for systems with distributed lifetimes13 that

J5
qM0j

t
e2zm /l. ~11!

Herezm is the coordinate that separates the region where
complexes have already disappeared due to ionizationz
,zm) from the region where decay of the complexes has
yet occurred (z.zm). The value ofzm is determined from
the condition t@t i

21(zm)1t21#51, from which zm

5d ln@tt/(t2t)ti0#; j5d@11t i(zm)/t# is the effective thick-
ness of the transition layer from the region in whichM (z)
50 to the region in whichM5Mi(z). When condition
t!t is satisfied, i.e.,t i(zm)!t, Eq. ~11! simplifies:

J5
qM0dt i0

d/l

t11d/l
. ~12!
d
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t
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e
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t

Now let t@t* ; in the layer (0,z* ) the complexes have
already decayed, while forz.z* their diffusion takes place
more rapidly than their ionization via escape of their ele
trons into the semiconductor. The transient process is de
mined by diffusion of complexes through the insulator und
the conditionsM uz5z

*
50 and their decay in the bulk with a

characteristic timet. Within the framework of this standard
diffusion problem, the expression for the transient curr
has the form

J5
qM*

AD

Apt
e2t/t, M* 5M0e2z

*
/l, ~13!

where M* is the initial concentration of complexes in th
planez5z* . In Eq. ~13! we have already taken into accou
the fact that within the time period (0,t* ) the concentration
of complexes decreases by a factor of exp(t* /t) due to their
decay in the bulk. We note that in this regime (t@t* ) the
complexes diffuse from the insulator bulk to the boundary
contrast to the steady-state situation considered previou
where the current is determined by diffusion of complex
from the boundary into the bulk of the dielectric.

These features of the electrical conductivity of the ins
lator associated with the formation of clusters were observ
as predicted, in insulating layers at the Si / SiO2 boundary.
The experiments were carried out on MOS structures ba
on n-Si~100! using a field electrode~Al ! with an area
S52.431022 cm2. An insulating layer with thickness
h51700 Å was created by thermal oxidation in dry oxyg
at 1100 °C. At 300 K, the concentration of electrons inn-Si
comes to 1013cm23. Immobile ions are not introduced inten
tionally into the SiO2 layer; for these investigations sample
were selected with negative values of the flat-band poten
uVf bu> 1 V. Details of the measurement technique and me
ods can be found in Refs. 14 and 15. The most obvi
consequences of ion neutralization and formation of co
plexes implied in the analysis given above are the followin
the presence of a steady-state ion current in polarizing v
ages given by Eq.~9!, hyperbolic kinetics for the attenuatio
of the depolarizing current~in the regime of isothermal re
laxation!, and the latter’s independence of electric field, i.
Eq. ~12!.

Identification of a stationary current under conditio
where the time-dependent ionic polarization of the oxide
proaches its final stages extremely slowly15 gives rise to cer-
tain difficulties: it is unclear which current the measureme
device is recording—the steady-state or extremely slow
laxation current. This problem was solved by the method
thermal-modulation measurements. After being polarized
a preset temperature of 423 K, the sample was first coo
down to a temperature at which the current became u
cordable, and then heated back to the original temperat
Regardless of how the temperature varies, under steady-
conditions the values of current at identical temperatures~in-
cluding the original temperature! should coincide for arbi-
trarily large numbers of cooling-heating cycles. These as
tions are superbly reproduced in the experiment: curr
levels at the same temperatures coincide. Their activa
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energyEt , determined from data taken during nine succ
sive measurement cycles, comes to 1.1960.03 eV.

The qualitative changes in the shape of the quasist
capacitance-voltage~CV! characteristic that appear after th
sample is polarized constitute direct evidence of neutral
tion of ions at the SiO2 / Si boundary. It is clear from Fig. 2
that the CV characteristic is significantly broadened a
transport of the ions to the interphase boundary, and
minimum value of the MOS structure capacitance increa
significantly. Most of this broadening of the CV character
tic takes place at voltages for which the silicon surface is s
in accumulation.2! This is characteristic of MOS structure
with localized states at the boundary that are distribu
within a range of energies concentrated above the Fe
level of the semiconductor under flat-band conditions.
estimate of the total number of these states based on
usual method of processing CV characteristics16 gives a
value ;1.131011cm22. The closeness of this value to th
total density of ions 231011cm22 ~for this trial! indicates a
high degree of neutralization of the ions. We note that t
electronic charge cannot be localized in wells of the fluc
ating potential caused by ions, since at 300 K the amplit
of this potential is<T.

From the theory we have developed it follows that as
polarizing field increases, the degree of neutralization of i
increases as well—see Eq.~8!. Therefore, the dc I–V char
acteristics of an MOS structure in the polarization regi
should have the shape of a curve with saturation. The exp
mental data~see the inset in Fig. 2! completely confirm this
assertion. The sublinear nature of the current’s field dep
dence excludes the possibility of interpreting it as an elect
leakage current, for which exponential dependences on v
age are typical consequences of most field trans
mechanisms—Frenkel, tunneling, etc.16

Thus, the observed steady-state current should be
garded as resulting from thermal decay of complexes
diffuse away from the boundary into the SiO2 bulk. Assum-
ing that M0l.N and, in agreement with the experiment

FIG. 2. Quasistatic C–V characteristics of a silicon MOS structure at 30
before ~1! and after~2! polarization. Regime of polarization: temperatu
400 K, voltage13 V, time 3 min. The linear sweep rate of the voltageVg is
0.025 V/s. The inset shows I–V characteristics for the steady-state ion
rent. Polarizaton regime: temperature 423 K, time 30 min.
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data, that N5131012cm22,3! we find t5t0 exp(Et /T)
53.63103 s. Using the valueEt51.1960.03 eV determined
previously, we obtaint05(1.728.7)310211s.

We now turn to analyzing the experimental data deriv
from isothermal relaxation. As before, the samples were
larized at 423 K. The direction of the field was then switch
and the time dependence of the depolarizing current
measured for various values of the potential on the field e
trode Vg (Vg,0). A typical family of these depolarizing
curves is shown for a temperature of 333 K in Fig. 3. Tw
features attract our attention.

1. At the initial stage of the relaxation we observe
typical time-drift effect:17,18The dependence of the drift tim
of the ionstd ~points where the transient characteristics a
maxima! on Vg follows the classical lawtd

21;Vg ~Fig. 4!.
When the mobility of the ions found from the relatio
m5h/(tdE) is plotted as a function of temperature, it follow
the Arrhenius law with activation energyEm50.8 eV ~Fig.
5!. The pre-exponential factor in the expressionm5m0

3exp(2Em /T), obtained by extrapolating the straight lin
in Fig. 5 to high temperatures (T21

˜0), is m0572.5
cm2/~V•s!. This value allows us to determinem(423 K)
52.731028 andm(453 K)5131027 cm2/~V•s!. These val-

K

r-

FIG. 3. Kinetics of relaxation of the depolarization current at a tempera
of 333 K. Depolarization voltageuVgu, V: 1 — 0.77; 2 — 1.56; 3 — 3.12;
4 — 4.85;5 — 15.9. Polarization regime: temperature 423 K, voltage15 V,
time 5 min. The initial density of ions at the SiO2/Si boundaryN.1012

cm22 ~obtained by integrating the depolarization current according to
method of Refs. 14 and 15!. The initial falloff of the current, which is
significant for the relaxation curves whenVg5 20.77 and21.56 V, is
caused by differentiation of the step in the depolarizing voltage by
geometric capacitance of the sample.
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ues, like the valueEm50.8 eV, are in excellent agreeme
with the values determined previously by an independ
method:15 m(423 K)52.531028 and m(453 K)51.1
31027 cm2/~V•s!, m0585.5 cm2/~V•s!, and Em50.8 eV.
They also agree with the most reliable literature data for N1

ions.8

2. After the front of free ions has passed, the depola
ing current first decays, while remaining a function of t
applied voltageVg . Eventually, however, all the relaxatio
curves are asymptotic to a single straight line independ
of Vg , on which the currentI follows the hyperbolic law
I;t2(11a), a!1, in exact agreement with the theoretic
expression~12!. At a temperature of 333 K~Fig. 3! we have
t.2.23107 s and it is impossible to observe an exponen
region of depolarization kinetics corresponding to diffusi
and decay of complexes@see Eq.~13!# in the range of real

FIG. 4. Dependence of the inverse drift timetd
21 on the depolarizing volt-

ageuVgu (Vg,0) according to the data of Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the ion mobility determined by
time-of-flight method. The polarization regime is the same as in Fig. 3.
t

-

nt

l

l

times. Therefore, the ionic charge that remains at
SiO2 /Si boundary after a lapse of 103 s ~Fig. 3! is deter-
mined by integrating the curve for the thermal-stimulat
depolarization current. The density of free ions is found
integrating the relaxation curve from timet.0 to the time at
which the time-flight and hyperbolic curves merge; the
maining area under the relaxation curve beforet.103 s is
added to the area under the thermal-stimulated depolariza
curve, which allows us to determine the value ofN. It turned
out that in the polarization state the total ion densityN51
31012cm22, of which 831011cm22 of them are neutral-
ized. Expressed as in percentage ratios, these data agree
the results of previous estimates based on CV characteris

The slope of the straight line logI — log t in Fig. 3
equals 1.08, i.e.,d/l50.08 for the initial spatial distribution
of complexes at 423 K—see Eq.~12!; the quantityl used
here corresponds to the polarization condition. Sett
d.1 Å ~Ref. 19!, we havel.12.5 Å. Consequently, the dif
fusion coefficient for complexes at 423 K isD5l2/t54.3
310218cm2

•s21, which is eight orders of magnitude smalle
than the diffusion coefficient for free ions.18

The comparison we have made of theory and experim
has shown good qualitative and quantitative agreement
tween the two, which points directly to a fundamental ro
for complexes in electrical transport in insulator layers.

The picture we have developed here allows us to exp
the anomalously large width~up to &50 Å! of the region of
the spatial localization of ions near the surface in a natu
way.10 In fact, after polarization of the MOS structure at
temperatureT in a fieldE, the characteristic decay length o
the ion density from the boundary into the depth of the
sulator isT/quEu!l. However, cooling the sample shifts th
equilibrium of the ionization/neutralization processes
wards an increased role for ionization, since neutralizat
requires some thermal activation. As a result, the comple
will decay and the ions that form in this case will appear
be ‘‘frozen’’ at the positions of their parent complexe
which under polarization conditions are distributed at t
boundary over a layer whose thickness is on the orde
severall512.5 Å, i.e., on the order of 50 Å.

The model we have considered agrees with previou
known observations of a characteristic asymmetry in the
larization and depolarization processes in silicon MOS str
tures: when other conditions are kept the same, polariza
takes place much more slowly than depolarization.14,15,20In-
creasing the depolarizing field causes the electron conce
tion at the semiconductor surface to fall off; consequen
the rate of decay of complexes with respect to the rate
neutralization increases. The position of the Fermi level
the metal~gate! is fixed; therefore, the equilibrium of the
ionization-neutralization processes at the SiO2 /Me boundary
is unaffected by the polarizing electric field.

We should not identify the experimental valueEt

.1.19 eV we have found, at least atz50, with the distance
from the energy level of an electron in a complex to t
bottom of the insulator conduction band~Fig. 1!. Since the
observed degree of neutralization of the ions is quite hi
this distance should be much larger. This fact could be as
ciated either with ionization of the complexes in the bulk

e
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the insulator due to transitions of electrons to a band of
localized states in the energy gap of SiO2,21,22 or with a
strong reconstruction of the~virtual! electronic state local-
ized on the complex at the phase boundary, for example,
result of hybridization of its wave function with wave func
tions of allowed bands of the semiconductor. For the la
reason, the passage of a complex from the surface to the
of the insulator can be contingent on the overcoming o
certain energy barrier. However, this barrier is not ma
fested in the experiment if the limiting step for steady ele
trical transport is diffusion and decay of complexes
the insulator bulk rather than their escape from the ph
boundary.

We note in conclusion that the hyperbolic law observ
experimentally for the relaxation of the depolarization c
rent I;t2(11a), a,1, is typical of bulk dispersive
transport.21–24Nevertheless, the model we have developed
this paper makes it plain that the physical nature of this
is entirely different here: it is connected with the dispers
nature of the contact conditions, which manifest themsel
in the form of a distribution of tunneling ionization time
It is for this reason that we do not see the other relaxa
regime that is characteristic of disperive transport, i
I;t2(12a).

CONCLUSIONS

1. Electron-ion exchange at the SiO2 /Si phase boundary
leads to the formation and decay of neutral ion1 electron
complexes in the insulator.

2. In polarizing fields, diffusion of neutral complexe
into the SiO2 bulk with their subsequent decay leads to
nonattenuating circulation of ions at the Si surface, giv
rise to a steady-state current through the insulator that is
a weak function of the electric field.

3. In depolarizing fields, the decay of neutral complex
via tunneling transitions of electrons into the Si manife
itself in the form of a quasihyperbolic dispersion law for t
decrease of the depolarizing current with time. Under th
conditions the depolarizing current does not depend on
magnitude of the electric field.

4. The degree of initial neutralization of ions at th
SiO2 /Si boundary is determined by the polarization con
tions. In relatively weak polarizing fields the number of ne
tral complexes can be small. In this case the depolariza
process will be determined basically by free-ion transpor
-
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We wish to thank N. F. Kukharskaya for a great varie
of constructive assistance.

1!This inequality is satisfied fort i0!t andd!l.
2!This circumstance does not allow us sufficient precision to use the stan

method of Ref. 16, i.e., to compare the shift in C–V characteristics ba
on the field electrode voltageDVg caused by polarization with the magn
tude of the ionic chargeqNsS ~hereDVg5qNsS/CSiO2

, whereCSiO2
is the

capacitance of the dielectric layer.
3!The quantityN is determined from independent measurements by integ

ing the depolarization current; see Ref. 15.
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Determination of the valence-band offset and its temperature dependence in isotypic
heterojunctions p-Al xGa12xAs/p-Al yGa12yAs from C2V measurements

V. I. Zubkov,* ) M. A. Mel’nik, A. V. Solomonov, and A. N. Pikhtin

St. Petersburg State Electrotechnical University, 197376 St. Petersburg, Russia

F. Bugge

Ferdinand-Braun-Institut fu¨r Höchstfrequenztechnik, Berlin, Germany
~Submitted January 18, 1999; accepted for publication January 20, 1999!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 940–944~August 1999!

The isotypic heterojunctionsp-Al xGa12xAs/p-Al yGa12yAs, grown by MOVPE onn-GaAs
substrates, have been investigated by the voltage–capacitance method at temperatures ranging from
300 to 100 K. To determine the valence-band offsetDEV and the built-in charge in the
heterojunction, the Poisson equation was solved numerically on a nonuniform coordinate grid.
The incomplete ionization of the acceptors and the different magnitude of the permittivity
in different layers of the heterostructure were taken into account in the calculation. It was found
that for ap-Al0.2Ga0.8As/p-Al0.5Ga0.5As heterojunctionDEV at room temperature is 39%
~113 meV! of the total gapDEg and decreases monotonically to 35% atT5120 K. © 1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01108-4#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ratio of the valence- and conduction-band offset
a key parameter that controls the operation of modern
vices based on heterostructures, specifically, laser
erodiodes. Despite the large number of publications on
determination of the band offset in heterojunctions based
AlGaAs and InGaAs solid solutions~see Refs. 1–3 and th
references cited there!, the magnitudes and temperature a
composition dependences of the band offsets in these m
rials are still not completely clear. As a rule, in most pre
ous publicationsn–n type heterojunctions were considere
and the effect of incomplete ionization of the impurity w
ignored. In addition, the dopant profile near the heteroju
tion has a considerable effect on the results of fitting cal
lations of the energy parameters of the heterojunctions.

The subject of the present investigation is the accu
determination of band offsets in AlGaAs and InGaAs hete
structures. To this end, heterojunctions and quantum w
with an active region as in laser diode structures and a c
trollable dopant density, as well as single quantum we
with a constant dopant density and quantum wells not do
deliberately were prepared specially. The present pape
part I of a study of the parameters of isotypic heterojunctio
and simulation of theirC2V characteristics. Part II will be
devoted to profiling of the impurity near quantum wells a
the self-consistent solution of the Schro¨dinger and Poisson
equations.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We measured theC2V characteristics of laser hetero
structures AlxGa12xAs containing a quantum well~QW!.
8581063-7826/99/33(8)/4/$15.00
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The structures were grown by the MOVPE method
n-GaAs substrates.4,5 The sequence of grown layers for on
structure is presented in Fig. 1.

In asymmetricp–n structures the space-charge regi
was 0.19–0.20mm wide at zero bias. A quantum well wa
located deep inside the depleted region; this is confirmed
SIMS measurements~Fig. 2!.6 As the reverse bias was in
creased, the boundary of the space-charge zone shifted
the weakly doped regionp-Al0.2Ga0.8As and crossed the iso
typic heterojunctionp-Al0.2Ga0.8As/p-Al0.5Ga0.5As.

To determine the valence-band offsetDEV and the
built-in chargeNss in the heterojunction, numerical simula
tion of theC2V characteristic was performed by solving th
one-dimensional Poisson equation neglecting the contr
tion of the minority charge carriers

«0«
d2w~x!

dx2
5e@NA

2~x!2p~x!# ~1!

with boundary conditions on the potentialw(x). In the rela-
tion ~1! p(x) is the hole density andNA

2(x) is the density of
the ionized part of the dopant.

Since band bending near a heterojunction often caus
level corresponding to the band edge to cross the Fe
level, degeneracy must be taken into account. Moreover,
possibility of incomplete ionization of the impurity must b
taken into account in the simulation, since in many so
solutions the depth of the dopant is appreciable~about 40
meV for zinc in AlxGa12xAs7! and impurity centers are no
completely ionized even at room temperature. Taking th
circumstances into account, the mobile charge carriers
the ionized part of the impurity were calculated according
the equations
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Layer sequence in the heterostructures~sample No. 020100!. The
space-charge regions withUs50 V ~wall area! andUs529 V ~larger area!
are hatched.
o-
se

rrier
p~x!5NV

2

Ap
F1/2S EV2EF2ew~x!

kT D , ~2!

NA
2~x!5

NA

11gA expS EA2ew~x!

kT D , ~3!

where F1/2 is the Fermi–Dirac integral with index 1/2~Ref.
8!, gA is the degeneracy factor of the acceptor level w
energyEA , and all other notation is standard.

We then linearized Eq.~1!; accordingly, we represente
the potential as a sum:

w~x!5w0~x!1Dw~x!, ~4!

wherew0 is the initial approximation, andDw is a correction
(Dw!w0). As usual, the initial approximation was obtaine
by solving the Poisson equation in an approximation with
space-charge region with sharp boundaries.

Expanding the Fermi–Dirac integral in a series a
dropping the nonlinear terms, we can write the Poisson eq
tion as follows:

«0«Fd2w0~x!

dx2
1

d2Dw~x!

dx2 G
5eH NA

2~x!2p~x!F11
Dw~x!e

kT G J . ~5!

This equation, which is linear in the correctionDw, was
solved by the finite-difference method on a nonuniform c
ordinate grid. A nonuniform grid must be introduced becau
of the nearly exponential dependence of the charge-ca
density on the potential in the expression~2!.
-
d
e

n

FIG. 2. Results of SIMS measure
ments of the dopant composition an
profile in the laser heterostructur
Al xGa12xAs ~sample No. 020100!.
The width of the space-charge regio
with reverse biasesU50 and29 V is
shown.
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Discretization of the linearized Poisson equation give
system of linear equations with a tridiagonal matrix. T
system was solved by the elimination method. Iteratio
were repeated until the correctionDw(x) became compa
rable to machine accuracy ('10210V). The iteration process
based on Eq.~4! converges superlinearly near the solutio
so that four or five iterations suffice to find the potent
distribution.

To obtain the potential distribution in a structure co
taining a heterojunction, the Poisson equation~5! must be
solved for each layer of the material and boundary conditi
of the form

ew l~xj !5ewsub~xj !1DEi , ~6!

«0« l

dw l~xj !

dx
5«0«sub

dwsub~xj !

dx
1s ~7!

must be satisfied at the heterojunction. HereDEi is the total
difference in the band gaps of the layers, ands is the built-in
surface charge density. The subscriptl refers to one layer and
‘‘sub’’ refers to the other layer. Thus, the iteration proce
consists of solving the Poisson equation for each layer of
semiconductor, with allowance for the boundary conditio
on the potential, and then correcting the solution to ens
that the boundary conditions on the first derivative of t
potential are satisfied.

A modified Newton’s method was used to match t
solutions in individual layers. Numerical experiments sh
that the iteration process converges stably when the pote
on the heterojunction is initially set equal to the valueU0 in
the interior volume of the semiconductor. To start the ite
tion process Poisson’s equations were solved for both la
with the potential differencekT/e in the heterojunction,

w iter515U0 , w iter525w iter511kT/e. ~8!

FIG. 3. Measured and computed hole density profiles near
p-Al0.2Ga0.8As/p-Al0.5Ga0.5As heterojunction:1 — experiment atT5300
K, 2 — calculation withDEZn540 meV and partial ionization,3 — calcu-
lation with complete ionization.
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In the numerical calculations the derivative was again
placed by a difference relation calculated on the basis of
results of the two preceding iterations:

d

dw Fdw~x!

dx G

5

« l S dw i 21

dx D2«sS dw i 21

dx D2« l S dw i

dx D1«sS dw i

dx D
w i 212w i

. ~9!

The coordinate grid was constructed on a logarithm
scale. This saved time and increased the computationa
curacy substantially. Ordinarily, we chose a voltage step
0.1 V and 200 points along the coordinate axis. The co
sponding values of the direct and indirect band gaps an
the other parameters of AlxGa12xAs solid solutions, required
for the calculations, were taken from Refs. 1 and 7. T
calculations showed that the incomplete ionization of acc
tors ~Zn! in Al xGa12xAs, especially near a heterojunctio

e

FIG. 4. Experimental hole density profiles in thep-Al 0.2Ga0.8As/
p-Al yGa12yAs heterojunction~dots! and computed curves~solid lines! at
temperaturesT, K: a — 120, b — 150, c — 190, and d — 290.
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decreases the depletion and enrichment regions at the he
junction. For this reason, the valence-band offsetDEV deter-
mined without regard for this effect is too large. It should
noted that we have observed that this phenomenon dep
on the ratio of the effective hole massesmlh andmhh . The
effect of DEV and Nss on the observed carrier profile wa
demonstrated in detail. It was found that the effect of th
two quantities is fundamentally different, and the two effe
are weakly correlated. This enabled us to determine se
rately the contribution of each parameter.

The experimentally observed~apparent! profile, deter-
mined fromC2V measurements, of the majority charge c
riers ~holes! near a p-Al0.2Ga0.8As/p-Al0.5Ga0.5As hetero-
junction for sample No. 020100 is presented in Fig. 3.
construct the profilep(x) we took account of the fact that th
permittivity « is different on each side of the heterojunction9

The hole density profile calculated by solving the Poiss
equation is also shown in Fig. 3. The band offset and
amplitude of the built-in charge at the heterojunction serv
as adjustable parameters. The valence-band offsetDEV at
T5300 K was found to be 113 meV~39% of DEg). We
estimated the built-in charge at the heterojunction
<1011cm22. The samples possessed a relatively high h
density (.1017cm23). For this reason, the calculation
showed thatNss less than 1011cm22 has no effect on the
carrier profile near the heterojunction, and forNss

.1011cm22 the computed spectrum started to differ su
stantially from the experimental spectrum. The electric fi
at the heterojunction was approximately 50 kV/cm with ze
bias.

The isotypic heterojunction p-Al0.2Ga0.8As/
p-Al0.5Ga0.5As was studied in detail in the temperature ran
300–120 K. The hole distribution, determined from t
C2V measurements, near the heterojunction at various t
peratures, is shown in Fig. 4. The amplitude of the sig
from the enriched layer increased by 60% as tempera
decreased from 290 to 120 K. The results of fitting the co
puted curves to the experimental dependences are show
Fig. 4 for four temperatures. We found that the relat
valence-band offset inp-Al0.2Ga0.8As/p-Al0.5Ga0.5As was
temperature dependent. The offsetDEV decreased monotoni
cally from 39 to 35%~of DEg) as temperature decrease
from 300 to 120 K. The absolute values of the valence-b
offset, as shown in Fig. 5, were determined on the basi
the data from Ref. 7. In addition, Fig. 5 shows the tempe
ture dependence of the total band gapDEg .

3. CONCLUSIONS

The capacitance–voltage characteristics were studie
detail and simulated for specially prepared heterostructu
ro-
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The results of C2V measurements onp-Al0.2Ga0.8As/
p-Al0.5Ga0.5As heterojunctions in the temperature ran
120–300 K are presented. The computational results
tained taking into account the incomplete ionization of a
ceptors and the different values of the permittivity of t
layers are presented. It was found that the relative valen
band offset at 300 K is 39% ofDEg and decreases mono
tonically to 35% at 120 K.
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the valence-band offsetDEV and the
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Langevin-recombination-controlled explosive kinetics of electroluminescence in organic
semiconductors
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The kinetics of electroluminescence in organic semiconductors is investigated theoretically taking
into account the strong dependence, characteristic of these materials, of the charge-carrier
mobility on the electric field strength. Recombination of electron-hole pairs under the influence
of an external electric field and the electric field due to the Coulomb interaction is
investigated on the basis of the Langevin theory. It is shown that as a result of the nonuniformity
of the field and the field-dependence of the mobility, the recombination kinetics after the
external field is switched off is explosive. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!01208-9#
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It is well known that the rate of recombination o
electron-hole pairs in disordered materials is determined
the convergence time of recombining carriers, i.e., the p
cess is diffusion-controlled. Two types of recombination a
conventionally distinguished: 1! geminal recombination o
an electron and a hole created in the same photoioniza
event and 2! bimolecular recombination, where there is n
correlation between the origin and annihilation of the ca
ers. As a rule, the models describing geminal recombina
are based on an analysis of the kinetics of drift and diffus
of individual carriers in each individual geminal pair.1–4

Conversely, as a rule, the average electron and hole den
are used to study bimolecular recombination.5,6

From the physical standpoint, however, both recombi
tion mechanisms mentioned above are similar. At least at
final stage, in both cases one carrier and one recombina
center participate in the process~most often, this carrier is o
opposite sign and is trapped in a deep trap!. Mathematically,
these processes differ only by the initial and boundary c
ditions for the distribution function of carriers in a pair.

Previous works have shown that the kinetics of gemi
recombination exhibits a variety of interesting features,
example, negative nonstationary photoconductivity.1,2,7 This
gives a basis for expecting that even under the condition
bimolecular recombination the kinetics of drift and diffusio
of pairs of recombining carriers in the Coulomb field co
pling them can lead to effects that are not described by m
els that operate with the volume-averaged electron and
densities. One such effect is studied in the present pape
explosive carrier-recombination kinetics in single-layer el
troluminescence structures based on disordered organic
terials. The fact that the mobility of the charge carriers
organic semiconductors depends strongly on the electric
strength is taken into account.8,9

The motion of a pair of two charges of opposite sign
an electric field consisting of a superposition of an appl
field E0 and the intrinsic Coulomb field of the charges
described by the continuity equation in the form
8621063-7826/99/33(8)/3/$15.00
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]t
1divFmS E01

er

4p«0«r 3D f ~r ,t !G50, ~1!

wherer is the radius vector of the more mobile carrier, me
sured from the position of the lower-mobility carrier;f (r ,t)
is the space–time distribution function of the higher-mobil
carrier ~hole!; m is the carrier mobility, which, in general
depends on the field;« is the permittivity of the material;«0

is the permittivity of empty space; ande is the electron
charge. When the transient processes occurring after the
ternal field is switched on have ended, stationary distri
tions of the average electron and hole densities are es
lished in the sample. In what follows we assume that
characteristic scale of variation of these densities is m
greater than the average distance between pairs of recom
ing carriers and the size of the pairs themselves. Introduc
a cylindrical coordinate system (r,z) with the z axis di-
rected along the external electric field, we write the bound
condition for the distribution function of the mobile carrie
as

f ~r,2`!5 const5p0 , ~2!

which corresponds to a stationary hole flux directed towar
stationary recombination center~electron!. Making the sub-
stitution

w~r,z!5
f ~r,z!m@E~r,z!#

m0
, ~3a!

where

E5E01
er

4p«0«r 3
~3b!

andm0 is the mobility in the weak-field limit, the stationar
problem~1! and ~2! for the functionw (]w/]t50) reduces
to a problem with a constant~field-independent! mobility m0

and can be easily solved by the method of characteristics
a result of the homogeneity of Eq.~1! and the condition~2!,
the solution is a constantwst(r,z)5w05p0m(E0)/m0 and,
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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correspondingly, the stationary electron distribution is de
mined by the field-dependence of the mobility

f st~r !5p0m~E0!/m@E~r !#. ~4!

We note that for a field-independent mobility the statio
ary distribution function is uniform:f st(r )5p0 .

The stationary distribution function must be used as
initial condition in the problem of the temporal evolution
a pair after the external field is switched off. The continu
equation and the initial conditions can be written in a sph
cal coordinate system as

]w~r ,u,t !/]t2Eq~r ! m@Eq~r !#]w~r ,u,t !/]r 50, ~5!

w~r ,u,0!5 f st~r ,u! m@Eq~r !#/m0 , ~6!

where w(r ,u,t)5 f (r ,u,t)m@Eq(r )#/m0 and Eq(r )
5e/4p««0r 2 is the Coulomb field, and the polar angleu is
measured from the direction of the fieldE0 . The moment at
which the external field is switched off is taken as the orig
point for measuring time.

From the practical standpoint, the most important ch
acteristic of a light-emitting structure is the time-depende
of the intensity of electroluminescence~EL!. In what fol-
lows, we assume that the intensity of EL is proportional
the pair recombination rate, which in the Onsager appro
mation,10 as follows from Eq.~5!, is determined as

R~ t !52~d/dt!E dr f ~r ,t !5
em0

2««0
E

21

1

du w~0,u,t !,

~7!

whereu5cosu. Using the system of equations~5!–~7! it is
easy to show that the functionR(t) can be written as

R~ t !5
em$Eq@r 0~ t !#%

2««0
E

21

1

du fst@r 0~ t !,u#, t.0. ~8!

Here r 0 is the distance between the particles that merge
time t after the field is switched off, i.e.,r 0(t) is the recip-
rocal of the convergence timet(r 0) defined as

t~r 0!5E
0

r 0
dr m21@Eq~r !#Eq

21~r !. ~9!

The equation~9! determines the functionr 0(t) implicitly.
We note that in the limit t˜0, when r 0(t)˜0 and
m(Eq)/m(E)˜1, we obtain from Eqs.~4!, ~6!, and ~8! the
passage to the limit of a stationary recombination rate

R~ t !5R05em~E0!p0 /««05KL~E0!p0 , t<0, ~10!

whereKL is the Langevin recombination constant.
The system of equations~2!, ~4!, and ~8!–~10! is the

analytic solution of the problem of the kinetics of EL for a
arbitrary field dependence of the mobility. We shall no
examine the case, which is important for practical appli
tions, where the mobility depends on the field as

m~E0!5m0 exp~AE0 /F0 !, ~11!

which is characteristic for a wide class of organic semic
ductors.8,9 Substituting the function~11! into Eqs. ~4!, ~8!,
and~9! gives the following expression for the ratioI (t)/I 0 of
the nonstationary and stationary EL intensities:
r-

-

n

i-

r-
e

i-

at

-

-

I ~ t !/I 05R~ t !/R05es@g~a!2g~b!#/Fs2. ~12!

Here we give the notation

g~x!5e2x~x313x216x16!, ~13a!

a~s!5AF1s2, b~s!5AuF2s2u, ~13b!

F5E0 /F0 and the dimensionless function of times is deter-
mined by the equation

t/t05s23E
1

`

dt exp~2st!/t45E4~s!/s3, ~14!

t05m0
21(e/4p««0F0

3)1/2, andE4(s) is the exponential inte-
gral.

The time dependences ofI /I 0 calculated using Eqs
~12!–~14! for several values of the external electric fie
strengthE0 are shown in Fig. 1. The curves possess a ma
mum. The distance of the maximum above the station
level increases strongly with the field. The physical reas
for the appearance of such ‘‘explosive’’ kinetics of EL
easy to understand. Under stationary conditions~before the
external field is switched off! holes accumulate in the regio
of weakest fieldE ~at locations whereE,E0 as a result of
the influence of the Coulomb field of the pair! on account of
the low mobilities in these regions — see Eqs.~4! and~11!.
After the field E0 is switched off, these carriers rapidly re
combine, producing a peak in the EL intensity. It is obvio
that the stationary hole densitypst is maximum near the poin
A, whereE50 ~behind the electron, looking from the neg
tive side of thez axis!, and the convergence timet(r A) of
the carriers from the pointA with electrons, wherer A

5Ae/4p««0E0 @see Eq.~9!#, determines the time at which
the maximum is reached. As a result of the decrease ofr A ,
this time decreases with increasing fieldE0 and therefore the
height of the peak increases withE0 . The relative height of
the peak is limited, however, by the fact that the transfer
charge carriers in the semiconductors under study is o
hopping character, and the characteristic hopping distancr h

must be shorter than the distancer A . This condition places
an upper bound on the range of fields under study:

FIG. 1. Time dependences of EL intensity, scaled to the stationary leveI 0 ,
for several values of the parameterF5F0 /E0 : 1 — 40, 2 — 30, 3 — 15,
4 — 5; t05m0

21(e/«F0
3)1/2.
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E0,e/4p««0r h
2 . ~15!

Numerically, forr h.1 nm and«52 the condition~15! leads
to the limit E0,53106 V/cm. In the case of the typical~at
room temperature! value E0.105 V/cm ~Ref. 9!, the latter
condition gives an upper bound;5 on the relative magni-
tude I max/I0 of the peak.

The explosive kinetics of EL after the applied field
switched off has been observed experimentally in bila
light-emitting structures.11,12 However, these results cann
be explained on the basis of the Langevin model of reco
bination because 1! I max/I0 decreases and does not increa
with increasing external field strengthE0 and 2! I max/I0 can
reach values of the order of 100. The indicated regularitie
the explosive kinetics of EL in bilayer structures can be
plained on the basis of recombination of electrons and h
which have accumulated near the interface between the
terials forming the bilayer structure.12 The observation of
explosive EL kinetics in single-layer light-emitting structur
under conditions precluding the possibility of macrosco
spatial separation of electrons and holes could provide
experimental confirmation of the theoretical model propo
in the present paper.
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Formation and thermal stability of contacts based on titanium borides and titanium
nitrides with gallium arsenide

E. F. Venger, V. V. Milenin, I. B. Ermolovich, R. V. Konakova,* ) V. N. Ivanov,
and D. I. Vo tsikhovski 

Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted January 11, 1999; accepted for publication February 2, 1999!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 948–953~August 1999!

The formation mechanisms and thermal stability of contacts, fabricated by ion-plasma sputtering
of titanium borides and nitrides on gallium arsenide, are investigated by structural,
secondary-emission, photoluminescence, and electrical methods. A physical model, according to
which the solid solutions BxGa12xAs and GaNxAs12x are formed in the process of
deposition on the phase boundary, is proposed on the basis of the data obtained. It is shown that
the correlation between the physicochemical interactions at the phase boundaries of the
contacts and their electrical parameters is due to defects that arise in the contact layers of the
semiconductor during the formation of the heterostructures and subsequent treatments. It
is established that the high thermal stability of the experimental objects is due to their bilayer
structure, which sharply decreases interdiffusion processes at the phase boundary.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01308-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has now been established that the degradation
metal–semiconductor structures during operation under
treme conditions~high temperatures, high-power electr
magnetic radiations, radiation field, and so on! is due to the
characteristics of mass-transfer processes and the char
of the solid-phase reactions in the contiguous pairs.

External perturbations alter the structural-phase st
and the degree of local nonuniformity of a boundary, t
impurity-defect composition of the contact region of t
semiconductor, and other characteristics, which ultima
changes~degrades! the electrical parameters of the contac
Stable perturbation-resistant metal–III-V structures can n
be obtained by selecting metallic alloys and compositio
that could greatly diminish the diffusion interaction of th
metal–semiconductor layers. These include alloys base
titanium borides and nitrides. The present paper is devote
a comparative analysis of these materials
TiBx(TiNx) –GaAs structures.

2. OBJECTS AND METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

Epitaxial GaAs:Te structures withn-layer thickness 1.6–
2.5 mm and carrier density in the active layer (0.721.1)
31016 cm23 were used to prepare the samples. TiBx and
TiNx layers were deposited, by magnetron sputtering of po
dered pressed targets in argon or a mixture of argon w
nitrogen in the first case and by thermionically active sy
thesis in the second case, on the surface of an epitaxial la
subjected to photonic cooling, at substrate tempera
Ts5200 °C. The metal layers were no more than 0.1mm
thick. The contacts were annealed in a hydrogen stream
temperatures up toTa5800 °C for 1 min.

A combination of methods, including structural~electron
diffraction, x-ray phase analysis!, optical ~photolumines-
8651063-7826/99/33(8)/5/$15.00
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cence!, and electrical~current–voltage characteristics! meth-
ods as well as methods for analyzing the atomic composi
of prepared objects~Auger spectroscopy combined wit
etching with 3-keV Ar1 ions, secondary-ion mass spectrom
etry! and atomic-force microscopy was used to study
mechanisms leading to the formation and thermal stability
contact structures.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electron-diffraction and x-ray-phase analysis d
show that the deposited films are in a quasiamorphous s
The ratio of the amorphous and polycrystalline pha
changes with increasing thickness of the deposited films
the annealing temperature. For example, the ratio is 70:30
1-mm-thick TiNx films. Annealing of these films resulted i
a redistribution of the amorphous and crystal phases and
formation of new, larger, and structurally more perfe
grains. For thin layers (!1 mm), characterized by especiall
small crystallite sizes~grain size.0.03 mm!, the recrystal-
lization process proceeds more intensely.

The structured changes occurring in the deposited lay
as a result of annealing are accompanied by changes in
planar-stressed state of the film~a transition occurs from
macrocompression to macrotension!. These changes can b
substantial. A qualitative confirmation of this process is,
example, the image shown in Fig. 1 of the surface
Au–Mo–TiBx–GaAs structures annealed atTa5800 °C.
This image was obtained with an atomic-force microsco
As one can see, the thermal stresses arising can be so
that the deposited TiBx layers crack.

The Auger-spectroscopy concentration profiles of the
posited titanium boride~Fig. 2! and nitride layers over thick-
nessd show that besides the main components the lay
contain substantial quantities of oxygen and carbon. Sinc
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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has a high affinity to oxygen, the presence of oxygen in
reaction zone at the film formation stage leads to the form
tion of oxide phases, and the presence of a carbon impu
~chemically inert! impedes completion of the structur
changes occurring in the deposited layers. Annealing of s

FIG. 1. Morphology of an Au–Mo–TiBx–GaAs structure after annealing a
Ta5800 °C.

FIG. 2. Atomic profiles of the components of a TiBx–GaAs contact before
~a! and after~b! a 60-s anneal atTa5800 °C: 1 — Ga, 2 — As, 3 — B,
4 — Ti, 5 — O, 6 — C.
e
-

ity

ch

layers stimulates their further structural-chemical rearran
ment, in which the variable-composition phases Ti–O–N~B!
play the dominant role. The structural-phase modification
curring in the deposited layers as a result of anneals does
result in substantial smearing of the phase boundaries r
up to temperaturesTa5600 °C. As temperature increases
Ta5800 °C, the barrier properties of the deposited lay
sharply degrade, and a substantial mixing of the compon
of heteropairs is observed. This mixing is stronger in str
tures based on titanium borides. The structural-phase r
rangement of the condensed layers results in a transfor
tion of the impurity-defect composition of the conta
regions of the semiconductor.

Figure 3 shows as an example the photoluminesce
~PL! spectra, measured atT577 K, from the contact region
of TiBx–GaAs structures. Five bands with energieshnmax

51.54, 1.33, 1.20, 1.01, and 0.765 eV can be distinguis
in the spectra from both structures. The annealing temp
ture dependences of the intensitiesW of these bands are pre
sented in Fig. 4. The main features of the PL from the
perimental structures are as follows.

1. The PL spectra contain a large number of wide, ov
lapping bands. This indicates the presence of a large qua
of structural defects in the contact regions of GaAs.

2. In the initial state of the structures the strongest ba
is the 1.01-eV band, which in the literature1 is attributed to
radiative capture of a free electron on an isolated acce
center CuGa. Apparently, copper is an uncontrollable imp
rity in the structures investigated. Another PL band whi
we observed withhnmax51.33 eV is also attributed to cop
per. Its centers are the complexes~CuGa 1 D!, whereD is an
intrinsic (VAs) or impurity ~Te, Sn, Si! donor.2 In the initial
state this is most likely Te, since the initial epitaxial laye
are doped with Te.

3. Anneals atTa5400 °C intensify and redistribute th
intensities of the PL bands. This is especially clearly e
pressed in TiBx–GaAs structures. This shows th
TiNx–GaAs structures are more stable than TiBx–GaAs
structures against thermal perturbations relative to restruc
ing of the spectra of the defect states. On the other ha
apparently, the intensification of PL occurs in TiBx–GaAs
structures in the entire spectral range because of the gre
structural ordering in the contact region and the consequ
weakening of the nonradiative recombination channel.

After annealing atTa5400 °C, the 1.20-eV band, whos
luminescence centers are the complexes (VGa1D),3 is inten-
sified more strongly than the other impurity-defect bands
the contact regions of both types of structures. This co
stem from the enrichment of the contact region with galliu
vacancies because of the fact that in the presence of in
phase interactions of metallic layers with a semiconduc
gallium diffuses from the contact region and possibly fro
the interior volume into the metal layer. Taking account
the isoelectronic similarity of B and Ga, it can also be a
sumed that in the presence of an excess of Ga vacanc
BxGa12xAs solid solution can form at the early stages
growth of a boride film~see below!.

At Ta5600 °C the intensities of all impurity–defec
bands in TiBx–GaAs structures decrease, with the except
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FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra of the contact layers of TiBx–GaAs structures, initial structures and after anneals atTa5400, 600, and 800 °C. Measure
ment temperature:T577 K.
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of the 1.33-eV band, which intensifies slightly, probably b
cause of the formation of~CuGa1VAs) complexes. This con-
clusion is based on the fact that at these temperatures
arsenic atoms start to interact effectively with Ti from t
metallic layer, forming Ti–As compounds,4 and the semi-
conductor is enriched withVAs . The 1.01-eV band weaken
because some of the luminescence centers responsible
participate in the formation of the complexes mention

FIG. 4. Intensities of PL bands withhnmax51.54~1!, 1.33~2!, 1.20~3!, 1.01
~4!, 0.765 eV~5! of TiBx–GaAs structures versus the anneal temperatu
-

he

r it
.

This out-of-phase behavior of the 1.01 and 1.33-eV band
a result of heat treatment was also observed in TiNx–GaAs
structures.

Note the analogy in the behavior of the 1.01 a
0.765-eV bands in both structures, which shows that they
related. We assume that the 0.765-eV band is due to ra
tive intracenter transitions in a Cu21 ion ~this center is re-
sponsible for the 1.01-eV band!, whose unfilled 3d9 shell
splits in the crystal field and as a result of the spin-or
interaction, similarly to CdS:Cu.5

Annealing atTa5800 °C results in decomposition o
complexes of centers of 1.20 and 1.33-eV bands; the in
sities of the bands decrease~the intensity of the 1.01-eV
band increases! and they remain virtually the same as in th
initial state.

4. The main feature of the PL spectra of the cont
regions of the structures investigated is the presence
free-exciton emission band withhnmax51.54 eV in a
TiBx–GaAs structure and 1.57 eV in a TiNx–GaAs structure,
while the band gap in GaAs atT577 K is 1.51 eV.6 We
assume that this is direct evidence that thin layers of the s
solutions BxGa12xAs and GaNxAs12x are formed with high
crystalline perfection and corresponding structure at
phase boundary. The sharp quenching of the excitonic b
as a result of annealing atTa5800 °C, just as other bands
attests to the appearance of a large number of additio
nonradiative recombination centers.

The formation of solid solutions at the phase bound
of the structures investigated, just as the possible presenc
Cu in it, was confirmed by secondary-ion mass spectra.
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TABLE I. Mass-spectrometric data for TiNx–GaAs and TiBx–GaAs heterostructures.

Intensity of the ion current in the transitional layer, arb. units

Element Mass, initial
Ta , °C

Structure compound amu state 400 600 800

TiN 62 13104 13104 13104 1.23104

GaN 84 4310 4310 3310 5310
TiNx–GaAs GaAsN 159 10 8 5 7

GaAsTi 192 5310 3310 1310 •••
Cu~TiO! 64 53104 83104 63104 1.23104

TiB 54 43104 13105 73104 23104

BAs 86 ••• ••• ••• •••
TiBx–GaAs GaBAs 155 5310 8310 8310 9310

GaAsTi 192 33102 33102 33102 83102

Gu~TiO! 64 43105 43105 63105 43105
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tained in the contact regions of the structures investiga
~see Table I!.

The presence of peaks due to ions with masses 84,
and 155 in the spectra could be an argument in support o
conclusion drawn above, just as the appearance of peaks
responding to clusters with atomic mass 192~apparently,
GaAsTi!, formed by Ti atoms which are not bound wit
nitrogen, in the secondary-ion spectra.

The identification of Cu impurity, whose mass spec
overlap with the mass spectra of TiO oxides, is less defin
Apparently, signals from TiO and Cu are superimposed
the characteristic spectra measured. The small variation
the intensities of the spectral lines observed after annea
and the intensity ratio of the lines, which is different fro
that of a natural composition of Cu isotopes, confirm t
presence of an uncontrollable Cu impurity in the sample

The results obtained, taken together, indicate that
electrical parameters of diode structures formed using an
iffusion barriers based on TiBx and TiNx will shown en-
hanced resistance to thermal perturbations. This conclu
has been checked by measurements of the current–vo
characteristics~IVCs! on Au–TiBx–GaAs contact structures

The direct branches of the current–voltage characte
tics of diodes before and after annealings are shown in
5. In the initial structures they are nonlinear in the lnI2V
coordinates. At small biases there is a section of excess
rent, and at high biases the current is virtually independen
the voltage. For the reverse branch of the I-V characteri
the current exhibits a power-law dependence on the
voltage. Annealing changes the form of the direct branc
of the I-V characteristic. For the reverse branches the pow
law dependence on the applied bias remains, only the m
nitude of the reverse current changes. On the basis of the
data it can be inferred that the basic reason for the devia
of the I-V characteristic from the form characteristic for t
simple thermal-emission mechanism of current, which or
narily occurs in GaAs-based diodes with the chosen dop
level,7 is a change in the density and type of defects t
form deep local levels in the band gap in GaAs. It is w
known and has been shown in the present work by the
method that when a metal film is deposited on a semic
ductor surface, deep centers that participate in current tr
d
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port through the interface appear in the contact region of
semiconductor as a result of interphase reactions and
chanical stresses, as well as possible contamination of
semiconductor surface by uncontrollable impurities from
surrounding fixtures.7 Judging from the characteristic fea
tures of the nucleation and growth of film coatings by ma
netron sputtering, a nonuniform distribution of impuritie
~for example, Cu, which we discovered! and defects in the
contact GaAs layers should be expected, i.e., the appear
of local regions with high defect density in the space-cha
region is completely realistic. This changes~compared with
an ideal contact! the differential slope of the straigh

FIG. 5. Direct~a! and reverse~b! branches of the current–voltage chara
teristics of Au–TiBx–GaAs contacts before~1! and after anneals at tempera
turesTa5400 ~2!, 500 ~3!, and 600 °C~4!.
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branches of the I-V characteristic (1/n5d ln I/dV), i.e., it
leads to the appearance of an additional component in
current and therefore to a decrease in the effective Scho
barrier. Annealings at moderate temperatures (Ta;400 °C)
partially remove the defects introduced, including comp
sating acceptors in the diode base. The structural nonun
mity of the contact GaAs layers increases~as is indicated by
the PL data!, and the current–voltage characteristics a
proach the ‘‘ideal’’ curves, as is observed experimenta
~see Fig. 5!.

As the anneal temperature increases, additional def
appear or existing defects with a different ionization ene
are restructured~in our samples, the density of the complex
CuGa1VAs increases!. This results in the appearance a
growth of a section of excess currents on the direct branc
the I-V characteristic. However, the thermionic mechani
of current flow remains dominant. At annealing temperat
Ta5800 °C the device parameters degrade appreciably
this case, as follows from Auger-spectroscopy data, the
tidiffusion properties of the layer that produces the barr
degrade sharply, which intensifies the interphase inte
tions. As a result, the structural-phase state of the interfac
modified, the complex centersVGa1D and CuGa1D decom-
pose, and other types of defects~including centers of fas
nonradiative recombination! form in the contact region o
GaAs in substantial quantities. Our results showed that
he
ky
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-
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ts
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parently the Cu atoms, which uncontrollably contamina
GaAs-based heterostructures, play an important role in
degradation processes.

In summary, the investigations performed confirm th
antidiffusion barrier-forming compositions based on me
borides and nitrides are promising for producing surfa
barrier structures with high thermal stability and indicate t
need for special methods for prevention of copper conta
nation of the fabricated heterostructures.
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Photosensitivity of structures produced by heat treatment of CuInSe 2 in different media
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Photosensitive structures were produced by heat-treatment of polycrystallinep- andn-CuInSe2
substrates in vacuum and in air at temperatures near 500 °C. The spectral dependences of
the photosensitivity of two types of structures in natural and linearly polarized light were
investigated and analyzed. The photosensitivity of the best structures reached 16 mA/W
at T5300 K. The laws of polarization photosensitivity of such structures were determined and
discussed in relation to the fabrication conditions of the structures. It was concluded that
there is a new possibility of using polarized photoelectric spectroscopy for diagnostics of phase
interactions in complex semiconductors and for optimizing the technology for producing
photoconversion structures. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01408-8#
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Copper and indium diselenide CuInSe2 has become one
of the most promising photovoltaic materials because of
optimal combination of its optical and electric properties1,2

The technological process has made it possible to incre
the efficiency of CuInSe2 solar cells up to 18%.1,3 However,
the behavior of point defects in the lattice in this materia
still not completely understood, and it is obvious that a
findings in this direction could open up new avenues
increasing the efficiency of CuInSe2-based structures. Ques
tions concerning the interaction of CuInSe2 with various me-
dia are no less important for solving this problem.4 The
present work is devoted to experimental investigations of
photoelectric properties of structures arising with heat tre
ment of bulk CuInSe2 crystals in vacuum and air.

Polycrystalline CuInSe2 ingots were grown by directed
crystallization of melt, close to a stoichiometric ternary co
pound, with a vertical arrangement of a quartz crucible~di-
ameter'10 mm!. The ingots were then cut into rings~thick-
ness'3 mm!, whose surface was polished mechanically a
then chemically. Then andp-type crystals were electrically
uniform and possessed free-carrier density'1018cm23 at
T5300 K.

To form photosensitive structures the rings were he
treated at'500 °C in evacuated quartz cells with a standa
volume ~at pressure'1024 Torr! or directly in air. The re-
sults of these investigations can be summarized as follo

1. Heat-treatment~HT! in evacuated cells is usually ac
companied by conversion of thep-type conductivity of the
crystals, and for HT timest'1 min, n–p junctions can be
obtained. As the heat-treatment time increases to 5–10
conversion becomes of a volume nature and only isoty
n82n junctions can be prepared from rings of the size in
cated above. It is important to underscore that the surfac
the plates after such HT is visually identical to the init
state, and conductivity conversion is due to the formation
8701063-7826/99/33(8)/5/$15.00
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intrinsic donor defects in the lattice — vacancies in the
lenium sublattice.

A typical stationary current-voltage characteristic~IVC!
for one such structure is shown in Fig. 1~curve 1!. The
initial section of the direct IVCs is exponential, and it corr
sponds to nonideality factorb53.124.4, while in the for-
ward bias range,U.0.7 V, the characteristics follow the
relation

I 5~U2U0!/R0 , ~1!

where forn–p structures the cutoff voltageU0'0.6 V, and
the residual resistanceR0'802100 V at T5300 K. For
n82n structures the corresponding parameters areU0'0.1
V and R0'20240 V, and the rectification ratio is substan
tially lower than forn–p structures. The reverse branch
the IVC for the aniso- and isotypic structures obtained w
vacuum HT has the formI;Un, wheren'1.1 up to voltages
'1 V. The latter could indicate that the leakage curre
affect the flow of reverse current in such structures.

Whenn–p andn8–n structures are illuminated, the laye
produced by HT is always negatively charged, which cor
sponds to the direction of rectification. The voltage (SU) and
current (SI) photosensitivities in these structures~see Table
I! dominate for illumination from the side of the laye
formed during HT and form narrow bands with total width
half-heightd '40 meV. The energy position\vmax of the
maximum in the spectrum of the relative quantum photoc
version efficiencyh always lies somewhat below the ban
gap in CuInSe2, equal toEG'1.02 eV3–5 ~Fig. 1, curve2!.
The sharp short-wavelength dropoff ofh, which is typical
for such structures and is observed upon exposure to l
from the side of the layers obtained by HT in vacuum, is d
to an increase in the influence of absorption as the pho
energy approachesEG . For HT of CuInSe2 in air, layers
whose color depended on the holding time in air and wh
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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conductivity type was the same as in the initial state
peared on the surfaces of the rings.

Figure 2 shows the stationary IVC of one of the isotyp
p8–p structures. It is evident that the HT regimes used m
it possible to obtain rectifying structures~Fig. 2, curve1!,
whose transmission direction always corresponds to pos
polarity of the external bias on the layer. The typical para
eters of the IVCs of these structures areb53.023.2,
U0'0.520.6 V, R0'1202250 V, and n'1.1, which, in
general, are quite close to the analogous parameters of s
tures obtained by heat-treatment of CuInSe2 crystals in
vacuum.

2. When isotypicp8–p andn8–n structures obtained by
HT of CuInSe2 crystals in air are illuminated, the layers a
ways become positively charged, and this corresponds to
transmission direction for such structures. The maxim
photosensitivitiesSU

max andSI
max were attained inn8–n struc-

FIG. 1. Stationary current-voltage characteristic of an–p-CuInSe2 struc-
ture ~curve1, sample 10! and the spectrum of the relative quantum pho
conversion efficiency for the structuren8–n-CuInSe2 ~curve2, sample 11;
illumination from the layer side by unpolarized light!. The arrow marks
\vmax. The measurements were performed atT5300 K.
-

e

e
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tures obtained by HT fort'5 min ~see Table I!. The sign of
the photovoltaic effect turned out to be independent of
location of the light probe~diameter'0.2 mm! and the in-
cident photon energy, and therefore it could be due to
formation of an active region as a result of heat-treatmen
CuInSe2 in air.

The conversion efficiency spectrah for a number of iso-
typic structures produced with different HT times are p
sented in Fig. 3. The main features appearing in these spe
with increasing heat-treatment timet are as follows:

FIG. 2. Stationary current–voltage characteristic of ap8–p-CuInSe2 struc-
ture atT5300 K ~sample 1, curve1!. The direct branch of the IVC is drawn
on a logarithmic scale~2!; reverse branch~3!.
TABLE I. Photoelectric properties of CuInSe2-based structures atT5300 K.

Sample Heat-treatment t, Type of SU
max, SI

max, \vmax, S, d, PI
max,

No. medium min structure V/W mA/W eV eV21 meV h2 /hmax %

6 Air 1 n82n 0.2 0.04 0.995 46 440 0.34 20
5 ’’ 5 n82n 0.4 16 0.995 46 280 0.21 33
4 ’’ 10 n82n 0.1 1 0.995 50 200 0.12 30
7 ’’ 40 n82n 0.3 10 0.995 50 290 0.15 38
3 ’’ 120 p82p 0.05 0.1 0.89 ¯ 80 0.0003 25
1 ’’ 120 p82p 0.05 0.01 0.90 ¯ 90 0.001 27
2 ’’ 120 p82p 0.03 0.02 0.92 ¯ 80 0.0005 18

10 Vacuum 1 n2p 0.2 0.5 0.97 72 40 0.001 52
11 ’’ 8 n82n 0.2 1 0.92 ¯ ¯ ¯ 53

Note: HT — heat treatment,t — heat-treatment time.
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a! Intensification of the short-wavelength dropoff of th
curveh(\v) and

b! shift of the long-wavelength photosensitivity edg
into the impurity absorption range.

The ratio ofh at \v52 eV (h2) to the absolute maxi-
mum quantum photoconversion efficiencyhmax, i.e.,
h2 /hmax, serves as a measure of the short-wavelen
dropoff of the photosensitivity in Table I. The long
wavelength photosensitivity edge ofn8–n structures is
exponential ~Fig. 3, curves 1–4!, and its slope
S5](lnh)/] (\v) remains large~see Table I! and corre-
sponds to direct interband transitions in CuInSe2.6 The ob-
served shift of\vmax into the long-wavelength region with
increasing HT timet could be due to an increase in the de
sity of the corresponding lattice defects of CuInSe2 in the
active region of the structures. These features correlate
the corresponding levels of lattice defects of CuInSe2; such
levels have been observed in the photoluminescence
CuInSe2.7 It is also evident from Fig. 3 that the sharp featu
arising in the form of a peak at\v'0.87 eV on the long-
wavelength shoulderh transforms into an absolute maximu
as t increases to 120 min, while the photosensitivity in t
fundamental absorption range of CuInSe2 becomes negli-
gible. On the whole, the observed evolution of the spectrh
shows that as the HT time for CuInSe2 in air increases, the
density of lattice defects and correspondingly the contri
tion of the long-wavelength sensitivity increase, the width
the bands decreases, and the short-wavelength decayh
intensifies~see Table I! as a result of the shift of the activ
region of the structures into the interior volume of the su
strates.

The investigations of photosensitivity in unpolarize

FIG. 3. Spectral curves of the relative quantum photoconversion efficie
of n8–n-CuInSe2 ~sample numbers:1 — 6, 2 — 5, 3 — 4, 4 — 7! and
p8–p-CuInSe2 ~curve5, sample 3! structures. The measurements were p
formed atT5300 K in unpolarized light~illumination of the structures from
the layer side!.
th
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light for two different types of CuInSe2 structures therefore
indicate only an increase in the density of lattice defects
this ternary semiconductor as a result of selenium diffus
into the vapor phase. It can be inferred that in the presenc
air this process slows down as a result of the appearanc
an oxide layer on the CuInSe2 surface. This situation prob
ably accounts for the decrease in the rate of the conver
processp˜n with HT of CuInSe2 in air.

3. Neither type of structure obtained by illuminatio
with linearly polarized light~LPL! along the normal to the
illuminated plane~the angle of incidenceQ50°! showed any
dependence on the spatial orientation of the electric fi
vector E of the light wave. This is due to the delibera
choice of samples with polycrystalline structure for these
vestigations, which made it possible to mask the natural p
topleochroism of CuInSe2 ~Ref. 6! and therefore observe
only the induced photopleochroism.5

The characteristic features of the polarized investigati
of the photosensitivity of the two types of CuInSe2 structures
are as follows.

In all structures obtained by vacuum HT, the angu
dependences of the short-circuit photocurrentsi P @the vector
E is parallel to the plane of incidence~PI! of the light# andi S

~the vectorE is perpendicular to the PI! are in agreemen
with the analysis of the passage of a light wave through
interface between two media (air/CuInSe2) on the basis of
the Fresnel relations8 ~Fig. 4a, curves1 and2!. In the entire
range of photosensitivity the photocurrenti P at first in-
creases, reaches a maximum near the pseudo-Brewste
flection angle~marked by arrows in Fig. 4! and only then
decays, while the currenti S only decreases in the entir
range of anglesQ. The angular dependencei P ~Q! ~Fig. 4,
curve1!, taking into account the results of Ref. 9, indicates
good enough optical quality of the photodetecting surfa
produced by vacuum HT of CuInSe2, and the increase in the
photocurrent ratioi P(55°)/i P(0°)'1.12 near the peaks in
the h spectrum indicates a decrease of reflection losse
LPL.

For structures obtained by heat-treatment of CuInSe2 in
air ~Fig. 4b, curves5–8!, for Q.0° the photocurrenti S, just
as i P, is observed to increase in a certain region of variat
of Q, indicating that reflection losses decrease for thes wave
also. On the basis of the results obtained in Ref. 10
feature can be attributed to the interference of LPL in
entrance layer of such structures. As one can see from F
~curves3, 9, and10!, the angular dependences of the induc
photopleochroism coefficient

PI5~ i P2 i S!/~ i P1 i S!, ~2!

in both types of structures follow the same quadratic l
PI;Q2, as indicated by the straight linesPI

1/25 f (Q) ~see
Fig. 4, curves4, 11, and12!.

Figure 5 shows examples of the spectral dependence
the induced photopleochroism coefficient atQ575° for some
structures. The maximum valuePI553% ~see Table I! is
characteristic of structures obtained by vacuum HT. T
value ofPI corresponds to the theoretical value for the ca
where the LPL passes through the air/CuInSe2 interface.11
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FIG. 4. Angular dependences of the photocu
rents i P(1,5,7) and i S(2,6,8) and the induced
photopleochroism coefficient PI (3,9,10)–
AP1 (4,11,12) for CuInSe2-based structures a
T5300 K ~a — sample 11; b — sample 5!.
Illumination was performed by linearly polar
ized radiation from the layer side; photon en
ergy \v, eV: 1–4 — 0.92; 5,6,9,11— 0.955;
7,8,10,12— 1.08!.
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For structures obtained by heat-treatment of CuInSe2 in
air ~Fig. 5, curves2–7 and in Table I!, the experimental
values ofPI are less than the theoretical values ofPI for the

FIG. 5. Spectral curves of the coefficient of induced photopleochroism
CuInSe2-based structures atT5300 K. The curves correspond to the fo
lowing samples in Table I:1 — 11, 2 — 7, 3 — 5, 4 — 6, 5 — 3, 6 — 1,
7 — 2; Q575°.
air/CuInSe2 interface.11 The fact thatPI changes from one
structure to another could itself be due to the formation
oxides with a complicated composition on the CuInSe2 sur-
face, in agreement with the known results of ellipsomet
investigations.12,13 Specifically, the experimental values o
PI for samples 5 and 7~Fig. 5, curves2 and3! yield, on the
basis of the analysis in Ref. 11, the estimaten'2.1 for the
refractive index, in agreement with the results of Ref. 13.
the other hand, on the basis of Ref. 10 the character of
experimental spectral curves ofPI and the observed sensitiv
ity of the induced photopleochroism to the heat-treatm
conditions~medium, time! could be due to interference o
LPL in the oxide layers with variable composition that for
on the CuInSe2 surface.

In summary, the first comparison of the results of expe
mental investigations of the photosensitivity of two differe
types of CuInSe2-based structures opens up new possibilit
for polarized photoelectric spectroscopy in the diagnostics
phase interaction processes on the surfaces of complex s
conductors and therefore for choosing optimal technolog
for producing optical-range photoconverters.

1J. R. Tuttle, E. D. Cole, K. R. Ramanathan, M. Contreras, J. Allem
J. Keane, and R. Noufi, inProceedings of the 10th Sunshine Workshop
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Investigation of the effect of surface treatment of a semiconductor on the characteristics
of 6H-SiC Schottky diodes

A. A. Lebedev, D. V. Davydov, V. V. Zelenin, and M. L. Korogodski 
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Capacitance methods are used to investigate Schottky diodes formed on the basis of epitaxial
n2type 6H-SiC layers grown by vapor-phase epitaxy. It is found that the height of the
potential barrier and its dependence on the work function of the metal strongly depend on the
method used for surface treatment of the semiconductor. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01508-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the pregrowth surface treatment
a semiconductor substrate strongly affects the quality of
epitaxial layer. The surface treatment of a pregrown la
largely determines the parameters of the surface-ba
structures~Schottky diodes! fabricated on its basis.

Investigations of Schottky diodes~SDs! based on 6H-
SiC epitaxial layers obtained by the sublimation method~SE!
have revealed that the height of the potential barrier (wb) is
essentially independent of the type of metal deposited an
determined primarily by the density of surface states.1,2 It has
also been found that various treatments have virtually
effect onwb . At the same time, investigations of SDs bas
on epitaxial SiC layers obtained by vapor-phase epit
~CVD! have shown a strong~more than three orders of mag
nitude! variation in the reverse currents, depending on
methods used to treat the semiconductor before depositio
the metal.3 In previous studies we performed comparati
investigations of the spectra of deep centers inn-type epitax-
ial layers grown by vapor-phase and sublimination epita
methods.4,5 It was found that the same deep background c
ters exist in epitaxial layers of both types, but their density
two or three orders of magnitude lower in the samples
tained by vapor-phase epitaxy. The results obtained were
plained by the fact that the lower growth temperatures in
case of CVD epitaxy did not create the conditions for t
formation of deep centers, and the stresses arising du
growth relaxed as a result of the formation of dislocatio
whose density is much higher in layers of this type. T
present study is a continuation of the comparative invest
tions initiated in Refs. 4 and 5 of the spectra of CVD and
epitaxial layers ofn2type 6H-SiC by capacitance method

2. SAMPLES

6H-SiC epitaxial layers grown by the CVD method
the CREE Company6 ~USA! and at A. F. Ioffe Physicotech
nical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences7 ~PTI!
were investigated. Silicon carbide substrates, grown by
Leighly method~PTI! or a modified Leighly method~LM !
~CREE Co.! were used for epitaxy. All epitaxial layers wer
8751063-7826/99/33(8)/2/$15.00
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grown on the~0001! face of the Si substrate of 6H-SiC. Prior
to deposition of the metal, the samples were washed w
deionized water. The surface of the epitaxial layers w
treated as follows: group 1 — etching in SF6 plasma
~samples 3 and 4!; group 2 — conventional cleaning usin
organic solvents~samples 2 and 5!; group 3 — etching in
KOH ~sample 1!.

Before the barrier was created, the samples were
nealed in a 1024 Pa vacuum at 500 °C for 1–1.5 min. Dep
sition was conducted at sample temperature 100 °C. The m
als were deposited by the resistance~Au, Al, Cr! or electron-
beam~Mo! method.

3. EXPERIMENT

The uncompensated donor impurity density (Nd2Na)
and the heightwb of the potential barrier were determined b
the method of capacitance–voltage characteristics. The
pacitive cutoff voltage (Uc) is determined by extrapolating
the linear curveC222U to C2250, whereC is the differ-
ential capacitance of the SD, andU is the voltage on the
structure. The barrier heightwb is related to the capacitive
cutoff voltageUc by the relationwb5Uc2DF1j1kT/e,
whereDF is the decrease of the barrier as a result of ima
forces,k is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute tempera
ture, ande is the electron charge;j5kT• ln(n/Nc), wheren is
the electron density in the conduction band, andNc is the
density of states in the conduction band.

It was found that theC2U characteristics constructe
for the experimental structures in the coordinatesC22U
were linear in the experimental voltage range. The typi
C2U characteristics are shown in Fig. 1. The quantityNd

2Na for all epitaxial layers investigated fell into the rang
(123)31016cm23.

The measurements ofwb for samples in groups 1–3
showed that this quantity depends strongly on the surf
treatment method and is;1.221.4 eV for group 1,
;0.720.8 eV for group 2, and;0.4 eV for group 3. The
dependence ofwb on the work function of the metals use
~Ti, Al, Au, Mo! ~see Figs. 1 and 2! becomes weaker as th
average value ofwb decreases. It should be noted th
Schottky diodes based on the CVD epitaxial layers grown
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Leighly substrates at the PTI possess essentially the s
characteristics as diodes produced on the basis of epita
layers grown at CREE on ML substrates~samples 5 and 2
respectively!. This indicates that the growth technology ch
sen has a stronger effect on the properties of epitaxial la
than the type of substrate employed.

4. DISCUSSION

X-Ray investigations of SiCp–n structures prepared b
various technological methods have shown8 that the mini-
mum half-width of the x-ray diffraction peaks was observ
primarily in structures with the maximum intensity of ‘‘de
fect’’ electroluminescence~DEL! ~high density ofi centers!.
It was inferred in this work that the activation centers
DEL were formed during the relaxation of the stresses a
ing during the growth of the epitaxial layer. It was als
shown previously that the CVD epitaxial layers have a h
dislocation density (;1032104 cm22), i.e., one or two or-
ders of magnitude higher than in epitaxial layers obtained
sublimination epitaxy.9

The CVD SiC layers were grown at lower temperatu
than the sublimation layers:;1500 and;2000 °C, respec-
tively. Therefore it can be assumed that for vapor-phase
itaxy the temperature is too low for stresses in the cry
lattice to relax via the formation ofi centers or other simila
defects of an acceptor nature. In this case relaxation oc
via the formation of dislocations. This tentatively explai
the low density of deep acceptor centers and the high den
of dislocations in CVD SiC layers as compared with laye

FIG. 1. Capacitance–voltage characteristics of sample 4 in the cas
Schottky diodes formed using various metals.
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grown by sublimation epitaxy. In addition, a high dislocatio
density could lead to lower mechanical and chemi
strength in SiC layers prepared by the CVD method.10 Be-
cause of the lower strength of the CVD films, the density
surface states changes when different forms of chem
treatment of the surface are used. As a result, the Scho
barrier height depends strongly on the method used to t
SiC surfaces.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown here that the height of the potential b
riers in Schottky diodes based on CVD epitaxial SiC lay
strongly depends on the method of surface treatment of
semiconductor before deposition of the metal. The obser
dependence is most likely determined by the structure of
layer and not by the type of substrate employed~Leighly or
modified Leighly!.
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FIG. 2. Height of the potential barrier of the experimental samples ver
the work function of the metal for various forms of surface treatment:1 —
after etching in KOH;2, 5 — without special treatment;3, 4 — after plasma
etching.
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Free ion transport in the insulator layer and electron–ion exchange at an
insulator–semiconductor phase boundary produced as a result of thermally stimulated
ionic depolarization of silicon MOS structures

E. I. Gol’dman, A. G. Zhdan, and G. V. Chucheva
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The nature of thermally stimulated depolarization currents in silicon MOS structures is
investigated. The analysis is based on the experimentally established fact that the activation energy
of the depolarization current in the initial section of growth is independent of the magnitude
of the depolarizing voltage and on the previously discovered phenomenon of the formation of
neutral associates ion1 electron at the insulator–semiconductor interface. Transport of free
ions in the insulator layer~the transit time is of a thermal activation character! and electron–ion
exchange processes at the Si–SiO2 phase boundary, which include tunneling ionization
~decay! of neutral associates, are studied. The ion transfer in SiO2 layers, found from the thermally
stimulated depolarization curves using the developed theory, agrees well with data from
independent experiments. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01608-7#
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The advancement of MIS electronics into the submic
region is sharply toughening the requirements for ion c
tamination levels of the insulator. It is currently thought th
the level of such contamination in field-effect transisto
with gate length less than 0.1mm should not exceed 5
3109 cm22 ~Refs. 1 and 2!, which is at least an order o
magnitude less than the level achieved to date.3 These cir-
cumstances are stimulating special interest in studying
mechanisms of ion generation and migration, as well as
developing reliable methods for investigating ion transpor
the subgate oxide of silicon MOS structures and in refin
the interpretation of known experimental data.4–6 One of the
most direct methods for investigating ion processes in in
lators is observation of the thermally stimulated depolari
tion ~TSD! currents,7 and the results of such observatio
are, naturally, quite widely reported.8–16 As a rule, samples
with alkali metal impurities~Na, K! artificially introduced
into the SiO2 layer are investigated. However, irrespecti
of the method used to introduce the impurities~NaCl depo-
sition on the oxide surface,8 treatment of SiO2 in NaCl
solutions,10–12,14 KCl solutions,12,14 and NaI solutions,
Ref. 14.1! the use of oxides with natural ioni
contamination5,9–11,13!, two wide, sometimes merging, cu
rent peaks are almost always observed on the TSD curve
the temperature rangeT52002675 K — alow-temperature
peak~a! and a high-temperature peak~b!, which are associ-
ated with thermally stimulated transport of Na1 and K1

ions, respectively, from the SiO2/Si interface~IF! toward the
gate electrode.2! The localization temperatures of the curre
peaks exhibit a substantial variance:Tm53122450 K ~peak
a) andTm55332600 K ~peakb).8–14 Apparently, this vari-
ance cannot be explained, on the basis of the general law
TSD,7 simply by a difference in the experimental conditio
~the values of the initial ion densityNs0 at the IF,3! rates of
heating of the sample, and depolarizing fields!. Therefore the
8771063-7826/99/33(8)/6/$15.00
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reason for the variance inTm must be sought in difference
in the properties, which are correspondingly manifested
the TSD mechanisms, of the oxide films investigated. T
systems of views were developed concerning such me
nisms.

1. The TSD currents in thea peaks~Na1) are due to
depopulation of discrete ion traps~with activation energy
Ei50.8760.03 eV!8 or energy-distributed ion traps~in the
band DEi50.7521.50 eV!9,10 concentrated at the SiO2/Si
interface. The energy parameters of the traps for K1 ions
~peak b) have not been determined by the TSD metho
Moreover, in Ref. 12 peakb(Tm5573 K! is associated to no
K1 ions but rather Na1 ions, thermally activated from dee
‘‘ionic’’ states formed at the SiO2/Si interface by chlorine
introduced into the SiO2 layers in amounts up to;531015

cm22. The process leading to trapping of ions in such sta
is thermally activated~the activation energy is 0.8760.15
eV! and is completed by neutralization of the states a
result of charge exchange with the Si substrate. Thus, in R
12 the two main peaks of TSD are attributed exclusively
the presence of sodium in SiO2 ,4! which is localized at the
SiO2/Si phase boundary in the ionized~peaka, ‘‘shallow’’
traps,Ei.0.75 eV! and neutralized~peakb, ‘‘deep’’ traps,
Ei.1.5 eV! states. The valueEi50.8760.03 eV ~Ref. 8!
seems justified, since it was obtained by the standard me
of analyzing the ascending branches of the TSD curves
the basis of molecular relaxation kinetics.7 This approach in
principle makes it possible to do without an analysis of t
high-temperature shoulder of the peak, though in so do
information about the type of TSD kinetics is lost. In th
apparatus, developed in detail, for analyzing therma
stimulated electronic phenomena,17–19 the broadening and
symmetrization of the peaks of ‘‘deexcitation curves’’ a
attributed to retrapping, i.e., to bimolecular effects. This c
cumstance was disregarded in all studies concerned with
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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veloping a quantitative interpretation of the experimen
data on TSD.8,9,11,12Specifically, in Refs. 9 and 12 the broa
ening of the current peaksa andb is explained by the pres
ence of an energy distribution for boundary ionic traps. T
only argument in favor of such a conclusion is the possibi
of fitting quite accurately the computed TSD curves to
experimental curves by varying the spectral density of tr
with a prescribed, energy-independent, frequency facto
their distributionv;1011 s21. However, as shown in Ref
20, such a procedure, which evidently is always realiza
for TSD curves of any form, is incorrect for nonmonoene
getic traps, so that additional information at least with
spect to the spatial distribution of the ions pinned by
polarizing field to the SiO2/Si interface is required in order t
establish the physical nature of the TSD currents reliab
The formation of neutral associates when Cl atoms trap N1

ions, i.e., when the latter are localized in deep surf
traps,12 implies the presence of tunneling electron exchan
in the semiconductor–insulator system5! ~other forms of ex-
change are hardly possible because of the large height o
contact barrier, 3.4 eV~Ref. 21!, at the SiO2/Si phase bound-
ary!. Ions at the Si surface are not concentrated in a tw
dimensional layer, but rather they are distributed along
normal to the IF in a region ranging in width from 5 Å~Ref.
22! up to 50 Å~Ref. 23! and even 200 Å~Ref. 12!. Therefore
even for monoenergetic traps the TSD peaks should
broadened as a result of the exponential dependence of
neling exchange on the tunneling distance, distributed r
domly over the surface of the IF and giving rise thereby t
dispersion of contact conditions.6 This circumstance, just a
the possibility of dispersive ion transport in the interior vo
ume of the oxide,24 if they are disregarded when analyzin
the TSD curves, will be manifested in the form of an app
ent spectral distribution of ion traps. Therefore, in the a
sence of information about the spatial distribution of ions
the IF, it is impossible to establish the existence of nonm
noenergetic traps. This information is not so difficult to o
tain, since the apparatus for finding the coordinates of
centroid of the spatial localization of charge trapped in
region of the IF of MIS structures is quite we
developed.25,26 The laws of TSD of an insulator containin
volume ion traps were analyzed in Ref. 27. It was shown t
depending on the polarization regime of the MIS struct
and the magnitude of the depolarizing field, the TSD curr
can describe from one to three of the strongly asymme
peaks ~with smoothly increasing and sharply decreas
branches!, the positions of whose maxima are determined
the initial conditions of polarization~by the polarizing field!
and by the depolarization conditions. However, TSD pe
of this form have not yet been observed experimentally.

It is evident from this brief analysis that Refs. 8, 9, a
12–14 do not present sufficiently convincing arguments
favor of the limiting stage of TSD processes being therma
activated ejection of ions from boundary traps, and the
ture of the boundary traps, just as the mechanism of sur
neutralization of ions, has not been identified~the latter, in-
cidentally, is also valid for Ref. 10, where, apparently, t
fact that neutralization of ions occurs at the SiO2/Si interface
l
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was first established and confirmed by independent exp
ments!.

2. A different, ‘‘transport,’’ concept of the origin of
ionic TSD currents, which is developed in Ref. 11, is bas
on computer simulation of ion transport in the interior vo
ume of the oxide, with allowance for the diffusion and dr
of ions in the space-charge field, which varies during therm
stimulation and is produced by the uncompensated pos
ions ~Na1). Only the low-temperature peaka, arising as a
result of ion hops along the system of potential wells
depthEi , was analyzed. The lifetime of an ion in the well
t5v21 exp(Ei /kT), where v is a frequency factor,k is
Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the temperature. Even thoug
three adjustable parameters —Ei , v, and l ~the distance
between neighboring wells! — are used, a good descriptio
of the experimental dependences of the current on the t
perature, the depolarizing voltage, andNs0 could not be at-
tained. Most importantly, the simulation results approa
closest to the experimental data for physically unrealis
valuesv;106 s21. On the basis of the model considered
Ref. 11,v should be of the order of the characteristic phon
frequency, i.e., of the order of 101021011 s21 ~Ref. 12!. It is
interesting that if the computed straight line logv2Ei pre-
sented in Ref. 11 is extended to reasonable values ofv ~for
example,v5331010 s21),6! then one obtains notEi50.5
eV, as in Ref. 11, but ratherEi50.87 eV, i.e., a value which
is very close to that observed in Refs. 8, 9, and 12 a
obtained by independent methods~see, for example, Ref
15!. Nonetheless, to describe TSD of MOS structures it
necessary to take account of the possibility of volume pr
erties of the oxide being manifested. This is indicated, s
cifically, by the results of isothermal time-of-fligh
experiments.6,15

Thus, as far as the experimental results are concer
the systematic features of TSD of Si-based MOS structu
are assumed to be known. The characteristics of the cur
peaks and their dependence on the conditions of polariza
~field, temperature, and time! and depolarization~depolariz-
ing voltage and heating rate! have been established. At th
same time, information about the nature of the TSD peak
quite sparse and contradictory; experimental investigati
have been performed predominantly at the qualitative le
quantitative data are few and ambiguous.

In this connection, in the present paper new ideas ab
the mechanism of TSD, which follow from the model o
isothermal ionic depolarization of an insulator6 and permit
explaining the basic experimental data, are developed on
basis of detailed investigations of TSD of SiO2 layers on Si.
The measurements were performed on silicon MOS str
tures, identical to the structures investigated previously4–6

Al ~gate electrode with areaS52.431022 cm2)/SiO2 ~ther-
mal oxide with thicknessh51700 Å!/Si ~100! ~free electron
density at 300 Kn5131013 cm23). The measuring system
described in Ref. 4 and the traditional method for observ
TSD were used.7 The structure was polarized at temperatu
T5423 K in the prescribed timetp with positive potentials
Vg (Vgp.0) on the gate electrode; the mobile positive io
in the SiO2 layer shifted to the layer/Si interface. Next, th
sample was cooled to temperatureT0.263 K, Vg abruptly
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changed its sign (Vgd,0), and in the process of heating
constant ratebT.0.4 deg•s21 the currentI 5 jS flowing in
the external circuit (j is the current density! and due to de-
polarization of SiO2 ~i.e., the motion of ions from the
SiO2/Si interface to the Al electrode! was recorded. The typi
cal TSD curves are presented in Fig. 1 for two values of
depolarizing voltageVgd . The character of the curves, the
temperature localization range, the displacement of the t
peratureTm of the current maximum with increasinguVgdu to
low temperatures, and even the TSD current levels~compare,
for example, the curves1 and2 with curve4! are very close
to those known for the TSD peaka.8–14 For this reason, the
subsequent discussion will be quite general.

The temperature characteristics of the depolariza
current cannot be described by the equations of mono
lecular kinetics. This becomes clear when the experime
curves j (T) ~Fig. 1, curves1 and2! are compared with the
dependence~curve 3! computed in the monomolecular ap
proximation using the formula7

j 5 j 0 expF2
E

kT
2

v

bT
E

T0

T8
e2E/kTdT8G . ~1!

The parameters required to calculatej (T) — the activation
energyE, the preexponential factorj 0, and the frequency
factor v — were obtained by analyzing the region of th
initial growth of the experimental curve1 @ j . j 0

3exp(2E/kT), Tm.T>T0#:7! E50.90 eV — according to
the slope of the straight line plotted in the Arrhenius coor
nates logj2T21; j 05qNs0v.1.63104 A/cm2 — from the
equationj exp(T̃)5j0 exp(20.90/kT̃), wherej exp is the current
density measured for any temperatureT̃ given in the region
of linearity of the plot logj2T21; v5 j 0 /qNs0.131011 s21

(q is the elementary charge! — according to the values ofj 0

andNs0.131012 cm22 ~the latter was found by integratin
the experimental curve1 in Fig. 1 over time!. After starting

FIG. 1. Typical curves of TSD ofn-Si-based MOS structures with depola
ization voltagesVgd521 ~1! and211.2 V ~2!. The structure was polarized
at T5423 K, Vgp55 V, tp55 min. 3 — Calculation in the monomolecula
kinetics approximation with a fit according to the current levels to the
perimental data 1 in the region of initial growth.4 — Data from Ref. 9.5 —
Thermally stimulated polarization current for the investigated structure w
Vgp51.5 V.
e
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at the same point, which is a natural consequence of
fitting procedure employed, the curves1 and3 diverge sub-
stantially: The experimental curve is much less steep than
computed curve, especially in the region where the curr
drops off. Quantitative estimates made of the activation
ergy using the standard formulas of thermally stimula
conductivity30 for temperatures of the maximum and th
half-heights of the peak giveE50.62 and 0.31 eV. For
monomolecular kinetics of depopulation of ion traps, the
values ofE should be the same, within the limits of exper
mental error, as the value ofE found from the Arrhenius
straight line. Apparently, the large broadening and the sh
of the TSD peaks are responsible for their interpretation
the basis of the idea of energy-distributed surface
traps.9,12 However, such an interpretation contradicts a nu
ber of experimentally observed results. For traps with
smooth energy distribution, asuVgdu increases, it can be ex
pected that, first,Tm will increase and, second, the appare
activation energy will increase because increasingly dee
trapping centers will be drawn into the TSD current gene
tion process. Even in the region of initial current growthI
!I m (I m is the current at the maximum of the TSD peak! the
curves logI2T 21, generally speaking, should be nonline
Ref. 20.8! Experimentally, however,Tm decreases with in-
creasinguVgdu ~Fig. 1; see also Ref. 8!, the activation energy
E does not depend onuVgdu, and its value, averaged over th
slopes of the six straight lines logI2T21 obtained in a wide
range of values ofuVgdu (0.6<uVgdu<11.2 eV!, has a small
variance and is 0.8760.05 eV. Moreover, the dependenc

$ log I/uṼgdu%2T21 (Ṽgd5Vgd1Vc , Vc is the gate–
semiconductor contact potential difference! describe a single
straight line~Fig. 2!. On the descending branches of the TS
curves there is a region where the current is independen
the temperature, of the magnitude of the depolarizing volt
and of the ratebT of heating of the sample, and is only
function of the timet measured from the momenttm at which
the current reaches its maximum value~Fig. 3!. Thus, the
experimental data presented are close to the known resul

-

h

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the effective thermally stimulated

conductivity log(I/uṼgdu), scaled to the same valueNs0* 54.531010 cm22, for
regions of initial current growth (T0<T<Tm) for depolarization voltages
uVgdu, V: 1 — 0.6,2 — 1, 3 — 1.5,4 — 2.5,5—5, 6 — 11.2. Polarization

regimeT5423 K, Vgp55 V, tp55 min, Ṽgd5Vgd1Vc , Vc.0.4 V.
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similar investigations and, just as these results, do not a
with the presence of discrete ion traps or ion traps distribu
over energy at the SiO2/Si interface.

Turning now to the interpretation of the experiments,
note that in virtually all studies devoted to isothermal obs
vations of ion transport through a dielectric gap31–33and the
dynamics of the shift of the flat-band voltage34 due to ion
drift, the initial stages of depolarization of SiO2 are attrib-
uted to the transit of free ions. Therefore it it logical to co
clude that even the initial stages of TSD current growth c
be determined by the time-of-flight effect.

Charge carriers can pass through a dielectric gap in
regimes of drift of small or large charge.35 The first regime
occurs for 4pqNs0 /kSiO2

!Ṽgd /h and the second regime oc
curs for the opposite inequality (kSiO2

is the permittivity of
the oxide!. Let us estimate 4pqNs0 /kSiO2

. The value ofNs0

appearing in the inequality should be identified with t
value Ns0* for completely free ions. This quantity can b
found approximately from the relation

Ns0* 5~1/qbT!E
T0

T*
I ~T!dT,

where the temperatureT* corresponds to the moment of a
rival of the leading edge of the ion packet at the gate e
trode:t05t* 5(T* 2T0)/bT . The quantityT* can be taken
as the temperature at which the TSD current no longer
lows the Arrhenius law. Estimates giveNs0* .4.531010

cm22, 4pqNs0* /kSiO2
.23104 V/cm (kSiO2

53.9), and as
can be easily checked, foruVgdu>1 V the depolarizing field
is greater than 4pqNs0* /kSiO2

~the valueVc.0.4 V required
for these estimates was calculated, according to Ref. 21
carrier densityn5131013 cm23 and temperatureT.300 K,
corresponding to the midpoint of the temperature range

FIG. 3. Quasihyperbolic region of TSD current decay for depolarizat
voltagesuVgdu, V: 1 — 0.6, 2 — 1.5, 3 — 2.5, 4 — 11.2. Polarization
regimeT5423 K, Vgp55 V, tp55 min.
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sented in Fig. 2!. For this reason, the small-charge drift r
gime should occur under the conditions of the present exp
ments. Then, in accordance with Ref. 35,

j 5
qNs0*

t0
5

qNs0* Ṽgdm0 exp~2Em /kT!

h2
, ~2!

so that in the time-of-flight regime at the initial stages
TSD current growth, irrespective of the value ofṼgd , the
Arrhenius plots in the coordinates log(I/uṼgdu)2T21 should be
a single straight line whose slope is determined by the va
of Em . The corresponding dependence presented in Fig
agrees very well with these ideas. The quantityEm deter-
mined from the slope of the straight line using the lea
squares method is 0.8760.05 eV, and the value ofm0 found
by extrapolating to theT2150 axis is ;3.2 cm2/~V•s!.
These values ofEm and m0 agree well with the published
values8,9,12,36,37and with the values which we obtained pr
viously by independent methods.5,6 Hence it follows that the
initial stages of TSD current growth are due to thermal a
vation of the time-of-flight of free ions.

The model developed and deduced theoretically and
perimentally in Ref. 6 can be used to interpret the laws
variation of the TSD current following the time-of-fligh
stage. According to Ref. 6, a reversible electron-ion react
occurs at the insulator–semiconductor interface: In pola
ing fields ~positive ions are localized at this interface!, as a
result of tunneling transitions of electrons from the semico
ductor to traps produced by ions and their dielectric envir
ment, almost complete neutralization of the boundary
charge occurs and is accompanied by the formation of
neutral associates~NAs! ion 1 electron;9! in depolarizing
fields — in the isothermal relaxation and TSD regimes
the depolarization kinetics is determined by drift not of t
neutralized part of the ions but by tunneling ionization~de-
cay! of NAs. Since the decay rate of NAs is independent
the magnitude of the depolarizing field and the temperatu
the relaxation signal should be a unique function of tim
~This fact was established in Ref. 6 on the basis of obse
tions of the isothermal relaxation.!

In accordance with these ideas, tunneling ionization
NAs located directly at the insulator–semiconductor int
face should accompany TSD even during the transit of tra
mission of the leading edge of the initially free ions. Sin
the electron lifetime on a NA increases exponentially w
increasing distance between the NA and the interface, w
t0 decreases rapidly with temperature, NAs initially decay
a time shorter thant0 and then the process starts to lag. Th
results in a decrease of the growth rate@ j (T) deviates from
the Arrhenius law; compare curves1 and 3 in Fig. 1# fol-
lowed by the appearance of a maximum, after which
TSD current decays. At the stage wheret0 becomes much
less than the tunneling ionization time of NAs, the TSD cu
rent j ceases to depend on the depolarizing field, the temp
ture, and therefore the temperature sweep ratebT and, ac-
cording to Ref. 6, is determined by the relation

j ; t̃ 2(11d/l), ~3!

n
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TABLE I. Summary data on the characteristics of ionic conduction in oxide layers on a silicon surface.

m0 , cm2/( V•s ) Em , eV Determination method References

85.5 0.8060.05 Dynamic IVCs Ref. 5
2 0.7521.5 TSD Refs. 9, 12
3.2 0.8760.05 TSD Our work
2 0.8760.03 TSD Ref. 8
72.5 0.8060.05 Time-of-flight Ref. 6
1.05 0.66 Time of flight Ref. 32
0.40 0.73 Time of flight Ref. 31
3.531024246 0.8160.15 Result of averaging Refs. 8, 12, 31, 32, 37–42

the published data
for Na1 ions
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where t̃ is the time measured from the moment of arrival
the given stage~under the present experimental condition
as one can see from Fig. 3, this time essentially coinci
with the time tm at which the current reaches its maximu
value!, d is the effective tunneling length, andl is the dif-
fusion length of NAs that corresponds to the polarizat
conditions, i.e., the initial spatial distribution of NAs in th
insulator: the concentration;exp(2z/l), z is the coordinate
measured from the interface into the interior volume of
insulator. The ‘‘dispersion’’ character of the relation~3! is
due to two circumstances — the wide~exponential! distribu-
tion of tunneling ionization times, on the one hand, and
exponential dropoff of the initial~‘‘frozen’’ after polariza-
tion! concentration of NAs with characteristic lengthl, on
the other.

The quasihyperbolic depolarization law~3! is clearly
manifested in the experiment: The descending branche
the TSD current constructed in the coordinates logI2log(t
2tm)21 describe a single straight line~Fig. 3,! irrespective of
the magnitude of the depolarizing voltage. The exponent
termined from the slope of this line is 11d/l51.2860.04.
The investigations of isothermal depolarization performed
the method of Ref. 6 in the temperature range 333–45
show that as the temperature is raised, the exponen
1d/l increases from 1.08 to;1.3. In the model develope
in Ref. 6, which assumes dispersion of the tunneling ioni
tion times of the NAs, it was not assumed that the param
d/l is a function of temperature. Therefore, the experim
tally observed dependence ofd/l on T can be regarded a
being due to thermal tunneling decay of NAs, i.e.,d5d(T).

The parameters of ion conductivity found on the basis
the present and previous works5,6 are compared in Table
with the most reliable average published data characteri
the transport of Na1 ions in SiO2 layers. It is evident from
this table that the basic characteristics of ion conduction
SiO2 layers, determined from the results of three physica
independent experiments~dynamic current–voltage charac
teristics — IVCs, isothermal relaxation, and TSD!, agree
very well within the limits of experimental error with on
another and with the results of independent measureme

In summary, the initial stages of TSD current grow
must be attributed to thermal activation of the time of flig
of free ions, and the descending branches to tunneling~or
thermotunneling! ionization of NAs. Correspondingly, it is
natural to interpret the regions of the extrema as regions
t
,
s

e

e

of

e-

y
K
1

-
er
-

f

g

n
y

s.

t

a

transition from a regime of thermally activated transit of fr
ions with gradual depletion of their reservoir in the oxid
layer bounding the silicon to a regime of thermotunneli
decay of NAs, accompanied by drift of newly formed fre
ions to the gate electrode. This gives rise to a shape of
peaks of the thermally stimulated relaxation signals tha
characteristic of systems with distributed parameters20 — the
slope of the ascending branches of the TSD current is m
greater than the slope of the descending branches.

It is interesting that the thermally stimulated polarizati
~TSP! of silicon MOS structures under otherwise equal co
ditions occurs at much higher temperatures than TSD~com-
pare curves1, 2, and4 with curve 5 in Fig. 1!. If it is as-
sumed, in accordance with the ideas considered above,
the initial stages of growth of the TSP current are also as
ciated with thermal stimulation of the time of flight of fre
ions, then in order to remain within the model of Ref. 6 it
necessary to ascertain that the degree of neutralizatio
ions in the metal~gate electrode! is much higher than at the
boundary with silicon. The stage of tunneling ionization
NA following the time-of-flight stage occurs only with shar
electron depletion of the semiconductor surface, which
curs due to switching of the field in the insulator from pola
izing to depolarizing. The picture at the insulator–metal co
tact is different. For any realistic value, the electric fie
cannot alter the position of the Fermi level of the electrons
the metal at its phase boundary with the insulator a
thereby displace the equilibrium of ion neutralization–N
ionization tunneling processes. Hence follows the obvio
conclusion, in agreement with existing experimental da
that the process leading to the polarization of the insulato
MIS structures is much slower than the depolarizat
process5,42 ~see also Fig. 1!. In this connection, it is of inter-
est to investigate structures with a strongly doped semic
ductor, where definite ‘‘symmetrization’’ of polarization
depolarization processes can be expected, as well asp-Si-
based MOS structures, which thus far have not been stu
from this point of view. Specifically, polarization–
depolarization experiments on such structures should ma
possible to identify directly the presence of mobile negat
ions in the oxide. Lacking data from such experiments,
present it is impossible to rule out with certainty either t
‘‘trap’’ nature of TSP currents8,9,11,12or the model of elec-
trochemical reactions at the gate electrode40,43 accompanied
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by generation of free ions followed by injection of the io
into the oxide layer.

We thank N. F. Kukharskaya and I. N. Tulyakovaya f
unfailing and constructive assistance.

1!In these cases the nature of the charge carriers responsible for the
sponding current peak was identified according to the growth in the
plitude of the peak with increasing holding time of the sample in
sodium or potassium salt solution~under otherwise equal conditions!.

2!TSD curves with a more complicated structure are also observed. Be
the main peaksa and b they show additional peaks, ranging from on
peak10 to several peaks.8,12

3!Experiments on TSD cover a very wide range of values ofNs0: from
<131010 ~Ref. 13! to 331013 cm22 ~Ref. 8!.

4!The authors of Ref. 10 arrived at the same conclusion somewhat earlie
on the basis of different considerations.

5!A typical indicator of this mechanism of electronic exchange are v
large, essentially independent of the electric field, characteristic resp
times of the MIS structure to an external perturbation.20 Precisely such
behavior was clearly found to accompany neutralization of Na1 ions with
the participation of Cl.12

6!A value of v very close to this value is deduced in Ref. 12.
7!For a priori unknown relaxation kinetics the ‘‘method of initial heating

based on the relationj . j 0 exp(2E/kT) gives the most reliable information
about the value ofE.18,28,29

8!For monoenergetic traps the position of the current maximumTm should
not depend onuVgdu.

9!According to the data of Ref. 6, the neutralization factor~the ratio of the
NA density to the total density of neutralized and free ions! reaches 83%.
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Transformation of a metal–oxide–silicon structure into a resonance-tunneling structure
with quasi-zero-dimensional quantum states
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A metal–oxide–silicon structure was converted into a double-barrier nanostructure by decreasing
the thickness of the insulator and the extent of the depleted space-charge region ofp-type
Si to nanometers. Room-temperature resonant electron tunneling through a miniband of a quantum
well of the surface depleted region of silicon was obtained; this was indicated by the
measured current–voltage characteristics. The number of features reached 10 because of the
large depth~more than 1.1 eV! of the quantum well. The maximum peak-to-valley current ratio is
500. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01708-1#
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Resonance-tunneling semiconductor nanostructures
artificial periodicity and a low-dimensional electron gas ha
now been studied extensively for the last two decades1–6

These structures are produced by varying the compos
and doping of the constituent components. The most in
esting qualities of the structures are their high-speed
sponse time, the possibility of controlling the energy stru
ture with the resultant control of their properties, t
negative differential resistance, and charge phenomena.
drawbacks of the structures are due to structural complex
complex technologies and methods are required to fabri
and monitor them. No mention has been made of met
oxide–silicon ~MOS! structures in their simplest structur
variant as resonance-tunneling structures. At the same t
MOS structures are some of the most important element
modern electronics, and their sizes continue to decreas
modern electronics advances. When the nanometer lim
overcome, MOS structures can be qualitatively altered
converted into resonance-tunneling structures. As a resu
is possible to solve another pressing problem of produc
quantum dots on a silicon surface. The present paper is
voted to a discussion of these issues.

To convert a MOS structure into an artificially period
nanostructure, specifically, a double-barrier structure,
thickness of the oxide grown and the extent of the spa
charge region~SCR! of p-Si ~Ref. 7! were decreased to th
nanometer range without complicating the construction
adding layers or inclusions, as done in Refs. 4 and 5.
method used to produce the oxide provides a possibility
estimating its thickness.7 The thickness of the oxide was als
estimated using capacitive and ellipsometric measureme
To ensure a nanometer-size SCR, Si strongly doped w
boron was chosen. KDB-0.07, KDB-0.01, and KDB–0.0
with ~100! or ~111! surface orientation were investigate
With such doping of Si, its depleted SCR can be regarde
a tunneling-transparent barrier, connected in series wit
quantum well possessing a series of quantum miniba
8831063-7826/99/33(8)/3/$15.00
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~Fig. 1!. In addition, this quantum well lies between tw
tunneling–transparent barriers, one of which~left-hand bar-
rier! is the barrier of the depleted SCR ofp-Si, while the
other ~right-hand barrier! is the oxide barrier. Therefore th
result is a double barrier which, as a rule, is asymmetric. T
quantum well is deep~its depth is greater thanEg51.1 eV!
and its dimensions are quite small~of the order of nanom-
eters!. These circumstances give a quite large~much greater
thankT) energy splitting between the neighboring quantu
minibands, making it possible to observe resonance tun
ing at room temperature.

Let us examine the operation of a structure with an
ternal voltage polarity such that Si is negative with respec
the metal~Fig. 1a!. As one can see from the figure, as t
applied voltage increases, the quantum minibands of
SCR line up successively, one after another, with the Fe
level in the interior volume ofp-Si and resonance tunnelin

FIG. 1. Energy diagrams of a metal–oxide–p-Si nanostructure: a — For a
negative bias above the threshold value2Vth , b — for a positive bias
applied to a structure that is initially under a negative bias with magnit
greater thanVth. As a result, an electron charge accumulates in quasi-z
dimensional quantum wells.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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884 Semiconductors 33 (8), August 1999 G. G. Kareva
from silicon into the metal via a miniband of the SCR b
comes possible when the voltage exceeds the value2Vth —
the threshold voltage at which the lowest miniband~0! lines
up with the Fermi level in the interior volume of Si. A
previous investigations of the capacitance–voltage chara
istics of such structures have shown,8 two characteristic volt-
age ranges, the classical and the quantum range, wher
behavior of the structures is qualitatively different, can
singled out. In the classical range there are no conditions
resonance tunneling and the capacitance–voltage chara
istics, which are featureless, are identical to those calcul
in Ref. 9 with allowance for the structural parameters e
ployed. In the quantum range the characteristics exhib
resonance-tunneling features — steps and peaks.

Similarly to the above-described behavior of t
capacitance–voltage characteristics, the current–vol
characteristics~IVCs! are featureless in the classical rang
where the conditions for resonance tunneling are not satis
~see dashed curves in Fig. 2!. The classical range corre
sponds to the initial state of the structure and, taking i
account this fact, it includes the entire range of positive vo
ages and the range of negative voltages from 0 to2Vth . In
the classical range, the smoothness of the IVC is indepen
of the voltage sweep program. Such a dependence app

FIG. 2. Typical current–voltage characteristics of a metal–oxide–p-Si
@KDB-0.01 ~100!# structure, measured at room temperature with a swee
about 10 V/min. The solid curve in Fig. 2a in the voltage range from 0
20.9 V is vertically separated from the dashed curve, but in reality b
characteristics are the same.
er-
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after the transition into the quantum range as a result
crossing the boundary2Vth , where a qualitative change i
the behavior of the characteristics occurs. ForV52Vth

521.2 V the current increases sharply, forming a step
the IVC, attesting to switching of the structure into a mo
highly conducting state, which remains even when the v
age crosses 0 and increases toV510.16 V ~Fig. 2a!. At this
voltage the IVC, having demonstrated a peak with peak
valley current ratio 200, returns to the initial~dashed! curve,
which is again abandoned when the negative voltage exc
2Vth and then restored with a corresponding posit
voltage.

Current–voltage characteristics, similar to those sho
in Fig. 2a, have been observed in Ref. 10 for a struct
consisting of a bank of resonance-tunneling columnar dio
based on a structurally highly complex AlAs/GaAs hete
structure~artificially multilayered and columnar at the sam
time!. In Ref. 10 only one step and one peak were obser
on the IVC, while the IVC of the resonance-tunneling MO
structure under discussion can demonstrate more featu
When the applied voltage increases to values sufficien
line up the next miniband in the quantum well with the Fer
level in the interior volume of the semiconductor~Fig. 1a!,
resonance tunneling via this miniband gives rise to the s
ond step on the IVC at a negative voltage~Fig. 2b! and to a
corresponding additional peak at positive voltage. The p
cess of increasing the number of resonance-tunneling
tures can be continued and can lead, for example, to
characteristic shown in Fig. 2b. The decrease in the rang
voltages between neighboring steps as the voltage incre
is a natural reflection of the fact that, according to the sh
of the quantum well, the energy splittings between succ
sive minibands decrease from deeper to shallower m
bands.

In the quantum range, the shape of the IVC depends
the voltage sweep program. At positive voltage the num
of peaks increases with increasing negative voltage with
spect to2Vth and hence increasing number of steps~com-
pare Figs. 2a and 2b!. Based on the observed hysteresis
the IVC, on the whole, the negative and positive voltag
have opposite effects. Negative voltages cause the chara
istics to deviate from their initial state, which is described
the dashed curve, while positive biases facilitate the struc
to return to its initial state, and when these voltages reach
required magnitude, the structure completely returns to
initial state, which is represented by the dashed line in Fig
However, when the negative bias exceeds2Vth , the initial
state can be abandoned repeatedly, and in turn it can
restored by a corresponding positive bias. Such hyster
cycles with a different number of resonance-tunneling f
tures can be repeated many times.

We emphasize that a negative voltage in the quan
range, i.e., a voltage greater than2Vth , gives rise to the
described hysteresis of IVCs, which can be explained
charge effects that accompany resonance tunneling in
asymmetric double barrier which we are studying. Since
the majority of cases the second part of the barrier, spe
cally, the insulator, is less penetrable than the first one~semi-
conductor!, favorable conditions are created for filling th
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quantum well with electrons by resonance tunneling fr
silicon into the metal. As the negative bias increases ab
the value2Vth , the quantum wells cross the Fermi level o
after another, and their state changes from an unfilled sta
one that is filled with electrons. We note that in all figur
the dashed curves correspond to unfilled states, while
solid curves correspond to filled states. As follows from t
results obtained by us, the electrons filling a quantum we
negative voltages remain in the well even when the volta
that cause the quantum well to fill are removed. The asy
metry of the double barrier mentioned above and the non
formity of the barrier along the surface facilitate electr
conservation in the quantum well. We are dealing here w
the naturally occurring nonuniformities, such as surfa
states. Nonuniformities give rise to fluctuations of the pot
tial in directions parallel to the surface, and they facilita
quasi-zero-dimensional occurrence of the quantized st
that operate in resonance tunneling. In this manner, quan
dots can be produced on the silicon surface in MOS str
tures. Their sizes in directions along the surface are de
mined by the sizes and distribution of the nonuniformitie
The size parameters in a direction normal to the surface
the structure are determined by the size parameters of
double-barrier, and therefore they are controlled by the d
ing level NA in silicon, the thicknessd of the insulator, and
the applied voltageV and can be easily controlled.

Because of the electron charge stored in the quan
dots, the band diagram of the structure in the absence o
applied voltage changes in such a way that minibands ap
below the Fermi level. These changes, which are produ
by the stored charge, must be taken into account in orde
understand the band diagram in Fig. 1b.1! As one can see
from Fig. 1, for positive voltages there is now a possibility
resonance tunneling occurring from the metal into the se
conductor via a miniband of the quantum well, when in t
process of increasing voltage one miniband lines up with
energy gap between the Fermi level and the valence-b
top. This possibility is vividly revealed in the peaks of th
measured IVCs in Fig. 2. The different form of th
resonance-tunneling features with opposite voltage polar
arises naturally as a result of the difference in the ene
band diagrams in these cases, especially the difference in
energy diagram of the collector. Another difference betwe
the two polarities of the applied voltage occurs for opposit
directed charge processes in quantum dots. For positive
ages, as the voltage increases in magnitude, quantum do
discharged as a result of successive emptying of quan
minibands as they cross the Fermi level, instead of charg
of quantum dots with the reverse motion of their quant
minibands with respect to the Fermi level as the nega
voltage increases. When the required positive charge
reached, all minibands are emptied and the structure ret
to its initial state, where it stays until the next negative vo
age exceeds2Vth and the structure starts to pass throu
various quasistable states with different magnitude of
charge stored in the quantum wells. Thus, resonance tun
ing from the semiconductor into the metal is accompanied
writing electron charges in the MOS nanostructure, wh
ve
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resonance tunneling from the metal into the semiconducto
accompanied by erasure of the electron charges stored
forehand and the structure is characterized by multistab
and can be used as a system with long-time memory.

We have established that a metal–oxide–p-Si structure
is converted into a resonance-tunneling nanostructure w
quasi-zero-dimensional quantized states. First of all, a dou
barrier capable of realizing resonance tunneling of electr
can be created only by decreasing to nanometer sizes
thickness of the insulator and the length of the depleted
gion of the space charge. Fluctuations of the potential cau
by the nonuniformity of the structure in directions along t
surface lead to an additional decrease of the dimension
of the electron gas to quasi-zero-dimension. As a res
quantum dots, whose size parameters in a direction norm
the surface can be monitored and controlled, are organ
on the silicon in MOS nanostructure. The room-temperat
current–voltage characteristics demonstrate resona
tunneling features: peaks and steps, whose number can r
10. The maximum peak-to-valley current ratio is 500. T
observed hysteresis of the current–voltage characteris
explained by charging of quantum dots as a result of re
nance tunneling from the semiconductor into the metal a
discharging of quantum dots that accompany resonance
neling from the metal into the semiconductor, shows that
structure with long-time memory and the ability to write an
erase charges is multistable.

* !E-mail: apver@onti.niif.spb.su; Fax:~812!428 7240.
1!A structure subjected to a negative voltage greater than the value2Vth

passes into a state whose structure is different from that in the initial s
and is characterized, in particular, by a different charge distribution.
excess negative charge appears in the quantum well, and compensat
the action of this charge by application of a negative voltage produce
excess negative charge in the semiconductor. This built-in charged re
remains even after the external voltage is removed; this results in
appearance of a negative charge atV50 on the metal, which is an exces
charge compared with the initial state of the structure. The band diag
shown in Fig. 1b, is constructed in this manner.
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Formation of two-dimensional islands in the deposition of ultrathin InSb layers
on a GaSb surface
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It is shown that an array of two-dimensional islands is formed during the growth of ultrathin
~;1.5 monolayers! InSb layers on a GaSb~100! surface by molecular beam epitaxy.
After the deposition of several InSb layers separated by narrow barriers, islands of subsequent
rows are formed on top of islands of the first row~vertical correlation effect!. The
formation of islands is confirmed by analysis of the photoluminescence spectra. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!01808-6#
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1. INTRODUCTION
Major progress has been made to date in the prepara

and investigation of the properties of quantum dot~QD! het-
erostructures. Of utmost interest are arrays of QDs formein
situ during the growth of thin strained layers i
heteroepitaxy.1 The phenomenon of self-organization of QD
can be exploited to obtain ordered arrays of thr
dimensional~3D!, coherent, nanosize islands with low di
persion in size. Today the greatest process has been ach
in the preparation of~In,Ga!As/~Al,Ga!As quantum dots.2–5

There is interest both in studies of the fundamental phys
properties of QD structures and in the creation of optoe
tronic devices utilizing QDs. For example, lasers incorpor
ing QDs have been constructed, exhibiting temperature
bility of the threshold current and high material gain.6,7

Another intriguing prospect in addition to 3D QDs, how
ever, is the formation of two-dimensional islands in t
deposition of a strained layer with an effective thickne
smaller than one monolayer~ML !. In this case a high-densit
array of islands is formed. Owing to the marked homoge
ity in height of such islands, the photoluminescence line
sociated with them is characterized by small inhomogene
broadening. This feature, along with the high exciton os
lator strength, produces a pronounced resonance increa
the refractive index and the possibility of the formation of
exciton waveguide, which holds considerable promise for
construction of injection lasers based on such systems.
formation of arrays of 2D nanoislands has been dem
strated for II–VI ~CdSe/ZnSSe; Ref. 8! and III-V @InAs/
~Al,Ga!As; Refs. 9 and 10# systems.

In earlier papers11 we have shown that when thin InS
layers are deposited on a GaSb~100! surface, the shape an
dimensions of the resulting islands depend very strongly
the effective thickness of the deposited InSb layer. Wher
the formation of QDs takes place in a fairly broad interval
InAs layer thicknesses~up to four monolayers! for a strained
InAs/GaAs system, in the case of an InSb/GaSb system
8861063-7826/99/33(8)/3/$15.00
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clusters are already formed after the deposition of;2 ML of
InSb, resulting in catastrophic degradation of the opti
properties. After the deposition of;1.7 ML of InSb islands
are formed with lateral dimensions;30 nm~Ref. 11!. In this
paper we investigate the formation of an array of 2D In
islands in a GaSb host with the deposition of several In
layers having an effective thickness;1.5 ML in each depo-
sition cycle.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The investigated structures were grown by molecu
beam epitaxy on a Riber-32 MBE machine. We have gro
samples with one, three, and five InSb layers deposited o
GaSb host. The effective thickness of each InSb layer w
;1.5 ML. In multilayer deposition the InSb layers we
separated by 5-ML GaSb barriers. The temperature
growth of the active zone was 420 °C for all the sampl
The InSb-containing region was bounded on both sides
short-period 20 Å GaSb-20 Å AlSb superlattices to prev
the transport of nonequilibrium carriers to the sample surf
and to the interface with the substrate.

Transmission electron microscope~TEM! examinations
were made in a Philips EM 420 electron microscope with
accelerating voltage of 100 kV. Photoluminescence was
cited by an Ar1 laser ~l5514.5 nm, excitation density
;100 mV/cm2) and was detected by a cooled InSb pho
diode.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows TEM images for samples with one a
three InSb layers~in-plane and cross-sectional images!. It is
evident from these images that 3D clusters containing di
cations are not formed. The formation of 2D islands w
lateral dimensions of approximately 50 nm is evident fro
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. TEM images obtained in the growth plane and in the cross section for structures with one and three InSb layers.
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imaging in the growth plane and in the cross section. I
evident from the image of the cross section of a struct
with three InSb layers that islands of the top layers
formed above islands of the first layer~vertical correlation
effect!.

Figure 2 shows the photoluminescence spectra of
indicated samples. Clearly, an increase in the number of I
layers causes the optical transition energy to drop sign
cantly, owing to an increase in carrier localization ener

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of structure with different number
InSb layers.
s
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due to tunneling interaction between adjacent InSb plan
Figure 3 shows the optical transition energies calculated
the assumption that an InGaSb solid solution is formed in
investigated structures.12 The average composition of the so
lution has been determined from the effective thickness
the InSb in each deposition cycle; this thickness was
sumed to be either 1.5 ML or 2 ML. It is evident that fo
samples with one and three InSb layers the experimental
tical transition energy is close to the calculated value
tained as a result of approximating the solid solution by
sequence of InSb layers of thickness 2 ML. We can theref
assume that when three InSb layers are deposited, the re
ing 2D layer of thickness 1 ML is accompanied in each de
sition cycle by the formation of local zones having a grea
thickness~2D islands!. The overlap of the islands in th
growth direction leads to electronic interaction between th
and an increase in the localization energy. An increase in
degree of localization is also indicated by the increase in

of

FIG. 3. Experimental values of the position of the maximum and width
the photoluminescence line and calculated values of the optical trans
energy with the layers approximated by an InGaSb solid solution. For
determination of the composition of the solid solution the thickness of
InSb layers was assumed to be equal to 1.5 Ml or 2 ML.
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width of the photoluminescence line as the InSb deposi
cycles are increased~Fig. 3!.

The formation of islands in the structure with three In
layers is also confirmed by the temperature dependenc
the position of the maximum of the photoluminescence l
~Fig. 4!. As the temperature is raised, the photoluminesce
band is observed to shift more abruptly into the low-ene
range as a result of thermal ejection of carriers from isla
having a smaller localization energy, which are associa
with the short-wavelength branch of the photoluminesce
line. This temperature behavior of the photoluminesce
line is typical of QD structures.13 For a sample with one InSb
layer the temperature shift of the photoluminescence is m
smaller, indicating the weaker influence of carrier localiz
tion in the islands on the shape of the photoluminesce
line.

4. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the properties of structures w
ultrathin InSb inclusions in a GaSb host. We have shown
an array of vertically connected islands having a height
;2 ML and lateral dimensions of;50 nm is formed in the
deposition of several InSb layers with an effective thickn
of ;1.5 ML.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the shift of the maximum of the p
toluminescence line for structures with one and three InSb layers.
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Submillimeter photoconductivity of two-dimensional electron structures in Corbino
geometry
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The photoconductivity of a two-dimensional electron gas in the far IR range in a quantizing
magnetic field is investigated for samples in Corbino geometry, which eliminates transport by edge
states. It is shown that the photoelectric effect is more than simply the bolometric response
of the system, acquiring a component induced by the direct involvement of photoexcited carriers
in low-energy scattering processes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7826~99!01908-0#
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Apart from investigations of cyclotron absorption, r
searchers have long been fascinated by the photoconduc
of a two-dimensional~2D! electron gas as a promising e
perimental technique for the study of 2D electron systems1–7

However, the applications of this method are currently li
ited by the lack of a clear picture of current flow in th
presence of the quantum Hall effect. The edge state form
ism propounded by Buttiker8 has stimulated several photo
conductivity studies of how radiation with a frequency clo
to the cyclotron frequency influences transport via ed
states in the regime of the integer-valued quantum H
effect.6 Measurements of this kind are carried out with lo
currentsI b through the structure (I b,1 mA!. The distribu-
tions of the potential and the current density in the struct
vary as the current is increased,9 as do the relative contribu
tions of edge and ‘‘bulk‘‘ states to the transport processe10

In addition to the photoelectric effect associated with ed
state, it is also important to investigate photoconduction p
cesses in the presence of transport via so-called bulk s
situated far from the edges of the sample.

The objective of the present study is to investigate
photoconductivity under conditions of the quantum Hall
fect using samples in Corbino geometry. One of the cha
teristic features of this geometry is the elimination of ed
states from the transport processes.11 Photoconductivity ex-
periments can be used to discern the role of bulk states in
mechanism underlying the formation of the photorespons
this case.

We have investigated the variation of the conductivity
a 2D electron gas in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure i
quantizing magnetic field under the influence of far infrar
radiation. The radiation source was a tunable submillime
germanium laser operating in the wavelength range fr
100mm to 300mm. The samples configured in Corbino g
ometry consisted of solitary heterojunctions with a carr
density of 2.331011cm22 and a mobility m51.2
3105 cm2/(V•s) at T54.2 K. The Hall field does not exis
in this geometry, and the measured quantity is the cur
through the structure at constant voltage. The current is
portional to the diagonal component of the conductivity te
8891063-7826/99/33(8)/3/$15.00
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sor in a magnetic fieldsxx . During the measurements a co
stant dc voltage of 0.1 V was maintained at the sam
contacts. The variation of the current through the struct
under the influence of radiation pulses having a duration
0.2ms and a repetition rate of 2 Hz was recorded.

The results of the measurements are shown in Fig
The magnetic field dependence of the photoresponseDsxx

represents a series of peaks, which correlate with the min
of the sxx(B) curve. The voltage-off signal amplitude i
equal to zero for all magnetic field strengths, indicating ze
photovoltage associated with rectification at the conta
The presence of an appreciable photoresponse in the ran
magnetic fields far from the resonance region, in which
cyclotron frequency is close to the probe frequency, is e
dence of heating of the electron gas. In this region
Dsxx(B) curve is essentially independent of the radiati
frequency. The photoresponse reflects the magnetic field
pendence of the temperature sensitivity]sxx /]T (B) ~Ref.
4!. The field dependence of the signal has a more comp
structure in the vicinity of resonance. It is evident from F
2 that, in addition to the ‘‘heated’’ component, there al
emerges a component that depends on the magnetic field
comprises a peak that shifts toward higher fields as the
diation frequency is increased. The behavior of the spec
curves of the photoresponse also differs in the resonance
off-resonance regions. In the range of magnetic fields wh
the cyclotron frequency falls within the laser tuning rang
the spectrum of the photoresponse represents a peak w
position depends linearly on the magnetic field. In the reg
far from resonance the spectrum broadens considerably
is essentially independent of the magnetic field~Fig. 3!.

The current through the sample in Corbino geome
drops to zero at certain magnetic field strengths. This h
pens when the Fermi level is situated in the mobility g
between Landau levels, where the probability of low-ene
scattering is lowered, andsxx50. Only when a Landau leve
is partially filled, when carriers vulnerable to low-energ
scattering are present, is it possible to have a nonzero
ductivity sxx and, as a result, a finite current flow throug
the structure. The absorption of radiation — both resonan
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the diagonal com
ponent of the conductivity tensorsxx ~1 !
and the photoresponseDsxx ~2! on the
magnetic fieldB. Laser photon energy:
\v58.36 meV.
el

ib
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f
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the
i.e., the direct transition of electrons between Landau lev
and nonresonance absorption at various kinds of sample
homogeneities — induces a change in the electron distr
tion function. When the Fermi level is situated between La
dau levels, carriers~electrons and ‘‘holes’’ in the sense o
voids at the almost-filled Landau level! can be generated
under the influence of radiation at the mobility thresho

FIG. 2. Dependence of the photoconductivity signalDsxx on the magnetic
field B in the resonance region for various laser photon energies:~1! \v
57.91 meV;~2! 8.28 meV;~3! 8.66 meV;~4! 9.26 meV.
s,
in-
u-
-

.

FIG. 3. Spectral curves of the photoconductivityDsxx in the resonance
region~a! and in the off-resonance region~b! for various magnetic fields:~1!
B54.84 T; ~2! 5.02 T; ~3! 5.19 T; ~4! 5.36 T; ~5! 5.54 T. The arrows
indicated the calculated values of the cyclotron energy corresponding to
effective massm* 50.68m0. In graph b the magnetic field isB52.57 T.
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This gives rise to a finite conductivitysxx , which depends
on the number of carriers vulnerable to low-energy scatte
and on the efficiency of energy exchange processes betw
the electron system and the lattice.

If the quasi-equilibrium relaxation time in the electro
system is much shorter than the characteristic time of ene
exchange between the electron system and the lattice
effect of radiation reduces to elevation of the electron te
perature by a certain incrementDT ~the notion of ‘‘tempera-
ture’’ is not interpreted here as simply a measure of the
erage carrier kinetic energy, but as a specific parameter in
equilibrium distribution function! and, associated with it, th
thermal generation of carriers at the mobility threshold. N
in the case where the Fermi level is situated between Lan
levels the signal must be a minimum, because the deriva
]sxx /]T is equal to zero in this case. It is evident from F
2 that the component of the photoresponse associated
electron heating, being independent of the magnetic fi
has a minimum at the midpoint of the field interval corr
sponding tosxx50. However, when the energy exchan
between the system of carriers and the lattice is sufficie
efficient, the photoresponse can acquire a component as
ated with the directly involvement of photoexcited carrie
electrons and holes in scattering processes.

The photoresponse created by this mechanism is a m
mum when the Fermi level is situated between Landau
els, because then the absorption of resonance photons q
tatively alters the pattern of filling of the Landau levels.12 In
our case this component is comparable with the ‘‘heatin
component~Fig. 2!. The spectral curves of the signal in th
resonance region comprise a cyclotron resonance peak i
photoconductivity, probably induced by a second mechan
associated with the scattering of photoexcited carriers. T
conjecture is evinced by the correspondence of the maxim
signal to the magnetic field at which the Fermi level is si
g
en
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ated between Landau levels. The photoresponse in the r
of magnetic fields far from cyclotron resonance is possi
induced by heating of the samples as radiation is absorbe
inhomogeneities of the structure. The spectral dependenc
the photoelectric effect in this case can mirror the dep
dence of the radiation intensity of a tunable cyclotron la
on the emission frequency.13
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Interaction of surface acoustic waves with a two-dimensional electron gas
in the presence of spin splitting of the Landau bands
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The absorption and variation of the velocity of a surface acoustic wave of frequencyf 530 MHz
interacting with two-dimensional electrons are investigated in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures
with an electron densityn5(1.322.8)31011cm2 at T51.524.2 K in magnetic fields up to 7 T.
Characteristic features associated with spin splitting of the Landau level are observed. The
effective g factor and the width of the spin-split Landau bands are determined:g* >5 and
A50.6 meV. The greater width of the orbital-split Landau bands~2 meV! relative to the spin-
split bands is attributed to different shielding of the random fluctuation potential of
charged impurities by 2D electrons. The mechanisms of the nonlinearities manifested in the
dependence of the absorption and the velocity increment of the SAW on the SAW power in the
presence of spin splitting of the Landau levels are investigated. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02008-6#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a magnetic fieldH the energy spectrum of a two
dimensional~2D! electron gas represents a set of discr
levels with energies

EN5~N11/2!\vc6~1/2!~g0mBH1Eex!,

Eex5Eex
0 ~n↑2 n↓ !. ~1!

The first term describes the orbital splitting of the Land
levels N enumerates the Landau levels,\vc[\eH/m* c is
the cyclotron energy,g0mBH is the Zeeman splitting energy
g0 is theg factor in bulk GaAs, andmB is the Bohr magne-
ton. In the 2D case electron-electron interactions increase
initial spin splitting~relative to the 3D case!. As a result, Eq.
~1! acquires an additional termEex, which describes the ex
change interaction of electrons at the Landau level. The p
ence of exchange interaction is equivalent to an increas
the equivalentg factor1

g* mBH5g0mBH1Eex
0 ~n↑2n↓ !.

It has been observed experimentally2 that theg factor in a
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure isug* u56.23, which is an or-
der of magnitude higher than the valueug0u50.44 in bulk
GaAs. An increase in theg factor in 2D objects relative to
their bulk counterparts has also been observed in Si/S2

~Ref. 3!, GaInAs/AlInAs ~Ref. 4!, InAs/AlSb/GaSb~Ref. 5!,
and AlAs ~Ref. 6! heterostructures.

It is evident from Eq.~1! that the energyEex depends on
the relative population of two spin states; therefore, if t
Fermi level is situated between Landau levels of order (N,↓)
and (N,↑), the difference (n↑2 n↓) is a maximum, and the
quantity g* assumes a certain maximum value. But if t
8921063-7826/99/33(8)/6/$15.00
e

he

s-
in

e

Fermi level is between Landau levels of order (N,↓) and
(N11,↑), then g* assumes a minimum value equal tog0.
Consequently, the value ofg* is an oscillating function of
the magnetic field.1 Indeed, oscillations of theg* factor in a
magnetic field have been observed in Ref. 5.

In this paper we report measurements of the absorp
G and velocity incrementsDV/V of surface acoustic wave
~SAWs! in a piezoelectric material as a result of their inte
action with 2D electrons in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures
a magnetic field in the presence of spin splitting of the La
dau levels.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The details of the procedure used to measure the S
absorption are described in Ref. 7 Here we mention only t
the SAWs were generated by means of an interdigital tra
ducer situated on the surface of a LiNbO3 ~lithium niobate!
piezoelectric insulator, into which an rf pulse~30–150 MHz!
of length 1.5ms and repetition rate 50 Hz was propagate
This pulse was chopped from the continuous output signa
a microwave oscillator. The signal transmitted through
sample was received by an analogous transducer forme
the same surface.

A modified version of the pulse-interference method w
used to measureDV/V. The duty phases of two pulses we
compared in a phase detector: the SAW-generating puls
the lithium niobate surface and the pulse arriving at the
ceiving transducer, attenuated by interaction with 2D el
trons. The error signal at the output of the phase detector
sent to the SAW-generating oscillator and thus altered
frequency in such a way as to reduce the difference betw
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the duty phases of the indicated pulses to zero. This trac
system was operative throughout the entire experiment w
a frequency meter continuously tracking the phase differe
between the indicated pulses. The frequency change reco
by this technique was converted into the corresponding
locity change.

The sample was held firmly against the lithium nioba
surface by a spring, where the distance of the 2D chan
from the lithium niobate surface was shorter than the SA
wavelength~l5100mm at f 530 MHz!. With this mounting
of the sample a random gapa is formed between it and th
lithium niobate surface, its width~;0.5mm! most likely be-
ing governed by the roughnesses of the surfaces of
sample and the lithium niobate. The SAW-induced strain
the sample is not transferred in our experimental configu
tion. The alternating electric field accompanying the SA
penetrates into the channel carrying 2D electrons, induc
currents in the 2D channel and, accordingly, Joule los
causing not only SAW energy to be absorbed, but a
changing the velocity of the wave. The receiving transdu
detects the amplitude of the SAW signal transmitted throu
the sample. This procedure can therefore be used to in
duce an alternating electric field into the sample without h
ing to use contacts.

The absorptionG and velocity incrementDV/V were
measured in a vacuum chamber in a magnetic field up to
at temperatures of 1.5–4.2 K in the linear regime~the acous-
tic power did not exceed 1026 W! and atT51.5 K in the
measurements, depending on the acoustic power.

The GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures were fabricated
molecular-beam epitaxy with carrier densitiesn5(1.3
22.8)31011cm22 and mobilities m0;(122)3105 cm2/
(V•s). The density and mobility of 2D electrons were det
mined by a contactless acoustical method.8

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Linear regime

In our experimental configuration the absorption coe
cient G and the velocity incrementDV/V are given by the
equations9

G @dB/cm#58.68
K2

2
qA

3
@4ps1t~q!/«sV#

@114ps2t~q!/«sV#21@4ps1t~q!/«sV#2
,

A58b~q!~«11«0!«0
2«sexp@22q~a1d!#,

DV

V
5

K2

2
A

@114ps2t~q!/«sV#

@114ps2t~q!/«sV#21@4ps1t~q!/«sV#2
,

b~q!5[b1~q!@b2~q!2b3~q!#] 21,

t~q!5@b2~q!2b3~q!#/@2b1~q!#,

b1~q!5~«11«0!~«s1«0!2~«12«0!~«s2«0!exp~22qa!,
g
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ed
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-

b2~q!5~«11«0!~«s1«0!1~«11«0!~«s2«0!exp~22qd!,

b3~q!5~«12«0!~«s2«0!exp~22qa!

1~«12«0!~«s1«0!exp@22q~a1d!#, ~2!

where K2 is the electromechanical coupling constant
LiNbO3, q and V are the wave vector and velocity of th
SAW, respectively,a is the distance between the insulat
and the investigated heterostructure,d is the depth of the 2D
layer, «1 , «0, and«s are the dielectric constants of lithium
niobate, vacuum, and gallium arsenide, respectively, ands1

ands2 are the components of the rf conductivity of 2D ele
trons, which is complex-valued:sxx

rf 5s12 is2 ~Ref. 10!.
These equations can be used to determine the values os1

and s2 from the experimentally measured quantitiesG and
DV/V.

It is evident from Eq.~2! that the dependence ofG and
DV/V on the magnetic fieldH is determined by theH de-
pendence of the components of the dissipative conducti
sxx , so that the quantization of the electron spectrum in
magnetic field, inducing Shubnikov-de Haas resistance os
lations, also generates oscillations in our measured effec

Figure 1 shows experimental curves ofG andDV/V as
functions of the magnetic field for samples AG49 (n52.7
31011cm22), AG106 (n51.331011cm22), and BP92
(n52.831011cm22) at T54.2 K and 1.5 K. It is evident
from the figures thatG and DV/V oscillate in a magnetic
field; additional peaks, nonexistent or faint atT54.2 K,
are observed atT51.5 K for H52.2 T and 3.65 T~AG49!,
H52.4 T and 4 T~BP92!, andH55.5 T ~AG106!.

The emergence of these peaks is associated with
splitting of the Landau zones, because for samples AG49
BP92 their magnetic field positions correspond to occupa
numbersn53 and n55, whereas for sample AG106 the
correspond ton51, where

n5nch/eH,

c is the speed of light,h is Planck’s constant, ande is the
electron charge. We are convinced that the SAW absorp
peak in a magnetic field corresponding to spin splitting of
Landau level has been observed in Ref. 11, but was not id
tified by the authors.

Regarding the temperature dependence, in sample A
the absorption peaks corresponding ton53 are not observed
at T54.2 K and begin to appear atT.3.223.7 K for differ-
ent mountings of the sample, while the peak correspond
to n55 is observed only atT51.5 K. The energy of spin
splitting of the Landau levels isEg5g* mBH, so that phe-
nomena associated with spin splitting can occur only wh
the conditionEg.kT holds; consequently, the smaller th
value of n, the higher is the temperature at which they a
observed.

The profile of the curves forG(H) in strong magnetic
fields ~splitting in two of theG peak in the vicinity of even
occupation numbers! is attributable to the relaxation behav
ior of the absorption and is analyzed in detail in Ref.
Moreover, it is evident from Fig. 1 that atT51.5 K the value
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the SAW absorption coefficientG ~a! and the relative SAW velocity incrementDV/V ~b! on the magnetic fieldH for different samples
at temperatures of 4.2 K~dashed lines! and 1.5 K~solid lines!; the SAW frequency isf 530 MHz.
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of the G peak for odd occupation numbers,n51 ~AG106!
andn53 ~AG49! is higher~in spin splitting! than the maxi-
mum value of the absorption peak for even valuesn52, 4, 6,
which correspond to orbital splitting. This fact is very impo
tant in regard to understanding the nature of the interac
of SAWs with 2D electrons in heterostructures in the regi
of the quantum Hall effect. And indeed it has been repor
in several papers~e.g., Refs. 11 and 12! that the experimen-
tally measured value ofG for all magnetic fields is given by
n
e
d

an equation of the type~2!, where the role ofs can be taken
by the conductivitysxx

dc measured for a direct current. Her
the maximum absorptionGmax does not depend onsxx , i.e.,
is universal. It has been shown7 that the dependenceG(H) is
described by the conductivity determined from static m
surements only when the 2D electrons are delocalized. In
regime of the integer-valued quantum Hall effect the Fer
level is situated half-way between two consecutive Land
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levels, the electrons are localized, and the dc and ac con
tivity mechanisms differ, so thatsxx

rf .sxx
dc50. In this case

allowance must be made for the fact thatsxx
rf has a complex

form. It is difficult to analyze the conditions for attaining th
maximum Gmax according to Eq.~2! as a function of the
magnetic field in this case, but experiment shows that i
achieved when Resxx5s1'Im sxx5s2. The maximum
Gmax can then be calculated according to Eq.~2! with s1

5s25s, and if, as experiment shows, 4ps/«sV.1 in this
case, the maximum absorption isGmax.1/2s, i.e., depends
on the conductivity.

To understand the nature of the magnetic field dep
dence ofDV/V, we must look once again at the physic
phenomena associated with interaction between SAWs
2D electrons. ForH50 electrons are delocalized in the in
vestigated samples, and the 2D electron gas has a high
ductivity, so that the rf electric fields accompanying SA
propagation are completely shielded. Here the SAW velo
in lithium niobate has a certain valueV. In magnetic fields
corresponding to the position of the Fermi level between t
consecutive Landau levels the conductivity in the 2D ch
nel diminishes, and the sample essentially becomes an i
lator; the shielding of the piezoelectric fields in lithium ni
bate decrease in this event, disappearing altogether a
conductivity minimum. According to theory,13,14 piezoelec-
tric materials have a sound velocity increment, which
creases the velocity by an amount proportional to the e
tromechanical coupling constantK2, so that for a
piezoelectric material the SAW velocityV0.V. The quantity
DV/V5(V02V)/V is measured in experiment. It is evide
from Fig. 1 that for all the samples the inequali
(DV/V)spin,(DV/V)orb always holds in the entire tempera
ture range. This means that the conductivity of the 2D el
tron system in spin splitting is always higher than in orbi
splitting. If we compare the (DV/V)spin curves for samples
AG49 and BP92, which have close electron densities,
find that for n53 the second sample does not exhibit t
(DV/V)spin peak. This means that the conductivity of the 2
channel is higher in the second sample than in the first.

To analyze the results, it is more practical to work w
the rf conductivityssp in magnetic fields corresponding t
occupation numbersn51 and 3, which is calculated from th
experimentally measured quantitiesG and DV/V. For this
purpose it is necessary to know the random gapa between
the sample and the surface of the piezoelectric substrate.
gapa can be determined from the solution of Eq.~3!. If we
assume that in relatively weak magnetic fields, where e
trons are delocalized,8 the quantitysxx5s15sxx

dc does not
depend on the frequency, whiles250 and 4psxx /«sV@1,
we then haveG;1/sxx ; we now infer from Eq.~2! that the
ratio of the absorption coefficients in these fields at two d
ferent frequencies for the same sample mounting~i.e., for the
same gap! can be written in the form

G~q1!

G~q2!
5

@q1b~q1!t~q2!#

@q2b~q2!t~q1!#
e22(a1d)(q12q2). ~3!

Hereq1 andq2 are wave vectors corresponding to two d
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ferent SAW frequencies. In our experiments we have fou
that a.0.5mm for different sample mountings.

Consequently, from acoustical measurements we h
calculated Ressp5s1 and Imssp5s2, along with their de-
pendences on the temperature, the magnetic field, and
SAW power. AtT51.5 K we find thats1 /s2 has the values
9.7 ~n53! for sample AG49, 17~n53! for BP92, and 0.9
~n51! for AG106.

As mentioned, the maximum value of the absorption c
efficient Gmax is attained fors15s2. Consequently, ifs1

.s2 in a magnetic field corresponding to the absorpti
peak, the maximum absorptionGmax is still not attained. This
case occurs in magnetic fields withn.8 in all the samples,
and in sample AG49 it also occurs forn53, even at
T51.5 K. Experiment shows that the conductivitys15s2

5s at which the absorption attains its maximum valueGmax

is greater for even values ofn than for odd values, which
correspond to spin splitting, and sinceGmax;1/s, the maxi-
mum absorption for spin splitting is found to be greater th
for orbital splitting. This result is clearly evident in Fig. 1 fo
sample AG106.

The temperature dependence of Ressp[s1 ~n51,3! for
all the samples in the investigated temperature range is
described by the law

Ressp5s1;exp~2Eg/2kT!. ~4!

This law is confirmed by the linearity of the plots of lns1 as
a function of 1/T ( f 530 MHz! shown in Fig. 2 for all the
investigated samples. From the slopes of these lines we h
determined the activation energiesEg5g* mBH, which are
determined by the spin splitting energy. The inset in Fig
shows the magnetic field dependence ofEg . It is evident that
Eg is a linear function of the magnetic field, so that theg*
factor can be determined from the slope ofEg(H), g* 55.
This value agrees with the results of other studies.2,15,16It is
evident from the figure that theEg(H) line does not pass
through the origin when extrapolated toH50, probably be-

FIG. 2. Dependence of lns1 on 1/T for samples AG49~1!, AG106 ~2!, and
BP92 ~3!. Inset: dependence of the activation energyEg on the magnetic
field.
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cause the Landau level broadens as a result of the imp
fluctuation potential.15 We have determined the width of th
spin-split Landau levels from the intercept of theEg(H) line
with the energy axis atH50: A50.58 meV. We have
previously17 determined the widths of the bands in the ca
of orbital splitting for the same samples:A'2 meV ~AG49!.
Consequently, the width of the Landau bands is greate
orbital splitting than in spin splitting. As mentioned abov
the conductivity of the 2D electron system is always grea
in spin splitting than in orbital splitting~for low occupation
numbers!. Accordingly, the greater the conductivity, th
more effective is the shielding of the impurity fluctuatio
potential and, as a result, the smaller is the width of the ba

3.2 Nonlinear regime

Figure 3 shows the dependence ofGspin on the oscillator
output powerP ( f 530 MHz! for samples AG49~n53! and
AG106 ~n51! at T51.5 K. It is evident from the figure tha
as the power is increased, the absorption associated with
splitting of the Landau band,Gspin, decreases and becom
equal to zero at a certain power level. The relatively sm
value of DV/V for sample AG49 forn53, in contrast with
n52, 4, implies that the conductivity of the 2D system
already fairly high, i.e., a large number of delocalized el
trons is present. In this case the behavior ofGspin(P) can be
attributed to heating of the electron gas by the SAW elec
field, whereGspin(P)˜0 askTe˜g* mBH. To describe the
heating of the electron gas, we need to know the elec
temperatureTe.T ~T is the temperature of the lattice!,
which can be determined by comparing theG(P) andG(T)
curves. The SAW electric field that penetrates into the ch
nel containing the 2D electron gas is given by the express

uEu25K2
32p

V
~«11«0!

zqexp@22q~a1d!#

S 11
4ps2

V«s
t D 2

1S 4ps1

V«s
t D 2 W, ~5!

FIG. 3. Dependence of the SAW absorption coefficientGspin on the oscilla-
tor output powerP for samples AG49~1! and AG106~2! at T51.5 K.
ity
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z5@~«11«0!~«s1«0!2exp~22qa!~«12«0!~«s2«0!#22,
~6!

whereW is the input SAW power normalized to the width o
the sound track. The energy losses in this case
Q5emE254WG ~Ref. 18!. The experimental plot ofQ(Te)
is shown in Fig. 4. It is found to be well described by th
function Q5A5(Te

52T5). A similar dependence has bee
obtained in an investigation of nonlinearities in weak ma
netic fields, when the electrons exist in delocalized state18

corresponding to the relaxation of energy at piezoacou
phonons in the presence of strong shielding.19 The value ob-
tained for the coefficientA5 from this experiment is
25eV/(s• K5), in contrast with the theoretical value dete
mined from equations in Ref. 19 for this sample: 62eV/
(s• K5). The difference in the coefficients can be attribut
to errors in the determination of the absolute value of
SAW power.

In sample AG106~n51! the same mechanism could n
account for the behavior ofGspin(P). Indeed, we can infer
from the profile of the peak of the absorption coefficient a
the incrementDV/V that the conductivity in this sample a
T51.5 K is smaller than in sample AG49, where the splitti
in two of the absorption peak indicates the localization
carriers situated in the upper band with an oppositely
rected spin~relative to the lower band!. In this situation we
can assume that the nonlinear effects are associated w
decrease in the activation energy in the SAW electric fiel20

for electrons existing in localized states at the Fermi le
~Poole-Frenkel effect!. Now the dependence of the real pa
of the conductivity on the SAW electric field is given by th
expression

s15Resspin}n~E!5n0exp~2e3/2E1/2«s
21/2/kT!, ~7!

wheren0 is the carrier density in the upper Landau band
the linear regime atT51.5 K. The linear behavior of lns1 as
a function ofE1/2, with slope 9.5 (cm•s2/g)1/4, corroborates
this assumption~Fig. 5!. The slope calculated from Eq.~7! is
28 cm•s2/g)1/4.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the energy lossesQ on the electron temperatureTe

for sample AG49 atT51.5 K.
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We assume that both of the above-mentioned effects
sponsible for the dependencesG(P) andDV/V(P) actually
coexist, but when delocalized electrons dominate the up
spin-split-off band, heating of the 2D electron gas play
greater role; on the other hand, if free electrons are few
number, the dominant mechanism of nonlinearity at first i
reduction of the activation energy in the SAW electric fie
causing the number delocalized electrons to increase in
upper band of the spin-split Landau bands, which are he
by the SAW electric field.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In our investigations of the absorption and velocity i
crement of surface acoustic waves (f 530 MHz! due to in-
teraction with two-dimensional electrons in GaAs/AlGaA
heterostructures ~with electron densities n51.331011

cm22, 2.731011cm22, and 2.831011cm22 at T51.5
24.2 K in magnetic fields up to 7 T, we have:

1! observed peaks associated with spin splitting of
Landau levels;

2! evaluated the effectiveg factor,g* >5.
3! determined the width of the Landau bands associa

with spin splitting: 0.6 meV, which is found to be small
than the width of the Landau bands for orbital splittin
2 meV; we have shown that the conductivity of the 2D ele
tron system in spin splitting is always greater than in orb
splitting, so that the fluctuation potential of charged impu
ties, which governs the width of the Landau bands,
shielded more effectively in spin splitting;

FIG. 5. Dependence of lns1 on E1/2 for sample AG106 atT51.5 K.
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4! investigated the mechanisms of the nonlinearit
manifested in the dependences of the absorption coeffic
and the SAW velocity increment on the SAW power in t
presence of spin splitting of the Landau levels.
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It is shown that the Fourier transform of the negative magnetoresistance associated with the
interference correction to the conductivity contains information about the distribution function of
the closed trajectories with respect to their areas and about the dependence of the length of
the closed trajectories on their areaL̄(S). On the basis of this result a method is proposed for
analyzing the negative magnetoresistance. It is used to process experimental results in a two-
dimensional structure with a doped barrier. It is shown that the functionL̄(S) in the investigated
structure is largely determined by the scattering anisotropy. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02108-0#
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The anomalous magnetostriction observed in ‘‘dirty
semiconductors and metals at low temperatures has bee
equately explained since the development of the theory
quantum corrections to the conductivity.1–3 In two-
dimensional~2D! systems in weak magnetic fields the ma
contribution to the anomalous magnetoresistance is from
terference corrections to the conductivity. They are attrib
able to the interference of electron waves transmitted al
closed segments of trajectories in opposite directions, wh
enhances backscattering and lowers the conductivity acc
ingly. A magnetic field perpendicular to the 2D lay
changes the phase of the wave functions of electrons tr
mitted in opposite directions, thereby decreasing the inter
ence correction and, hence, creating a negative magne
sistance.

A theory that takes the interference conductivity corre
tions into account has been developed subject to the co
tion kFl @1 (kF is the electron momentum on the Ferm
surface, andl is the mean free trajectory!. The quasi-classica
approach is applicable in this case, and the interference
ductivity increment can be represented by the sum of
contributions from the closed trajectories4

Ds52p l 2G0(
i

Wi expS 2
Li

l w
D , ~1!

whereG05e2/2p2\, Wi is the probability density function
for the existence of an electron at the starting point a
transmission along thei th trajectory of lengthLi , l w

5vFtw , vF is the velocity at the Fermi level,tw is the re-
laxation time of the phase of the wave function, and
factor exp(2Li /lw) takes into account the probability of pha
slip of the wave function in motion along thei th trajectory.

To calculate the field dependence of the negative m
netoresistance, we write the sum~1! as the sum of the con
8981063-7826/99/33(8)/3/$15.00
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tributions from closed trajectories with different numbers
collisionsN ~Refs. 1, 5, and 6!

Ds~B![s~B!2s~0!

52p l 2G0(
N

(
i

Wi
N expS 2

Li

l w
D

3F12cosS 2pSi
NB

F0
D G , ~2!

whereSi
N is the area of thei th trajectory withN collisions,

F052pc\/e is the fluxon ~flux quantum!, and the factor
@12cos(2pSi

NB/F0)# takes into account the variation of th
interference due to variation of the phase of the elect
wave function in the magnetic field as it moves along t
trajectory. A diagramming technique1,6 can be used to calcu
late this sum and to obtain an analytical result subject to
conditions: a random distribution of scatterers and isotro
scattering, which correspond to scattering by a short-liv
potential. In the diffusion approximation~when the number
of collisions on the actual trajectories is large! these condi-
tions yield1

Ds~B!5aG0 F~B,tw ,tp!,

F~B,tw ,tp!5CS 1

2
1

Btr

B

tp

tw
D2 lnS Btr

B

tp

tw
D , ~3!

whereC(x) is the logarithmic derivative of theG-function,
tp is the momentum relaxation time, andBtr5\c/2el2. ~If
electron-electron interaction is ignored, we havea51.! Be-
yond the limits of the diffusion approximation the functio
F(B,tw ,tp) has a more complex form and has been cal
lated in Ref. 6.

Equation~3! is used specifically in analyzing experime
tal results on the negative magnetoresistance. It fairly w
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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describes the field dependence of the negative magnetor
tance and provides a means for determining the relaxa
time of the phase of the wave function, along with its te
perature dependence. The causes of the noticeable field
pendence of the negative magnetoresistance in many c
from Eq. ~3! in this approach to the analysis of the expe
mental results are still not clear. They could be related to
presence of correlation in the impurity distribution, scatt
ing anisotropy, etc.

The proposed method of analyzing the negative mag
toresistance can be used to obtain additional information
rectly about the statistics of the closed trajectories due
scattering anomalies and correlation in the distribution
impurities. To explain the essential part of the method,
rewrite Eq.~1!, separating the contributions of self-crossi
trajectories of identical area:

Ds~B!52p l 2 G0(
S

W~S! expS 2
L̄

l w
D

3F12cosS 2pSB

F0
D G , ~4!

where

W~S!5(
i

Wi
S

is the areal distribution function of the closed trajectori
Wi

S is the distribution function of trajectories of areaS by
lengths, and the symbolL̄5L̄(S,l w) is introduced so that

expS 2
L̄~S,l w!

l w
D 5

1

W~S! (
i

Wi
S expS 2

l i
S

l w
D . ~5!

It follows from Eq. ~4! that the Fourier transform of th
negative magnetoresistance is

F~S!5Ap

2
2p l 2G0 W~S! expF2

L̄~S,l w!

l w
G . ~6!

It is evident, therefore, that the Fourier transform of t
negative magnetoresistance contains information about
areal distribution of the closed trajectoriesW(S) and about
the dependence ofL̄ on SandLw . For the subsequent analy
sis we make only one assumption, thatL̄5L̄(S,l w)
5Sa f ( l w). Numerical calculations of the functionL̄(S,l w)
~to be published separately! and an analysis of Eq.~3! show
that such a dependence ofL̄ on S andLw is valid with good
accuracy over a broad range ofSandLw . For isotropic scat-
tering in this case we havea.0.67. It might appear at firs
glance that the length of the closed trajectories, on the a
age, should be proportional to the square root of their a
but it must be taken into consideration that trajectories
large area are more sinuous than small-area trajectories
sulting in a stronger dependenceL̄(S). In scattering by ion-
ized impurities, which is the principal mechanism of mome
tum dissipation at low temperatures, the scattering
anisotropic, so that small-angle scattering is prevale
Clearly, on the average, large-area trajectories become
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sinuous in this case than in isotropic scattering, so that
dependenceL̄(S) is weakened, and in the case of stro
scattering anisotropyL̄}S0.5, i.e.,a50.5. Consequently,a is
determined by scattering anisotropy.

For the experimental determination ofa it is possible,
given the dependenceDs(B) at two temperatures, i.e., fo
different values ofl w , to find

A~S![ lnFF~S,T1!

F~S,T2!G5Sa@ f ~ l w
1 !2 f ~ l w

2 !# ~7!

and, hence, to determinea from A(S).
We now analyze the experimental results. They ha

been obtained for a (0.3mm)n2-GaAs/ (50 Å)In0.1Ga0.9

As/ (0.3mm)n2-GaAs heterostructure. Then2-GaAs had a
d-doped Si layer on each side at a distance of 125 Å from
quantum well. Measurements over a wide range of magn
fields ~up to 6 T! and temperatures~1.5–40! K show that the
main contribution to the conductivity is from carriers in th
In0.1Ga0.9As quantum well. In this case one quantum-w
subband is filled, wherein the density of electrons isn52.5
31011cm22, and their mobility ism51.13104 cm2/(V•s).

Figure 1 shows the field dependence of the nega
magnetoresistance. Normally, in analyzing the negative m
netoresistance, the field dependence of the resistance is
pared with Eq.~3! with the prefactora and tw treated as
fitting parameters. The solid curve in Fig. 1 has been plot
by this technique and at first glance appears to provid
good description of the negative magnetoresistance in a m
netic field up toB,Btr.0.038 T for a50.7 andtw55.4
310212 s. However, a more careful analysis makes it cle
that an appreciable discrepancy exists between the ex
mental and theoretical dependences~Fig. 1, curve2!. This

FIG. 1. ~1! Graph of Ds(B)/G0 at a temperatureT51.5 K: The points
represent experimental data; the solid curve represents the theoretical d
dence~3! for a50.7 andtw55.4310212 c. ~2! Difference between the
theoretical and experimental dependences 203(Ds th2Dsexp)/G0.
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discrepancy makes the values of the parametersa and tw

vary in the intervals 0.65–0.88 and (4.426)310212 s,
respectively, in different parts of the interval 0,B,Btr

when expression~3! is used for the fitting. Consequently, th
error of determination ofa andtw in such a comparison doe
not exceed 15–20%. In many papers the prefactor sma
than unity is attributed to the contribution of electro
electron interaction~Maki-Thompson correction! ~Ref. 7!; in
our opinion, however, the deviation ofa from unity in the
investigated sample is attributable to poor compliance w
the condition for applicability of the diffusion approxima
tion, tw /tp@1. In our casetw /tp.5210, and it follows
from an analysis of previously published results6 of calcula-
tions of the negative magnetoresistance beyond the scop
the diffusion approximation that for the given relation b
tweena andtw the negative magnetoresistance, as before
adequately described by Eq.~3!, but with a prefactor smalle
than unity.

We now look at the outcome of using the abov
proposed method. Figure 2 shows the Fourier transform
Ds(B) at several temperatures. It follows from Eq.~7! that
by plotting ln@A(S)# as a function of lnS it is possible to
evaluatea, which is found to have a value of 0.5260.05. To
illustrate the accuracy of determination ofa, Fig. 3 shows
graphs ofA(S) S2a for various values ofa, plotted at tem-
peratures of 1.6 K and 4.2 K.~Similar results are obtained fo
any pair of temperatures.!

As mentioned,a50.67 for isotropic scattering. This re
sult can be confirmed by analyzing~in the same way as in
our processing of the experimental results! the function
Ds(B) given by Eq.~3!, which has been derived for isotro
pic scattering. The analysis shows that: 1! the dependence
L̄(S,Lw)5Sa f ( l w) holds over a wide range ofS and l w ; 2!
a50.67. In our opinion, the significantly smaller value ofa
in the investigated sample, is attributable to strong scatte
anisotropy. Indeed, the principal momentum dissipat
mechanism in our case is scattering by the potential
charged impurities of thed-doped layers, which is smooth i

FIG. 2. Fourier transforms of the experimentalDs(B) curves at various
temperatures:~1! T51.6 K; ~2! 2 K; ~3! 2.5 K; ~4! 3 K; ~5! 4.2 K.
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the quantum well region. Estimates show that the probab
of small-angle scattering in this case is 15–20 times
probability of backscattering.

In principle, knowing the dependenceDs(B) over a
wide range of temperatures, one can experimentally de
mine the areal distribution function of the closed trajector
W(S). In fact, sincel w tends to infinity in the limitT˜0, it
follows from Eq. ~6! that the extrapolation ofF(S,T) to
T50 givesW(S).

Thus the above-proposed method of analyzing the ne
tive magnetoresistance can be used to obtain informa
about the statistics of the closed trajectories and, he
about the scattering anisotropy, correlation in the impur
distribution, etc.
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When an array of strained InAs nanoislands formed on a GaAs surface is overgrown by a thin
~1–10 nm! layer of an indium-containing solid solution, stimulated decomposition of the
solid solution is observed. This process causes the formation of zones of elevated indium
concentration in the vicinity of the nanoislands. The volume of newly formed InAs
quantum dots increases as a result of this phenomenon, producing a substantial long-wavelength
shift of the photoluminescence line. This effect is enhanced by lowering the substrate
temperature, and it depends weakly on the average width of the band gap of the solid solution.
The indicated approach has been used successfully in achieving room-temperature emission
at a wavelength of 1.3mm. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02208-5#
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INTRODUCTION

The self-organizing phenomena responsible for the c
ation of semiconductor heterostructures with quantum d
~QDs! and quantum wires1 are intriguing not only from the
standpoint of revealing fundamental aspects of epita
growth, but also in regard to the fabrication of new
generation optoelectronic and microelectronic devices.
greatest progress in device applications is achieved utiliz
the phenomenon of spontaneous conversion of a strained
film to an array of coherent islands.2–4 Injection lasers have
been constructed utilizing QDs and exhibiting extrem
high temperature stability of the threshold current dens
Jth , a low value ofJth ~Refs. 4–6!, and continuous-wave
lasing at room temperature with a power output in exces
3 W ~Ref. 7!.

One advantage of using QD structures is the possib
of broadening the optical range of emission in comparis
with structures based on quantum wells. For example, st
tures containing In~Ga!As/~Al !GaAs QDs are capable of las
ing in the range 121.6 mm ~Refs. 4 and 8–10!. In particular,
QD structures hold considerable promise for the fabricat
of devices emitting at a wavelength of 1.3mm ~Refs. 9 and
10!. Lasers utilizing InGaAs QDs and emitting at a wav
length of 1.3mm have now been constructed.10 Nonetheless,
because of rapid gain saturation, lasing via the ground s
of QDs has been achieved only by means of very long c
ties and with the deposition of high-reflectivity coatings. T
problems of attaining the 1.3-mm range for structures utiliz
ing InGaAs/GaAs QDs stem from the rather large aver
9011063-7826/99/33(8)/5/$15.00
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thickness of InAs in the active zone and the high probabi
of formation of misfit dislocations. It is therefore critical a
this time to look for new approaches to the construction
QD devices emitting at 1.3mm, with a need to minimize the
quantity of In in the active zone. Huffakeret al.10 have de-
posited 5.5 InAs monolayers to achieve emission at a wa
length of 1.3mm. In the present study we have reduced t
number to four monolayers.

We have investigated the structural and optical prop
ties of QD arrays overgrown by a layer of an~In, Ga, Al!As
solid solution. The resulting QDs stimulate decomposition
the solid solution, thereby increasing the In concentration
the vicinity of the QDs and producing a long-waveleng
shift of the emission line. This approach can be used
achieve emission from InAs QDs at wavelengths up to 1
mm while significantly reducing the total content of In in th
active zone.

EXPERIMENT

The investigated structures were grown by molecul
beam epitaxy on GasAs~100! semi-insulating substrates b
means of a Riber 32P MBE machine. The active zone w
placed in a GaAs host and consisted of an array of quan
dots formed in the deposition of an InAs thin film. The e
fective thickness of the InAs QD layerdQD varied from two
to three monolayers~ML ! for different structures. The QDs
were overgrown by an InGaAs or InGaAlAs solid solutio
The thickness of the~In, Ga, Al!As layer~L! varied from 2.5
nm to 8 nm, and the In concentration in the solid solution~x!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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varied from 0.1 to 0.4. To prevent the transport of noneq
librium carriers into the surface zone and into the subst
zone during optical investigations, the active zone w
bounded on both sides by short-period AlAs/GaAs super
tices. The growth temperature was 485 °C for the active z
and 600 °C for the rest of the structure. The formation
QDs was monitored from the fast-electron diffraction patte
in reflection.

Transmission electron microscope~TEM! examinations
were made on a Philips EM 420 electron microscope with
accelerating voltage of 100 kV. Photoluminescence was
cited by an Ar1 laser ~l5514.5 nm, excitation density
;100 mV/cm2). In the measurement of the luminescence
citation spectrum light from a halogen lamp was transmit
through a monochromator. The luminescence was dete
by a cooled Ge photodiode.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Today the greatest progress in the fabrication
~In, Ga!As/GaAs QD lasers is achieved using QDs in t
initial stage of their formation,6,7 which are characterized b
a high density, an absence of dislocations, and short ca
trapping and relaxation times. For the implementation
long-wavelength emission in the InAs QD structures the Q
arrays were overgrown with a layer of InxGa12xAs solid so-
lution during the initial stage of their formation (dQD;2
ML !.

Figure 1a shows the photoluminescence spectra of I
QD structures prepared by the deposition of;2 ML of InAs
and overgrown by a layer of InxGa12xAs solid solution with
various In concentrations~x!. The thickness of the
InxGa12xAs layer for all the structures was 4 nm. The ph
toluminescence spectrum contains a line, labeledQW in Fig.
1, in addition to theQD line associated with carrier recom
bination in the resulting QDs. To investigate the nature
this line, we have analyzed the luminescence excitation s
tra ~Fig. 1b!. In the excitation spectra of theQD line there are
discernible peaksP1, P2, andP3, which on the energy scal
are situated at distances from the detection energy of
meV, 74 meV, and 102 meV, respectively. This form of t
luminescence excitation spectra is typical of QD structure11

and is associated with a multiphonon mechanism of car
relaxation from excited QD states. The luminescence exc
tion spectra also reveal aQW line whose position coincide
with the position of theQW line in the photoluminescenc
spectra and does not depend on the detection energy.
result shows that theQW line is associated with carrier ex
citation in the continuum of the InGaAs solid solution.

It is evident from the photoluminescence spectra~Fig. 1!
that when the In concentration in the InGaAs solid solut
increases, theQW line exhibits a long-wavelength shift and
accordingly, is shifted toward the long-wavelength end re
tive to the wetting-layer line observed in the spectrum
ordinary InAs/GaAs QDs~WL line in Fig. 1a!. Consequently,
the QDs reside in the InGaAs matrix, which is a narrow
gap medium than GaAs.

Note that despite the overgrowth of the QDs by t
narrower-gap~in comparison with GaAs! material, the en-
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ergy distance between the QD photoluminescence maxim
~QD line! and theQW peak is roughly 200 meV, which is
comparable with the values obtained for ordinary QDs in
GaAs host.4 It also shows that the carriers localize effe
tively in the QDs.

It is evident from the photoluminescence spectra~Fig.
1a! that asx increases in the interval from 0 to 0.2, th
photoluminescenceQD line is observed to shift toward lowe
photon energies. However, whenx is further increased to
0.25, theQD line shifts toward the short-wavelength end. O
the other hand, when the thickness of the InGaAs laye
increased from 4 nm to 8 nm at a constant concentratiox
~0.15 or 0.2!, we also observe a short-wavelength shift of t
QD peak. The variation of the energy positions of theQD
andQW lines in the photoluminescence spectra as functi
of the parameters of the InxGa12xAs layer is shown in Fig.
2a. A further increase in the In concentration to 0.3520.4 at
L54 nm still enabled us to achieve emission at a wavelen
of 1.3 mm, but the TEM examinations show that the dens
of penetrating dislocations increases sharply in this case

Figure 2b shows the dependence of the total photolu
nescence intensity on the effective InAs thickness in the
tive zone (deff5dQD1L3x), which for the given samples
increases as a result of the increase of the In concentratio
the solid solution. It is evident that for concentratio
x.0.3 ~which corresponds todeff518 Å for dQD52 ML and
L54 nm!, the photoluminescence intensity decreases c
siderably.

FIG. 1. ~a! Photoluminescence spectra for structures containing InAs Q
(dQD52 ML! overgrown by an InxGa12xAs layer,L54 nm. ~b! Photolu-
minescence spectrum and luminescence excitation spectra for struc
containing InAs QDs (dQD52 ML! overgrown by an InGaAs layer. The
excitation and detection energies are indicated alongside the spectra.
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It is evident from the investigations that for structur
with 2 ML of InAs QDs with overgrowth of the QDs by a
InGaAs solid solution it is possible to obtain long
wavelength emission, but for a certain critical In concent
tion in the InGaAs layer (x;0.25 in the given situation! the
resulting effect is such as to produce a short-wavelength s
of the QD photoluminescence line. To obtain lon
wavelength emission in this case requires a significant
crease of the In concentration in the InGaAs layer, but t
leads to the formation of dislocations and, in the final ana
sis, degradation of the optical properties of the structu
~Fig. 2b!.

An alternative possibility for achieving emission at
wavelength of 1.3mm is to increase the effective thickne
of the InAs layer (deff) without increasing the In concentra
tion in the solid solution. We have grown a series of samp
in which the effective thickness of the InAs layer was vari
by varying the amount of InAs during deposition of the QD
(dQD) and by varying the thickness of the InGaAs layer~L!
without the value ofx ever exceeding 21 %. Table I gives th
parameters of the active zone of these structures, along
TEM data @the density and diameters of the QDs and
density of misfit dislocations formed at the interface in t
plane of the QDs#. Figure 3 shows the photoluminescen
spectra of these samples. The following conclusions can
drawn from a comparison of the TEM and photolumine

FIG. 2. ~a! Positions of the QD photoluminescence peaks~QD line! and an
InGaAs layer~QW line! versus the In concentration in the InGaAs laye
~1, 3! L54 nm; ~2, 4! L58 nm. ~b! Dependence of the total photolumine
cence intensity on the effective thickness of the InAs layer:~1! Structures
with dQD52 ML, L54 nm, and various In concentrations in the solid s
lution; ~2! structures with various effective InAs thicknesses in the act
zone ~the parameters of the structures are given in Table I;~3! structures
with InAs QDs (dQD53 ML! deposited in the middle of an In0.12Ga0.88As
layer.
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cence results. First, increasing the total quantity of In dur
the successive deposition of QDs and the InGaAs layer
creases the size of the islands and produces a lo
wavelength shift of the QD photoluminescence line. Ho
ever, at a certain critical concentration of In atoms (dQD

52.7 ML, L525 Å, andx521 % in the given situation! the
density of misfit dislocations increases, accompanied b
25-meV shift of the QD photoluminescence line towa
higher photon energies. This effect is similar to the effe
observed for 2 ML of QDs.

We assume that when the QD array is overgrown by
InGaAs layer, the In atoms are distributed nonuniformly
the growth plane, owing to QD-induced stresses. As a res
zones of elevated In concentration form in the vicinity of t
resulting QDs, in effect increasing the size of the QDs. T
phenomenon of decay of a quantum well under the influe
of a QD array is described in Refs. 12 and 13 for vario
materials. If the In content exceeds a certain value, the
concentration near the largest dots can exceed the cri
value, and misfit dislocations are formed in the plane of
QDs. Since radiative recombination does not take place
these dots, the intensity of the long-wavelength part of
photoluminescence spectrum decreases, and the photo
nescence line shifts toward the short-wavelength end.
other cause of the short-wavelength shift of the QD photo
minescence line with a simultaneous long-wavelength s
of the photoluminescence line of the InGaAs layer could
a change in the growth kinetics as the islands are overgr
by an InGaAs solid solution having a higher In content.
this event the fraction of In atoms deposited in the vicinity
the QDs decreases, raising the average In content.

TABLE I.

dQD L, Lateral QD QD density, Density of misfit
Sample ~ML ! x nm diameter, nm cm22 dislocations, cm21

A ;2.2 0.18 2.6 15 3.431010 2.33104

B ;2.7 0.18 2.6 18 4.331010 2.73104

C ;2.7 0.18 3 18 4.531010 3.23104

D ;2.7 0.21 2.6 17 4.631010 6.53104

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra for structures with various effec
InAs thicknesses in the active zone. The parameters of the struc
A2D are given in Table I.
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FIG. 4. TEM images in the growth
plane~a! and in the cross section~b! of
a structure with InAs QDs (dQD53
ML ! deposited in the middle of an
In0.12Ga0.88As layer.
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Since the increase in the QD diameter as the InAs c
tent in the QDs increases from 2.2 Ml to 2.7 ML does n
cause the density of misfit dislocations to increase, we h
sought to further increase the long-wavelength shift by gro
ing a structure with 3 ML of InAs QDs deposited in th
middle of a wide ~10 nm! In0.12Ga0.88As layer. Figure 4
shows TEM images in the growth plane and in the cr
section for the indicated structure. It is evident from the i
age of the cross section that the height of the resulting
lands is comparable with the thickness of the InGaAs lay
indicating essentially complete overgrowth of the QDs
the InGaAs layer. The newly formed QDs therefore reside
the narrow-gap InGaAs host. Moreover, a comparison of
TEM images in the growth plane for structures containing
ML of InAs with and without4 a layer of InGaAs solid solu-
tion shows that the deposition of InGaAs increases the lat
dimensions of the QDs from;15 nm to;20 nm.

The indicated structure exhibits emission at a wa
length of 1.3mm at room temperature~Fig. 5!. We also note
that when the effective thickness of the InAs layer increa
as the result of an increase indQD andL and a simultaneous
lowering of the In concentration in the solid solution, th
total photoluminescence intensity is essentially unchan
~Fig. 2b!. This approach can therefore be used to achi
emission at 1.3mm and at the same time to avoid degrad
tion of the optical properties of the structures.

We subsequently attempted to lower the total quantity
In in the active zone while maintaining long-waveleng
emission at a wavelength of approximately 1.3mm. To do
-
t
ve
-

s
-
s-
r,

n
e

3

al

-

s

d
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-

f

so, we investigated the influence of the growth temperat
during overgrowth of the QDs by an InGasAs layer on t
optical properties of the structures. Figure 6 shows the p
toluminescence spectra of samples with the InGaAs la
grown at temperatures of 485 °C and 455 °C, respectively
is evident that lowering the growth temperature imparts
long-wavelength shift to the emission. This result can
attributed to the influence of temperature on the decay kin
ics of the InGaAs layer and demonstrates the feasibility
achieving a further long-wavelength shift of the photolum
nescence line with the right choice of temperature regim

FIG. 5. Photoluminescence spectrum for a structure with InAs QDs (dQD

53 ML! deposited in the middle of an In0.12Ga0.88As layer.
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In addition, we proposed to exploit a phenomenon t
we had observed previously for spontaneously decompo
layers1,14: decomposition of an InGaAlAs/GaAs layer. W
grew structures with InAs QDs overgrown by an InGaAlA
solid solution. The investigations show that the introduct
of Al into the solid solution produces a significant lon
wavelength shift of the QD emission line despite ma
broadening of the band gap of the host. This effect can
explained on the assumption that the introduction of Al s
nificantly enhances the decomposition of the solid solut
and increases the In concentration in the vicinity of the Q
It should be noted that the total quantity of In in the acti
zone for this structure corresponds to 12.5 Å of InAs, wh
is far below the value of 16.5 Å given in Ref. 10, in whic
lasing at a wavelength of 1.3mm is reported. We have thu
succeeded in substantially lowering the total quantity of In
the active zone while achieving emission at a wavelen
greater than 1.3mm at room temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

The reported investigations have shown that the ov
growth of an array of InAs quantum dots by a thin film
~In, Ga, Al!As solid solution leads to decomposition of th
solid solution and the formation of local zones near the Q
with an elevated concentration of In atoms. This pheno
enon produces an effective increase in the size of the Q
and a significant long-wavelength shift of the photolumin
cence emission line to 1.3mm at room temperature. We hav
investigated the dependence of the optical properties of s
structures on the growth conditions and have demonstr
the feasibility of achieving a long-wavelength shift of th
emission without degradation of the optical properties of
structures. We have shown that the addition of small conc

FIG. 6. Photoluminescence spectra for InAs QDs (dQD52.2 ML! over-
grown by an In0.12Ga0.88As layer at various temperatures. The overgrow
temperatures are indicated alongside the spectra.
t
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trations of Al to the solid solution can significantly reduc
the total quantity of InAs in the active zone while maintai
ing an emission wavelength greater than 1.3mm. This result
demonstrates the possibility of constructing lasers utiliz
InAs QDs on GaAs substrates and emitting at a wavelen
of 1.3 mm.
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Pulsed breakdown of chalcogenide glass semiconductor films in a magnetic field
É. N. Voronkov

Moscow Power Institute, 111250 Moscow, Russia
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The application of an external magnetic field during the breakdown of chalcogenide glass
semiconductor films provides a means for space-time tracing of the evolution of the current
channel and for the separation of electronic and thermal effects. The rapid movement of
the current channel along the sample tends to cool it, substantially abating the influence of Joule
heat and making it possible to increase the power. It is shown that breakdown is driven by
a leader-streamer mechanism. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02308-X#
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One of the most interesting phenomena accompany
electrical breakdown in chalcogenide glass semiconduc
~CGSs! is the switching effect discovered and investigat
by Kolomietset al.,1 Ovshinsky,2 and Kostylev and Shkut3

have proposed a number of applications of this effect in
croelectronics, stimulating vigorous research on CGSs in
late 1970s and early 1980s, along with the developmen
models of the switching effect.1–3 It should be noted, on the
other hand, that the complex nature of the effect has yet t
fully revealed. We believe that the flagging interest in th
phenomenon pursuant to the development of silicon mem
microcircuits, which have superseded CGS memory e
ments, is unwarranted, because the switching effect is on
the most efficient techniques for generating an electron-h
plasma, and it is applicable for the development of vario
functional electronic devices and possibly light emitters u
lizing films doped with rare-earth metals.

The objective of the present study is to investigate
breakdown dynamics of CGSs and to separate the contr
tions of electronic and thermal effects underlying the p
nomenological model of the switching effect.1–3 To achieve
this goal, we apply an external magnetic field, which enab
us to trace in both space and time the evolution of the cur
channel.

In a previous paper4 we have shown that when a CG
film breaks down in a magnetic field, a curved track
formed by molten or crystallized material, reminiscent o
track in a Wilson cloud chamber. From the shape of t
track we have estimated the hypothetical particle veloc
which was found to be extremely high, but we did not a
vance any assumptions as to the possible nature of the t
Consequently, part of the objective of the present study i
ascertain the nature of the ‘‘track’’ and to explain its sha

In the investigation we have observed that the m
stages of breakdown of CGS thin films in a magnetic fi
coincide with the main stages of the switching effect. T
result has brought us to the conclusion that the switch
effect and our investigated breakdown are based on iden
processes.
9061063-7826/99/33(8)/5/$15.00
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The measurements were carried out on samples with
nar and coplanar~‘‘sandwich’’! electrode configurations
The distance between the planar electrodes was
2200mm, and the length of the electrodes was 70 mm. T
sandwich structures had an electrode area of 0.121.0 mm2.
The thickness of the CGS films was in the interval 123 mm.
Measurements performed on different CGS compositions
not exhibit any fundamental differences. The results giv
below are for As2SeTe2 films.

The experimental arrangement is shown schematicall
Fig. 1. A sample consisting of a glass substrate with a C
film 1! deposited on it and metal strip electrodes~2! was
placed in a magnetic field~3!. A pulsed voltage from an
oscillator ~4! was applied through a current-limiting resist
~5! between a pair of adjacent electrodes, one of which w
grounded. In a few cases experiments were performed
samples with coaxial annular electrodes. Approximately
same results were obtained here as for the strip electrod

The amplitude of the rectangular pulse applied to
sample was varied in the interval 5–50 V for the sandw

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement:~1–5! ex-
plained in text;~6–8! alternative paths of the observed tracks.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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907Semiconductors 33 (8), August 1999 É. N. Voronkov
structures and in the interval 100–800 V for the samples w
planar electrodes. The pulse duration was 1–3 ms, wit
leading edge of duration 0.121 ms. During the measure
ments the sample was placed in the gap of a magnet wit
induction of 2 T.

Figure 2 shows typical oscillograms of the voltage
the sample~upper graph! and the current through it~lower
graph! without ~a! and with ~b! a magnetic field. Severa
characteristic segments are discernible in the oscillogram
lag time, during which the voltage drop across the sam
and the current through it do not change; fast switching
with a sudden jump in the current and a simultaneous dro
the sample resistance by several orders of magnitude~break-
down or switching on!; the switched-on state. The part of th
oscillogram corresponding to the switched-on state cont
two segments exhibiting an additional~secondary! increase
in the sample conductivity after a certain time, with
jump in the conductivity. In the switched-on state for com
positions exhibiting a strong tendency to crystallize~e.g.,
Ge15Te84As4) the first of these segments corresponds to
storage time, i.e., if the pulse terminates before the onse
the secondary jump, the resistance of the sample rem
high; otherwise, it maintains a low resistance even after
voltage is removed.

The main stages of breakdown represented in Fig. 2
cur both for sandwich structures and for planar structu
even though the oscillograms can differ considerably for
dividual samples of the same kind. For example, the cur
in individual samples is observed to increase gradually in
intervals of the switched-off and switched-on states; mo
over, there is often only one segment in the switched
state.

A comparison of Figs. 2a and 2b shows that for the m
part a magnetic field does not alter the form of the osci
gram ~the storage time increases somewhat in the magn
field!, implying that the film breakdown mechanism in th
presence of a magnetic field is the same as without it. T
inference permits us to generalize the conclusions for bre
down in a magnetic field to the zero-field case.

Electrical breakdown in a magnetic field results in t
formation of a track channel, which is observable by virt
of burnout, melting, or crystallization of the material~de-
pending on the pulse power!. In zero field the track is linea
~track 6 in Fig. 1!, whereas in a magnetic field it curves~7!
and does not always join up with the electrodes~8!. This
result indicates that in a magnetic field the track does

FIG. 2. Oscillograms of the voltage~upper graph! and current~lower graph!
without ~a! and with ~b! a magnetic field.
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conform to the configuration of the current channel. The c
rent channel remains linear, but it moves between the e
trodes along the film. Its rate of displacement is proportio
to the current in the channel and could exceed 104 cm/s in
our experiments. The movement of the filament can
judged from the erosion of the electrodes in the regio
through which it passes. Rapid movement of the curr
channel along the film helps to cool it and eliminates t
possibility of thermal breakdown. An analysis of many ph
tographs has shown that a track which persists after bre
down is formed by a hot spot moving from the anode towa
the cathode.

Figure 3a shows a photograph of the initial segment
one of the tracks formed in a film after breakdown in a ma
netic field ~see track8 in Fig. 1!. It is evident from Fig. 3a
that a hot spot~flare-up! gradually evolves and, at the sam
time, moves toward the cathode~at an average rate of th
order of 100 cm/s! while concurrently moving together with
the current filament along the substrate. The velocity of
filament ~velocity of the hot spot along thex axis! can be
several times the velocity of the spot within the filament~in
the y direction.

When the hot spot actually attains the cathode, the e
trode burns up and, what is particularly intriguing, a track
the form of a crystallized filament propagates into a zo
where the electric field is zero~zoneB in Fig. 1!. A relevant
photograph, showing the directional propagation of the ex
tation over a great distance after the grounded electrod
given in Fig. 3b. Most likely the energy in this zone is tran
ported by an acoustic oscillatory process involving oscil
tions of a coherent nature, as confirmed by the absenc
divergence in the track.

The observed phenomena are nicely explained on
basis of the leader-streamer mechanism.5 In this case the lag
time ~Fig. 2! corresponds to the rise time of the space cha
of the tip of the streamer. It is important to understand t
this time ranges from a few microseconds to several m
seconds, depending on the pulse amplitude, and the tra
time of the streamer between the contacts does not ex
100 nm, whereas for the leader it can vary from a few m
croseconds to several milliseconds. The density of free
riers in the channel left in the wake of the leader is close
1018cm23, which is approximately the same as the unco
pensated charge density at the tip of the leader.

The newly formed streamer fills up the electron-ho
plasma channel almost instantaneously~switching-on time in
Fig. 2!, whereupon the hot tip of the leader~hot spot! begins
to form, and the tip begins to move slowly from the ano
toward the cathode. The electrons and holes generated in
vicinity of the leader tip are transported into the chann
making it highly conducting. The flare-up of the spot at t
anode corresponds to the formation of the leader tip, wh
consists of a charge double layer. It should be mentioned
the onset of the ‘‘hot spot’’ associated with the tip of th
leader is accompanied by radiation in the near infrared ran
which has previously6 been interpreted as a recombinatio
process in the switching effect.

The channel is heated by the movement of the hot s
associated with the leader tip. This effect is confirmed by
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FIG. 3. Photographs of the initial~a! and final~b! parts of a track after breakdown in a magnetic field.
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fact that melting, crystallization, and burnout take place o
in the region of the channel through which the tip of t
leader passes~Fig. 3a!. As the tip approaches the cathod
the space-charge region vanishes. In this case the pla
filled, conducting wake of the leader closes the conta
which corresponds to a small current jump in t
switched-on state. Since the track of the leader in mem
switches is filled with highly conducting crystallizing mat
rial, the low interelectrode resistance is preserved after
mination of the electrical pulse.

Since the current does not change or changes only
slightly after streamer breakdown~Fig. 2!, we can assume
that the velocity of the channel is approximately consta
and the observed features of the track are associated
variations of the leader velocity. The velocity is then a ma
mum in the stages of formation and decay of the leader ti
the direction toward the cathode. The velocity is appro
mately constant in the remaining time interval.

Figure 4 shows individual parts of the sample for t
y

,
a-

s,

ry

r-

ry

t,
ith
-
in
-

cases in which the movement of the leader tip leads to bu
out, as witnessed by the strip in the middle of the sample~a!,
and to melting of the CGS~b!. These photographs show th
despite the invariance of the average velocity of the lead
its tip pulsates, flaring up and dying out, i.e., ostensib
moves in spurts, as is especially visible in Fig. 4b. It is po
sible that the onset of a soliton-type acoustic excitation~Fig.
3b! with a wavelength of the order of 1023 cm is specifically
associated with the energy pulsation distinguished in
leader tip.

In conclusion, looking once again at the switching effe
in our opinion, it is based on the leader streamer mechan
which accounts quite well for all the known properties of th
effect. Discrepancies can be attributed to the fact that in
switching effect, as a rule, the short-channel condition ho
and the space-charge region can fill up the entire intere
trode space.

The sum-total of these considerations is indicative of
potential practicality of the switching effect in application
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FIG. 4. Photographs of parts of the samples exhibiting intermittent motion of the leader tip when the track is formed by burnout~a! and melting~b! of the
material.
r
t

-
e
o

for the construction of high-power solid-state plasma gene
tors. If short pulses are used, it is theoretically feasible
eliminate the filamentation stage,7 thereby affording the pos
sibility of building solid-state analogs of gas-discharge d
vices with good potential applications in the development
miniature pulse radiators.
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o
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Multiple bonds in hydrogen-free amorphous silicon
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The short-range-order structure and electron paramagnetic resonance of amorphous silicon
prepared by vacuum sublimation and by ion implantation are investigated. It is found that
amorphous silicon with atoms in thesp2 hybrid state is formed in the annealing of
evaporated silicon at 500 °C or in the irradiation of a silicon single crystal with neon at a dose
greater than or of the order of 1017cm22. In the latter case the amorphous material is
depthwise inhomogeneous and contains a layered structure consisting of silicon atoms with a
period of 5.16 Å. In each case an ESR signal with ag factor g.2.0048, which
corresponds to a dangling bond of a silicon atom in thesp2 state, is observed. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02408-4#
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INTRODUCTION

In studying the influence of annealing on the sho
range-order structure and properties of amorphous sili
prepared by the decomposition of silane in an rf glow d
charge, we have synthesized silicon with a nontetrahe
short-range-order structure. The new material, ca
silicyne,1,2 is amorphous. According to electron-diffractio
studies and ultrasoft x-ray spectroscopy data, it has a
coordination number~approximately 2!, a large valence
angle ~almost 180°!, and a shorter average interatomic d
tance ~2.1 Å! in comparison with crystalline silicon. In
our opinion, it is the silicon analog of carbyne and consi
mainly of linear chains of silicon atoms with multipl
bonds of the type (2Si[Si2Si[Si)n and (5Si5Si5Si
5Si5)n . The atomic chains, in turn, are bonded together
van der Waals forces or bridges of ordinary covalent bon
In the formation of silicyne a major role is played by hydr
gen, whose concentration in the as-prepared silicon films
attained 12–40 at. %.

The objective of the present study is to investigate
influence of annealing on the structural transformations
properties of hydrogen-free amorphous silicon (a-Si).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The initial amorphous films were prepared mainly by t
vacuum sublimation of silicon3 and by the irradiation of
crystalline silicon with inert gas ions.

For the structural measurements silicon films of thic
ness 70–80 nm were deposited on a freshly cleaved chip
NaCl crystal. The deposition rate did not exceed 0.3 nm
The temperature of the substrate was 250 °C. The resu
amorphous silicon had an almost-tetrahedral structure.

Crystalline silicon, mark BKD-1000, was irradiated wi
neon ions of energy up to 80 keV at doses ranging fr
631014 ions/cm2 to 231017 ions/cm2 at room temperature
In every case the ion current density did not exce
10mA/cm2.
9111063-7826/99/33(8)/4/$15.00
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Transmission electron diffraction patterns from t
evaporated films were recorded by means of an E´MR-102
recording electron diffraction camera. Conversion from el
tron scattering intensity to the radial distribution function
the electron density was achieved by the conventional F
rier transform technique4 and by optimization of the infor-
mation functional.5 The short-range order parameter was c
culated from the areas and positions of the radial distribut
function by a procedure similar to that in Ref. 6. In the ca
of films prepared by ion implantation the electron diffractio
patterns were recorded in reflection by means of an E´G-
100M electron diffraction camera. The structure was chec
after each successive etching of silicon layers having a th
ness of the order of 120 Å.

The first derivatives of the electron spin resonance
sorption line were recorded on a three-centimeter homod
spectrometer. The magnetic scan was calibrated by recor
the third and fourth lines of the Mn11 spectrum in MgO
powder, which are separated from each other by 85.5 G.
g factor of the paramagnetic centers was measured rela
to the resonance absorption of a KCl standard w
g52.0028. The density, linewidth, andg factor of the para-
magnetic centers in relative measurements were determ
within error limits of 8%, 0.1 G, and 0.0002, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows how the electron scattering intensity v
ies in films prepared by the vacuum sublimation of silicon
the anneal temperature is varied. It is evident that recrys
lization does not begin until the anneal temperature atta
700 °C. At lower temperatures the films remain amorpho
but structural transformation takes place. This process ca
visualized more intuitively from Table I, which shows th
results of calculations of the short-range-order structure
the films. As in the case ofa-Si:H ~Ref. 1!, a significant
change in the short-range-order structure of the still am
phous material is observed at an anneal temperatureTa

5500 °C. At this temperature the first coordination numb
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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k1 decreases from 3.860.2 to 2.860.2, and the interatomic
distancer 1 decreases to 2.1560.04 Å. The valence angle
however, undergoes a notably smaller change than ina-Si:H
films: w5(13266)°. Even though the variations of all th
short-range order parameters are less pronounced tha
hydrogenated silicon, they cannot be written off as exp
mental error. Measurements of the structure of evapora
hydrogen-free, amorphous silicon films prepared by electr
beam evaporation and ion-plasma sputtering reveal the
sence of any appreciable variations of the parameters o
first coordination sphere in annealing up to the partial recr
tallization temperature.

As in Ref. 1, these data on the variation of the sho
range-order structure ofa-Si can be attributed to the forma
tion of silicon multiple bonds during annealing. Howeve
the structure of the molecules will necessarily differ. W
have calculated possible stable nontetrahedral silicon st
tures by the nonempirical restricted Hartree-Fock method
basis 6-311G(d) @RHF/6-311G(d)# with the correlation en-
ergy taken into account by second-order Mo” ller-Plesset per-
turbation theory@MP2/6-311G(d)#. The geometry was op
timized by the gradient method. The stationary points of
surface potential energy were characterized by calcula
the vibrational frequencies. We have confined the pres
study to clusters of atoms existing only in the singlet s
state. All the calculations have been carried out by mean
PC Games-4.5.1 software.7 We used silicon chain structure
as the basic cluster models. The chain length was va
from 2 to 12 silicon atoms. Our calculations have sho
that, in addition to a tetrahedral structure, silicon can fo
stable chained cluster structures. The stationary point de

FIG. 1. Angular dependence of the electron scattering intensity fora-Si
annealed at:~1! room temperature;~2! 500 °C; ~2! 700 °C.

TABLE I. Short-range-order parameters of amorphous silicon prepare
vacuum sublimation before and after annealing at temperatureTa .

Ta , °C k1 r 1 , Å w, deg

No anneal 3.8 2.33 111
450 3.6 2.31 115
500 2.8 2.15 136
600 2.8 2.18 132
for
i-
d,

n-
b-
he
-

-

c-
in

e
g
nt

of

d
n

r-

mined by us is a local minimum in the case of full optim
zation. The resulting data are further corroborated by
vibrational frequency calculations. The silicon atoms in su
structures are situated in one plane, but not in one stra
line. The distance between these local and global — co
sponding to a tetrahedral configuration of atoms — ene
minima of different forms of clusters is of the order o
20 kcal/atom. The optimized angles between silicon ato
are varied in the range from 115° to 127°.

It is also interesting to note that each silicon atom
these clusters has a double bond, but the total order of
bonds per silicon atom is only three. We can therefore
sume that each silicon atom in a real amorphous silicon fi
can utilize its free valence to form a bond with another ch
and thus promote the formation of a three-dimensional d
ordered network. The silicon atoms in this case exist in
sp2 hybrid state and have ordinary and double bonds w
lengths of 2.29 Å and 2.11 Å, respectively. We see that
calculated bond lengths and valence angles are in g
agreement with the results of the structural measuremen
is entirely admissible that some of the silicon atoms can
left with a single unused bond. But then the correspond
material will have to have a high density of unpaired spin

Figure 2 shows the results of ESR measurements ofa-Si
films prepared by the vacuum sublimation of silicon. T
as-prepareda-Si films had a density of unpaired spinsNs

57.531018cm23. The measured ESR line with ag factor of
2.0055 corresponds to a dangling bond in tetrahedral am
phous silicon. The density of paramagnetic centers decre
as anneal temperature is raised. However, in the rang
anneal temperatures 5002600 °C an increase inNs , which

y

FIG. 2. Influence of annealing on the density of paramagnetic centersNs ,
the g factor, and the linewidthDHpp of amorphous silicon evaporated b
vacuum sublimation.
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is accompanied by a decrease in theg factor and the line-
width DHpp , is observed. It is reasonable to assume tha
these temperatures the observed reverse anneal stage is
ciated with structural transformation of the amorphous se
conductor and the generation of paramagnetic centers. S
the paramagnetic resonance line has a differentg factor and a
different linewidth, we are encountering a new paramagn
center. In our opinion, the role of this new center can
identified exclusively with the same dangling bond of t
silicon atom, but now existing in ansp2 hybrid state. The
influence of the short-range-order parameters on theg factor
of defects in amorphous semiconductors has been report
a theoretical study.8 Similar experimental data had been o
tained in earlier work.9–11 In contrast with our work, in Ref.
9 the increase inNs at temperaturesTa55002600 °C was
not accompanied by a variation of theg factor or the line-
width DHpp . It is entirely conceivable that the authors
Ref. 9 were unable to observe the variations of these par
eters of the ESR line on account of a relatively large erro
their experiments. In particular, the authors themselves
marked that the error of determination of theg factor attained
values of 0.0005.

The reverse annealing effect has been observed10,11 in
a-Si prepared by ion implantation. In this case both an
crease inNs and a decrease in theg factor was noted, along
with an increase in the linewidth. The authors of Ref.
assumed that centers with ag factor of 2.0046, which they
calledC8 centers, exist in addition to paramagnetic cent
with a g factor of 2.0055 (VV centers! in silicon irradiated
with gaseous impurities. They postulated that theC8 centers
are situated on the inner surface of inert gas bubbles, w
can be formed both during implantation and during anne
ing of the implanted silicon. The breakup of the bubbles
high anneal temperatures is responsible for the onset of
reverse annealing effect. Finally, in Ref. 11 we have
vanced the hypothesis that the increase inNs in reverse an-
nealing is not associated with the generation ofVV centers,
but with the breakdown of magnetic ordering in amorpho
silicon as the density of paramagnetic centers decrease
the whole. As in Ref. 10, the postanneal properties and
havior of this kind of silicon are significantly influenced b
the high concentration of injected gas. Thus, the author
Refs. 10 and 11 concur as to the important role of the in
gas in the formation of amorphous silicon by ion implan
tion, but they submit different explanations for the behav
of such a material during annealing. In the present study
have taken yet another look at this problem and, to gain m
insight into the processes involved in the implantation
inert gas ions in silicon, we have investigated the structur
amorphous silicon prepared in this way.

It is generally known that silicon layers obtained wi
irradiation doses not too far above the amorphization le
are amorphized over their entire depth. At ultrahigh impla
tation doses greater than or of the order of 1017cm22 the
amorphous layer becomes depthwise inhomogeneous,
traces of crystallinity appear in the interior of the irradiat
layer ~see Fig. 3!. The given electron diffraction pattern wa
at
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recorded from the surface of a sample after a layer of thi
ness of the order of 200 Å had been peeled from it. Acco
ing to data in Ref. 10, this is precisely the depth at whichC8
centers are found, whereas according to our data,11 there is a
layer with ferromagnetic spin ordering. The character of
point reflections occurring periodically along one line su
gests that the observed diffraction originates from pla
situated parallel to one another with a period of 5.16 Å. W
see that the period differs from the lattice constant of cr
talline Si (a55.43 Å). In-plane ordering does not exist. I
Ref. 11 we have postulated that layered compounds of
SixNey type are formed. They are planar structures similar
graphite intercalates, in which inert gas atoms fill the vo
between silicon planes. The silicon atoms no longer h
four, but three silicon neighbors, and the type of hybridiz
tion of the valence electrons changes fromsp3 to sp2. Van
der Waals forces act between planes consisting of neon
silicon atoms. Some of the silicon atoms, however, have
used bonds. According to ESR data, such a layered struc
has paramagnetic centers whose concentration attains a
of the order of 1021cm23. The measurements have been c
ried out at room temperature. The ESR line has ag factor
equal to 2.0047 and a linewidthDHpp514 G. Our ESR data
are in good agreement with the parameters of theC8-
center,10 but structural measurements indicate that this pa
magnetic center is more consistent with a dangling bond
silicon atom existing in ansp2 hybrid state. This conclusion
is further supported by our experiments on the annealing
evaporated amorphous silicon films. Such material does

FIG. 3. Electron diffraction pattern in reflection after etch-peeling of 200
from the surface of silicon irradiated with Ne1 ions at a dose of 2
31017 cm22 and an ion energy of 40 keV.
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contain inert gas atoms, and the good agreement~within the
measurement error limits! of the g factors of the ESR lines
leads to the assumption that both cases involve the s
paramagnetic center. The appreciable difference in the l
widths of the ESR signals is associated with exchange bro
ening of the line at a high density of these centers in
implanted silicon.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, when hydrogen-free amorphous silicon
annealed at temperatures of 5002600 °C, a structural trans
formation is observed, creating a disordered network of s
con atoms in thesp2 hybrid state. This situation correspond
to a high density of dangling bonds and plasticity of am
phous silicon at such temperatures.12 A structure consisting
of alternating layers of silicon and neon atoms arises
amorphous silicon prepared by the implantation of an ul
high dose of inert gas ions. The atoms in the silicon pla
are randomly distributed, but exhibitsp2 hybridization of the
valence electrons.

We wish to thank V. V. Karzanov and A. G. Razuva
for assisting with the EPR measurements and quant
chemical calculations.
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Current-voltage characteristics of Si:As blocked impurity band photodetectors
with hopping conductivity „BIB-II …
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The current-voltage characteristics of Si:As blocked impurity band~BIB! structures are
investigated. The behavior of the dark current in the temperature range 4.2–25 K and in the
range of bias voltages23 to 13 V is analyzed. It is shown that the main features of theI –V
characteristics are governed by the thermal-field injection of charge carriers from the
contacts to the BIB structure. The details of theI –V characteristics for bias voltages of both
polarities are attributed to generation-recombination processes between the conduction
band and the impurity band of theN1 photoconductive layer. It is established that the blocking
layer can accumulate charge of both signs, influencing the formation of the darkI –V
characteristics. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02508-9#
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INTRODUCTION

The behavior of the dark current in a blocked impur
band~BIB! structure is discussed in Refs. 1–3. However,
experimental data given in these papers are inadequate
drawing straightforward conclusions as to the preval
mechanisms underlying the evolution of the dark conduc
ity. To bridge this gap, we have performed systematic da
current measurements in Si:As BIB structures.4

The resulting experimental data show that the princi
features of the current-voltage~I –V! characteristics are gov
erned by contact injection, as postulated in an earlier pap1

However, while the injection model discussed in that pa
gives a correct determination of the threshold voltage
injection from the contact, it fails to predict either the fie
dependence or the temperature dependence of the cu
The condition stated in Ref. 1, that the electric field is zero
the injection contact, leads to an infinite density of inject
electrons, which is not a physically tenable result. Con
quently, the mechanisms of contact injection in a BIB stru
ture remains an open question.

We have established the existence of characteristic k
in the I –V characteristics of the structures and have pos
lated that generation-recombination processes between
principal band~the conduction band in our case! and the
impurity band play a principal role in their formation. Th
role of these processes has been noted previously for s
tures of theN112N12N11 type.5 In BIB structures these
processes act in conjunction with hopping conduct
through the impurity band to produce the particular featu
of the I –V characteristics for both polarities of the bias vo
age.

Finally, under certain conditions both a negative cha
and a positive charge can accumulate in the blocking laye
a BIB structure, where hopping conduction is stopped a
result of the low concentration of the principal dopant~ar-
9151063-7826/99/33(8)/5/$15.00
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senic in our case!. These processes also influence the beh
ior of the I –V characteristics and are discussed below.

1. POTENTIAL BARRIERS IN THE BIB STRUCTURE

It has been shown4 that for both polarities the current i
mainly an exponential function of the bias voltage, where
negative biases this dependence begins to appear in fi
E,102 V/cm. It leads to the assumption that the current
the BIB structure is governed by contact injection. For th
reason the nature of the potential barriers at the contacts
their dependence on the bias voltage and temperature
decisive in regard to the subject of carrier injection.

We now consider the contact zones in greater det
Figure 1 shows diagrams of the characteristics of the c
tacts to theN1 and I layers of a Si:As BIB structure. The
contacts are formed by diffusion phosphorous doping of
surface of theI layer and by means of an epitaxial ‘‘block
aded’’ contact of the Si:AsN11 layer to theN1 photocon-
ductive layer~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 4!. The impurity concentra-
tion in these contacts is greater than the requi
concentration for the Mott transition.6 Such contacts are cus
tomarily referred to as ohmic contacts, because at temp
tures above the transition temperature to hopping cond
tion, Th , they render the current linear with respect
the field as electrons move through the principal conduct
band. The contacts convert to the injection type as
temperature is lowered, producing superlinear characte
tics; this phenomenon has been established previously
P112I 2N11 diodes.7

An analysis of the temperature and field dependence
the current has shown7 that the principal mechanism b
which electrons pass through the barrier in theN112I con-
tacts in the temperature interval 10225 K is the Richardson
emission of electrons from theN11 contact in theI layer
through the barrier, which is lowered by the applied volta
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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916 Semiconductors 33 (8), August 1999 Esaev et al.
2. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTIC FOR A
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE BIAS

To investigate theI –V characteristics, in addition to th
BIB structures we prepared ‘‘resistor’’N112N12N11

structures from the BIB type by etching the blockingI layer
and fabricating a diffusionN11 layer to theN1 layer under
the same conditions as to theI layer of the BIB structure.
Figures 2 and 3 showI –V characteristics and temperatu
curves of the currentI for the N112N12N11 structure.
Clearly, theI –V characteristics are symmetric and up to
voltageV51 V are almost exponential:

I}exp~2«a /kT!exp~qlE/kT!,

whereE5V/ l , V is the bias voltage,l is the thickness of the
N1 layer, andq is the electron charge. The temperature d
pendence of the current indicates that at temperatures a
Th518 K the conduction of band electrons excited from t

FIG. 1. Distribution of the dopant concentration:~a! in a diffusion contact to
the blocking layer;~b! in an epitaxial ‘‘blockaded’’ contact to the photocon
ductive layer;~c! diagram of the formation of the potential barrier for in
jected electrons in theN112I and N112N1 contacts. HereD0 is the
electron level at an isolated neutral As atom in Si,D2 is the electron level
at an isolated, negatively biased As atom in Si;d is the thickness of the
region of variable concentration, which is bounded on the left by the c
centration for the Mott transition.
-
ve

impurity level is predominant. AtT,Th hopping conductiv-
ity prevails because of holes ejected into the peak of
density of states of neutral donors. The activation energ
«a58.3 meV, which is close to its theoretical value«3

50.99q2Nd
1/3/x58 meV ~x is the dielectric permittivity of

silicon!. The hopping distance determined from theI –V
curve is close toLh>200 Å, which corresponds to the ave
age distance between donors in the density-of-states pe

-

FIG. 2. The current-voltage characteristics of anN112N12N11 struc-
ture. The area isS53403500mm2. ~1–5! Forward branches;~6! reverse
branch. Temperature:~1! T54.2 K; ~2! 5.7 K; ~3! 8 K; ~4, 6! 9.6 K; ~5!
13 K.

FIG. 3. Current versus temperature in:~2! a BIB structure; ~1! an
N112N12N11 structure made from it. AreaS53403500mm2; bias
voltage 0.4 V.
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In a negatively biased BIB structure holes flow throu
the impurity band of theN1 layer to the interface with theI
layer, and the entire bias voltage is across the blocking la
When a current appears in the structure after an increas
the voltage, it can only be associated with electrons injec
through the barrier~Fig. 1c! into the conduction band, be
cause an impurity band does not exist in theI layer.

Figure 4 shows theI –V characteristic of a BIB structure
for V,0. In the initial interval the current depends expone
tially on the voltage and the temperature, and can be
scribed by the relation

I ~V,T!5I 0 exp@2~wm2qVd/W!/kT#,

wherewm530 meV,W55 mm, andd5831026 cm. Here
wm is the height of the contact barrier,W is the thickness of
the I layer, d is the thickness of the transition contact zo
between theI layer and theN11 layer. These results ar
consistent with those of Ref. 7 and deviate from the conc
sions of Ref. 5 as to the tunneling character of the inject
current in anN112N contact ~Si:As! at a temperature
of 10 K.

As the injected electrons reach the interface of theI and
N1 layers, they enter the region of As1 ions. The As1 elec-
tron capture cross section in silicon, determined from
recombination coefficientB52.231026 cm3

•s21 at T55.5
K and E5100 V/cm, is s510211cm2 ~Ref. 8!. For this
value ofs and the surface concentration of As1 at the level
NAs

1 5108 cm22 ~at V50.1 V andW55 mm! a large fraction
of the electrons passes through the charged layer with
being captured. The fraction of the electron current tra
formed by capture at this interface into hole current throu
the impurity band is only 102321022.

In addition to the capture of electrons at the interface
the I andN1 layers, capture also takes place in the entireN1

layer, where the density of As1 atoms is equal to the densit
of acceptors. The fraction of the injection electron curre

FIG. 4. Current-voltage characteristic of a negatively biased BIB struc
at a temperatureT59 K. Area S56503650mm2. Inset: I –V characteris-
tics in the low-voltage range at:~1! T55.6 K; ~2! 9 K; ~3! 13 K; ~4! 14.7 K.
The coordinate axes are the same as in the main figure.
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that can transform in this region into hole current through
impurity band ish5@12exp(2NAs

1 Ls)#>0.3, whereNAs
1

5231013cm23, and the thickness of theN1 layer is L
520mm, i.e., the fraction can be large. The latter proce
can be limited by the rate of transition of holes from co
ducting states in the peak of the density of states of neu
donors —g(«) — into states of donors nearest to accept
— g1(«) — and second charged donors near the first co
plexes —g2(«) ~the notation corresponds to Ref. 9!. We can
therefore expect the hole current through the impurity ba
in the kink region to be from 1022 to 1 times the injection
current.

As long as the recombination current is small in co
parison with the maximum possible hole current through
impurity band, the charge at theI 2N1 interface does not
change, and a current that depends exponentially on the
voltage is observed. However, as the injection current
creases exponentially, the recombination current also
creases exponentially. When it approaches the maxim
possible current that can pass through the impurity band

I 5I 0 exp~2«a /kT! exp~qlE/kT!,

the surface charge begins to decrease. HereI 05qmNaES, m
is the effective hole conductivity through the impurity ban
of As in Si, estimated for the given doping level asmp

51 cm2/(V•s) ~Ref. 10!, andS is the area of the BIB struc
ture. The reduction of the charge causes the voltage to
redistributed between the space-charge regionW and the to-
tal thickness of theN1 layerL and equalizes the electric fiel
in the structure.

After the kink region theI –V characteristic enters a sec
ond exponential interval. Here the current is again given
the above relation, but now withW replaced by the tota
thickness of the BIB structure (W1L).

3. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTIC FOR A POSITIVE
BIAS

For a positive bias lower than the contact injecti
voltage1 the field does not penetrate to the interface of
N1 and N11 layers, and there is no injection current fro
the blockadedN11 contact. A range of biases extendin
from several tenths of a volt to several volts~depending on
the configuration and parameters of the BIB structure! is ob-
served. Here the current is less than 10215 A ~Fig. 5!. When
a certain bias lower than the contact injection voltage is
tained, there emerges a current that depends exponential
the bias voltage and the temperature. This current then
gins to be limited, and theI –V characteristic acquires a kink
The temperature dependence of the current in the inte
where it flattens out corresponds to the dependence in
N112N12N11 structure. Since the current in structures
this kind for V,1 V andT,18 K is governed by the hop
ping conductivity through the impurity band, it is natural
assume that the current in the vicinity of the kink will also
limited by the hopping conduction current through the imp
rity band. The carriers move through the impurity band to
interface of theN1 and I layers, and then electrons transf
into the conduction band by one of the thermal-fie

e
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ionization mechanisms. The low accuracy of theI –V
characteristics in this zone makes it impossible to cho
between the Poole–Frenkel mechanism and thermally fa
tated electron tunneling from the donor into the conduct
band, but the estimation of the observed quantities admits
proposed explanation.

The current in the hopping conduction region for a po
tive bias is lower than the corresponding negative-bias c
rent. The difference between the two currents in the vicin
of the kink for opposite bias polarities in a BIB structure a
the deviation of these currents from the corresponding c
rent in anN112N12N11 structure are attributable to th
fact that the current through the impurity band flows in
uniform field E5V/L in the ‘‘resistor’’ structure. In a BIB
structure with either polarity the electric field in theN1 layer
varies fromE5V/(W1L) to the minimum value ofE. In a
BIB structure, therefore, the current through the impuri
while preserving the temperature dependence of the hop
conductivity of theN1 layer, has a lower value, which i
controlled by the minimum-field part of theN1 layer.

With a further increase in the bias, an exponential
pendence of the current on the voltage is again observe
has been suggested11,12 that the I –V characteristic in this
field range is controlled by impact ionization of the impuri
band of theN1 photoconductive layer. However, the paral
shift of the I –V characteristics in this region, exhibiting a
exceedingly strong temperature dependence of the cur
cannot be explained in the impact ionization model eithe
regard to the reduction of the current as the temperatur
lowered or in regard to the parallel shift of theI –V charac-
teristics toward diminishing the bias voltage. Our propos
explanation is as follows.

The increase in the current with the bias voltage in t
region is induced by injection from a ‘‘blockaded’’N11

contact and is controlled by the same mechanism as injec

FIG. 5. Current-voltage characteristic of a positively biased BIB structur
temperatures:~1! T54.2 K; ~2! 5.6 K; ~3! 7.4 K; ~4! 11.6 K.
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from an N11 contact into theI layer for a negative bias
Electrons entering theI layer are captured by As1 ions, caus-
ing the negative charge to increase and, naturally, inducin
parallel shift of theI –V characteristics toward increasing th
voltage. The limiting shift of theI –V characteristics is de
termined by the density of acceptors and the thickness of
I layer and for the investigated samples is approximat
1 V, which agrees with the observedI –V characteristics.

This explanation is confirmed in experiment when t
temperature is further decreased to 5.6 K and 4.2 K. I
evident that when the temperature is lowered to 5.6 K
lower, the shift of theI –V characteristics changes sign. Th
behavior can be logically explained if we allow for the fa
that after all the As1 centers have been filled with electron
a further decrease in the temperature and increase in the
age must be accompanied by the onset of cumulative ion
tion of neutral donor centers in theI layer; i.e., a positive
charge sets in. The change of sign of the charge is a trig
type effect due to the positive feedback of the charge w
the contact injection current, as is in fact observed in exp
ment. Switching from high to low voltages takes place as
I –V characteristics vary during successive lowering of
temperature. If the measurements are initiated at the t
peratureT54.2 K, then when the temperature is raised
T57.4 K, switching to higher voltages takes place, and
injection voltage then decreases as the temperature incre
A similar parallel shift of theI –V characteristics toward
lower bias voltages has been observed previously5 in mea-
surements of theI –V characteristics at 4.2 K on silicon re
sistors with anN112N12N11 structure. In this paper, in
contrast with our own investigations, a spin generator wit
linear rise and decay of the voltage was used. This resulte
the formation of a hysteresis loop in theI –V characteristics.
We have used a step-voltage generator with an adjust
time of application of the bias to the sample and a cons
manual bias. In both cases the voltage only increased f
zero to the maximum value~dictated by the maximum cur
rent!, so that only part of the hysteresis loop was recorde

The variation of the charge on As atoms in theI layer
due to the capture of electrons from the conduction band
the resulting modulation of the injection current also acco
for the high current-power sensitivity of highly biased BI
photodetectors.13

CONCLUSIONS

The reported investigation has made it possible for
first time to establish the role of all the elements of a B
structure in the formation of its current-voltage characte
tic.

1. The contactN11 regions together with the asymmetr
of the structure form the main exponential dependence of
current on the bias voltage.

2. The kink regions on theI –V characteristics for nega
tive and positive bias voltage and the onset of current a
the blocking region~for a positive bias! are associated with
generation-recombination processes between the impu
band and the conduction band of theN1 photoconductive
layer.
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3. The behavior of theI –V characteristics in the high
current range for a positive bias can be attributed to the
cumulation of negative or positive charge in the blockingI
layer of the BIB structure.

* !E-mail: esaev@thermo.isp.nsc.ru
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Gadolinium-doped InGaAsSb solid solutions on an InAs substrate for light-emitting
diodes operating in the spectral interval l5325 mm

N. V. Zotova, S. A. Karandashev, B. A. Matveev, M. A. Remenny , N. M. Stus’,
and G. N. Talalakin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted December 2, 1998; accepted for publication December 8, 1998!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 1010–1013~August 1999!

The influence of a gadolinium impurity on the electrical and luminescence characteristics of
epitaxial structures made from narrow-gapn-InGaAsSb solid solutions grown by liquid-phase
epitaxy on InAs substrates is investigated. The addition of gadolinium to the flux solution
in the interval of concentrations 0,XGd

l <0.14 at. % has the effect of lowering the density of
electrons in the InGaAsSb layers from (326)31016cm23 to (728)31015cm23 and
increasing the carrier mobility from 32 000 cm2/(V•s) to 61 500 cm2/(V•s) (T577 K). Also
observed are a decrease in the half-width of the photoluminescence spectra from 25 meV to
12 meV and as much as a tenfold increase in their intensity (T577 K). The electroluminescence
intensity of LEDs fabricated from gadolinium-dopedn-InGaAsSb/p-InAs epitaxial structures
(T5300 K) increases approximately a factor of 2 relative to the undoped samples.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02608-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The capabilities of liquid-phase epitaxy~LPE! technol-
ogy in application to the fabrication of efficient optoele
tronic devices, including those based on III–V solid so
tions, are often known to be limited by the presence
residual silicon, carbon, and oxygen impurities in the m
Of special interest in this regard are papers in which poss
avenues are offered for the purification of semiconductor m
terials doped with rare-earth elements Yb, Gd, Sc, S
etc.1–7

The objective of the present study is to prepare and
vestigate the electrical and luminescent properties of narr
gap solid solutionsn-In12xGaxAs12ySby and light-emitting
diodes ~LEDs! utilizing them, grown by LPE from the
gadolinium-doped flux melt on the basis of these solid so
tions and emitting in the spectral intervall5325 mm (T
5300 K).

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The samples were epitaxial layers of the solid solut
n-In12xGaxAs12ySby of thicknessd510220mm grown by
LPE at a temperatureT56352654 °C from: a! the undoped
liquid phase; b! from the Gd-doped solution in the range
concentrations 0,XGd

l <0.14 at. %. The substrates we
single-crystaln-InAs andp-InAs wafers of industrial purity
with a carrier densityn,p(77 K)5(123)31016cm23, mo-
bility Un(77 K)5(425)3104 cm2/(V•s), and Up(77 K)
5(0.721.0)3103 cm2/(V•s), and a dislocation density o
53103213104 cm2. According to an interpolative estimat
using data on the composition of the layers, the lattice p
ods of the epitaxial films and the InAs substrate are w
9201063-7826/99/33(8)/4/$15.00
-
f

t.
le
-
,

-
-

-

n

i-
ll

matched~see Table I!. Then-InGaAsSb epitaxial layers ha
a sufficiently perfect morphology@planarity, high-quality
surface and~110! cleavage plane# with a dislocation density
of 1042105 cm22, with no abrupt increase in the dislocatio
density observed up toXGd

l 50.14 at. %.
The electrical parameters of then-InGaAsSb epitaxial

films grown onp-InAs substrates were measured on rect
gular samples with six indium contacts by the standard
procedure in a magnetic field of 4.9 kOe atT577 K. The
carrier density (n77) and mobility (U77) were calculated
from the results of measurements of the electrical conduc
ity (s) and the Hall coefficient (R).

The photoluminescence spectra (T577 K) were mea-
sured in a reflection geometry~radiation excited and
recorded from the surface of then-InGaAsSb layer!. The
excitation source was an LPI-14 semiconductor la
(l50.8mm, Ppls;50 W).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electrical parameters of the investigated samples
shown in Table II. The measurement results show that
density of free carriersn77 decreases as the Gd content in t
flux melt is increased in the interval 0,XGd

l <0.14 at. % in
n-InGaAsSb epitaxial layers. The most abrupt decrease, f
n775(326)31016cm23 to n775131016cm23, is observed
in the interval 0,XGd

l <0.005 at. %. When the Gd content i
the flux solution is further increased toXGd

l 50.14 at. %, the
n775 f (XGd

l ) curve in Fig. 1 reaches saturation, attaini
values n775(728)31015cm23. Concurrently, at XGd

l

>0.005 at. % the electron mobility (U77) increases 1.5
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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21.8-fold relative to the mobility in the undoped sample
attaining a value U77561 500 cm2/(V•s) at n7751.3
31016cm23 ~Fig. 1!

Using the results of the Hall measurements and ass
ing that the carrier mobility is mainly determined by scatt
ing at optical phonons and impurity ions, we have calcula
the densities of impurity ions (N1), donors (ND), and accep-
tors (NA) and the degree of compensationK5NA /ND .

An analysis of the results shows that the densities
impurity ions ~both NA andND) decrease significantly with
increase in the Gd content in the flux solution, attaini
minimum valuesND5(122)31016cm23 and NA5(325)
31015cm23 at XGd

l 50.00420.005 at. % ~Fig. 2!. With a
further increase inXGd

l to 0.14 at. %, the densityND scarcely
changes at all, whileNA and N1 increase somewhat atXGd

l

50.00520.013 at. % and reach saturation under doping c
ditions XGd

l 50.0120.14 at. %.
The decrease in the donor density as the Gd conten

the liquid phase is increased can be attributed to a decr
in the background impurity concentration of group-VI el
ments due to their interaction with the gadolinium and
formation of high-melting compounds.3 On the other hand
the saturation of theNd5 f (XGd

l ) curve implies that the
InGaAsSb solid solution film contains another species of
purity at the level of 1.531015cm23, which does not ente
into interaction with the gadolinium.

This kind of dependence of the densityNA on the gado-
linium content in the liquid phase attests to the comp
nature of the interaction of Gd with uncontrollable impu
ties. In particular, the increase ofNA at XGd

l 50.005 at. % can
be attributed to the acquisition of acceptor properties by
Gd itself ~an effect similar to that observed in Ref. 4 fo
GaAs ^Sc&) or by compounds formed with Gd, or it can b
identified with the decomposition of acceptor-binding co
plexes. The latter process could probably occur atXGd

l

TABLE I.

XGd
l , Solid solution ā,

No. at. % composition Å dā

H23-2 0.0022 In0.935Ga0.065As0.94Sb0.06 6.057 21.631024

HN-4 0.0030 In0.951Ga0.049As0.946Sb0.054 6.061 14.931024

H18-2 0.022 In0.93Ga0.07As0.939Sb0.061 6.054 24.931024
,

-
-
d

f

-

in
se

e

-

x

e

-

.0.005 at. %, when the above-postulated processes beg
prevail over the basic extractive influence of Gd.

We can infer from the foregoing analysis of the Ha
measurement results that the total density of charge car
effectively decreases as Gd is added up to the levelXGd

l

50.005 at. %, owing to a decrease in the background de
ties of both donors and acceptors. A further reduction in
carrier density with the addition of Gd above 0.005% is d
to an increase in the degree of impurity compensat
K5NA /ND .

Figure 3 shows typical photoluminescence spectra of
samples. Their short-wavelength and long-wavelength p
and the half-width are similar to the characteristics of t
spectrum of a homogeneous perfect crystal, for exam
InAs. Only the photoluminescence edge line is observed
doped and undoped heterostructures. The position of
spectral maximumhnm as a function of the doping leve
varies in the intervalhnm53972405 meV. At a density
n775831015cm23 the position of the Fermi level in the
n-InGaAsSb layer coincides with the bottom of the condu
tion band, so thathnm corresponds to band-to-band optic
transitions. Consequently, the minimum valuehnm

5397 meV obtained from the photoluminescence spec
within error limits 1/2 kT, can be regarded as correspond
to the width of the band gap of the investigated solid solut
In0.935Ga0.065As0.94Sb0.06. The increase ofhnm to hnm

FIG. 1. Dependence of the carrier densityn and mobility U on the gado-
linium contentXGd

l in the flux solution (T577 K).
0
5
2
3
5
1
4
0
8
2

TABLE II.

XGd
l , n•10216, U, N1•10216 ND•10216, NA•10216,

No. at. % cm23 cm2/(V•s) cm23 cm23 cm23 K

H7-1 0 4.5 32000 6.81 5.66 1.15 0.2
H22-1 0 3.6 40000 4.85 4.23 0.62 0.1
H7-2 0.0017 2.9 40400 4.54 3.72 0.82 0.2
H4-3 0.0037 1.5 52000 2.45 1.98 0.47 0.2
H7-3 0.0042 0.81 50000 2.14 1.48 0.66 0.4
H22-3 0.0051 1.3 61500 2.0 1.65 0.35 0.2
H22-4 0.0074 1.6 52000 2.62 2.11 0.51 0.2
H22-5 0.0160 0.8 44000 2.70 1.8 0.9 0.5
H22-6 0.030 0.69 38000 2.57 1.63 0.94 0.5
H21-6 0.140 0.69 33000 3.0 1.85 1.15 0.6
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5405 meV is caused by a change in the position of the Fe
level in the conduction band due to an increase in the den
of majority carriers in the investigated samples.

The measurements show that as the Gd content is
creased, the photoluminescence intensity is observed to
crease, attaining a maximum at a concentrationXGd

l 50.004
20.005 at. %. In the corresponding series of samplesI 0 is
interpreted as the photoluminescence intensity of con
samples grown under the same conditions but not doped
Gd. To illustrate the dependence (I /I 0)5 f (XGd

l ), Fig. 4
shows curves for samples grown onn-InAs substrates~1!
and for samples of the standard H22 series grown onp-InAs
substrates~2!. It is evident from Fig. 4 that an increase in th
concentration toXGd

l 50.016 at. % is accompanied by a d
crease in the radiation intensity, probably due to elevation
the role of nonradiative channels in the recombination p
cesses, owing to an increase in the acceptor density (NA) and
the degree of compensation (K5NA /ND).

As the gadolinium content is increased, the half-width
the photoluminescence spectraDhn0.5 decreases by a facto

FIG. 2. Dependence of the densitiesND , NA , andN1 on the gadolinium
content in the flux solution (T577 K).

FIG. 3. A! Photoluminescence spectra (T577 K) of n-InGaAsSb:~1! XGd
l

50; ~2! XGd
l 50.005 at. %.B! Electroluminescence spectra (T5300 K) of

n-InGaAsSb/p-InAs: ~1! XGd
l 50; ~2! XGd

l 50.005 at. %.
i
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in-
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of 1.321.8 ~see the inset in Fig. 4!, saturating at a concen
tration XGd

l >0.005 at. % and thus repeating the behavior
the carrier density in Gd-doped samples~Fig. 1!. It is impor-
tant to note that the photoluminescence intensity is obser
to decrease by one half inn-InGaAsSb/p-InAs heterostruc-
tures relative to control samples grown onn-InAs substrates
~Fig. 4, curve1!. This fact suggests that the epitaxial laye
could be contaminated with acceptors contained in
p-InAs substrates.

Consequently, the results of an analysis of the spec
characteristics of the investigated samples made from
solid solution In0.935Gd0.065As0.94Sb0.06 confirm the conclu-
sions as to the purifying effect, based on galvanomagn
measurements.

In the course of the study we have also measured
electroluminescence characteristics of model LEDsl
53.7mm at T5300 K) fabricated from the Gd-doped mat
rial. Selectedn-InGaAsSb/InAs samples in the form of diod
structures with a hetero-p8–n junction situated at the layer
substrate interface were used for this purpose, along w
structures incorporating a homo-p–n junction in a layer of
n-InGaAsSb/p-InGaAsSb/p-InAs solid solution. The elec-
troluminescence spectra are shown in Fig. 3. Table III gi
the spectral characteristics of LEDs fabricated from G
doped and undoped material. It is evident from the table t
the radiation intensity decreases by approximately one
for devices based on Gd-doped structures.

CONCLUSIONS

We have established that the doping of a flux melt w
gadolinium to concentrationsXGd

l 50.00420.005 at. % low-

FIG. 4. Dependence of the photoluminescence intensityI /I 0 and the half-
width of the photoluminescence spectraDhn0.5 ~inset! on the gadolinium
content in the flux solution (T577 K!. Substrates:~1! n-InAs; ~2! p-InAs.
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TABLE III.

XGd
l , hn(300 K), Dhn0.5, l(300 K),

No. at. % meV meV mm I /I 0 Structure

H22-1 0 333 39 3.72 1 n-InGaAsSb /p-InAs
H22-2 0.0029 329 39 3.77 2.3 n-InGaAsSb /p-InAs
H21-3 0.022 332 51 3.73 2.1 n-InGaAsSb /p-InAs
SD-1 0 336 41 3.69 1 n2p-InGaAsSb/p-InAs
SD-2 0.005 339 39 3.66 1.8 n2p-InGaAsSb/p-InAs
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ers the density of electrons in the layers ton77'1016cm23

and increases the mobility toU'63104 cm2/(V•s). The
concentrations of all other impurities decrease in this cas
a result of decrease in the densities of both donors and
ceptors. When the Gd content in the liquid phase is increa
from 0.005 at. % to 0.010 at. %, the electron density
creases further ton775(728)31015cm23 by virtue of an
increase in the acceptor density and the overcompensatio
impurities, while the carrier mobility decreases toU5(3
24)3104 cm2/(V•s). Beginning withXGd

l 50.01 at. %, the
dependences ofn, NI , ND , andNA on XGd

l reach saturation
with scarcely any change up toXGd

l 50.14 at. %.
With Gd doping in the interval of concentrationsXGd

l

50.00420.005 at. % a 4 to 10-fold increase in the photo
minescence intensity and a 1.3 to 1.8-fold decrease in
half-width of the spectra are observed relative to the undo
samples. A further increase in the Gd content fro
0.005 at. % to 0.14 at. % causes the photoluminescence in
sity to decrease, whereas the half-width of the spectra
mains constant, assuming a valueDhn0.5'12 meV.

A 1.8 to 2.3-fold increase in the electroluminescence
tensity of the model LEDs based on gadolinium-dop
n-InGaAsSb/p-InAs heterodiode structures andn-InGaAsSb/
p-InGaAsSb/p-InAs structures with emission wavelength
l;3.7mm (T5300 K) is observed relative to emissio
as
c-

ed
-

of

-
e
d

n-
e-

-
d

sources utilizing the undoped material. This result bears w
ness to the promising potential of the Gd-doped material
the fabrication of efficient optoelectronic devices operat
in the spectral interval 325 mm.

* !E-mail: bmat@iropt3.ioffe.rssi.ru; Fax:17~812! 247 43 24
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Spatial beam oscillations in stripe lasers utilizing InAsSb/InAsSbP heterojunctions
A. P. Danilova, T. N. Danilova, A. N. Imenkov, N. M. Kolchanova, M. V. Stepanov,
V. V. Sherstnev, and Yu. P. Yakovlev* )

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted February 8, 1999; accepted for publication February 15, 1999!
Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.33, 1014–1019~August 1999!

Anomalously narrow, single-lobe and double-lobe beam directivity patterns in the plane of the
p-n junction have been observed in lasers constructed from InAsSb/InAsSbP heterojunctions
emitting at a wavelength of approximately 3.3mm. Theoretical near-field and far-field radiation
distributions for the laser emission of two beams oscillating across the stripe are obtained
on the basis of new concepts of the lasing processes. The single-lobe directivity pattern is obtained
for the emission of in-phase beams, and the double lobe is obtained for antiphase beams.
Correspondence of the theory with experiment is established. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02708-8#
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The spatial distribution of laser radiation in heterostru
tures and its variation are essential to our understandin
the physical processes and modulation effects.

1. INTRODUCTION

The spatial distribution of radiation in stripe heterolas
has usually been formed by virtue of an abrupt decreas
the refractive index at the edges of the stripe.1 It has been
described theoretically by wave functions corresponding
rectangular potential wells. Eliseev and Bogatov have sho
that the dependence of the refractive index on the radia
intensity leads to self-focusing of the laser beam due to
tical self-confinement of the beam.2,3 We have observed th
self-focusing of radiation in lasers utilizing InAsSb/InAsSb
heterojunctions, accompanied by a variation of the radia
wavelength.4 We have shown that raising the injection flu
density toward the edges of the stripe in such lasers ma
the radiation wavelength dependent on the current, owin
the formation of a waveguide whose dielectric permittivity
a quadratic function of the coordinate.5 Such a dependenc
of the permittivity on the coordinate in the waveguide
narrow-gap lasers requires a new approach to laser be
forming and an investigation of the near-field and far-fie
radiation distributions.

In this paper we have posed the problem of construc
lasers with various distributions of the light beams along
width of the stripe, analyzing the directivity patterns, a
ascertaining the behavior of the beams in lasers with dif
ent stripe widths.

2. OBJECTS OF INVESTIGATION

The investigatedP-InAs0.48Sb0.17P0.35/n-InAs0.95Sb0.05/
N-InAs0.48Sb0.17P0.35 laser heterojunctions~Fig. 1! were
grown onp-InAs substrates of thicknessh5300mm with a
hole density of 52831018cm23. The thickness of the
narrow-gap active zone of the laser was 123 mm, and the
thickness of the wide-gap emitters was;3 mm. The active
9241063-7826/99/33(8)/5/$15.00
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zone was left undoped, and the density of electrons in it w
;1016cm23. TheN-InAsSbP was doped with Sn to an ele
tron densityn;22531018cm23, and theP-InAsSbP–Zn
layer was doped to a hole densityp;131018cm23. The
substrate was polished to a thickness of 100mm. Mesa
stripes having widths of 10mm and 18mm were formed on
the resulting structures by photolithography. Fabry-Pe
cavities of length 2002400mm were fabricated by the
cleavage technique. The width of the laser structure in
substrate zone was 500mm.

Judging from our previous work,6,7 in the lasers with a
stripe width of 10mm lasing was expected to take place pr
dominantly in a longitudinal spatial mode, and in those w
a stripe width of 18mm lasing was assumed to take place
the first transverse mode. Owing to the large difference in
widths of the substrate and the stripe, an elevated injec
density was obtained at the edges of the stripe in compar
with its middle.5

The investigations were carried out at liquid-nitrog
temperature with the laser driven by rectangular curr
pulses of the ‘‘meander’’ type having an off-duty factor of
and a repetition rate of 80 Hz. We investigated the spe
and directivity patterns of the radiation in the current interv
from one to three times the threshold level.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The directivity pattern of the lasers with a stripe width
10mm ~Fig. 2! with the currentI slightly above the threshold
I th (I'1.05•I th) has the characteristic profile for a cosin
distribution of the electromagnetic wave amplitude at t
exit mirror of the cavity. The width of the pattern at half th
intensity ~half-width! is DQ0.5522°. As the current is in-
creased,DQ0.5 initially decreases to;17° at I'222.5I th

and then again increases slightly to 18219° at I'3I th . We
have remarked previously6 that the minimum half-width of
the directivity pattern corresponds to a uniform distributi
of the electric field of the light wave on the cavity mirror.

The radiation pattern of lasers with a stripe width
18mm ~Fig. 3! for the same above-threshold current leve
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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has two maxima separated by an angular distance;11°,
whereas the distance between the maxima for predomin
of the first transverse spatial mode should be 20°. The de
of the minimum between the peaks decreases as the cu
is increased, and the angular positions of the maxima rem
almost constant.

Consequently, in lasers with a stripe width of 18mm the
directivity pattern comprises two sharp peaks separated
almost half the angular distance that should occur in
presence of the first transverse mode.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For lasers with a stripe width of 10mm the correspon-
dence of the half-width of the directivity pattern to a unifor
distribution of the electric field amplitude of the light wav
at the cavity mirror does not mean that such a distribut
actually occurs. It cannot occur, because the wave ampli
at the edge of the stripe must be essentially equal to zer
virtue of the large difference between the refractive indic

FIG. 1. Structure of the investigated diode laser:~a! arrangement of the
epitaxial layers;~b! layered profile of the width of the band gap;~c! sche-
matic view of the structure of the mesa stripe diode laser.
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of the crystal and air. Moreover, the wave amplitude can
change discontinuously with the coordinate. Such a h
width could also be given by parallel light beams with
spacing;6 mm if the beams were stable. They appear s
tially well defined if they oscillate from one edge of th
stripe to the other, changing places. We have sho
previously5 that oscillations of one beam in a laser are po
sible if the dielectric permittivity decreases according to
square law in the direction from the middle of the stri
toward its edges. The linearity of the differential equati
describing the oscillating beam allows it to be summed w
another beam having a different amplitude and a differ
phase.

It should be noted that in Ref. 5 a linear equation has
been derived from the nonlinear equation under a simpl
ing assumption. In real lasers, therefore, it is possible to h
limitations on the number of spectral and spatial modes
sociated with nonlinearity.

In lasers with a stripe width of 18mm the angular spac
ing of the directivity maxima, equal to 11°, could be o
tained in the presence of opposing beams with a spacin
17mm if this positioning of the beams were stable. Howev
this is only a hypothetical limit. We therefore encounter t
problem of oscillations even in opposing beams.

FIG. 2. Directivity patterns of the V12192 laser No. 1 in the plane of thep-n
junction for various excesses of the currentI above the thresholdI th : ~1!
1.05; ~2! 2.5.
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5. DIRECTIVITY PATTERN OF A STRIPE HETEROLASER
GENERATING TWO SPATIALLY OSCILLATING BEAMS

We confine our discussion to the case in which the
sistance of the substrate is higher than the differential re
tance of thep-n junction in the lasing regime and is lowe
than in the prelasing regime, and we assume that the flow
charge carriers along the width of the stripe is slight.

We express the time-dependent amplitude distribution
the light wave at the cavity mirror, in accordance with Re
5 and 8, by the equation

u~j,vct !5expF2
1

2
j21jj0 cosvct2

1

2
j0

2 cos2 vct

2 i S 1

2
vct1jj0 sinvct2

1

4
j0

2 sin 2vct D G , ~1!

where we have introduced the following notation:j5ay is
the dimensionless coordinate,y is the coordinate in the di
rection of the width of the cavity, measured from its midd
a is a coefficient characterizing the dependence of the
mittivity on y:

a52S p

lbD 1/2S k
i 0

i 011
0D 1/4

, ~2!

l is the wavelength of the radiation in vacuum,b is the width
of the cavity,j0 is the relative deviation of the centroid o

FIG. 3. Directivity patterns of the V1109 laser No. 3 in the plane of thep-n
junction for various excesses of the currentI above the thresholdI th : ~1!
1.14; ~2! 1.8.
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the beam from the origin,k is a coefficient that depends o
the ratio of the widthc to the thicknessh of the substrate and
on the distribution of the radiation intensity along the wid
of the stripe,

k5
c

2h
21, ~3!

for a uniform distribution of the radiation intensity along th
width of the stripe,i 05(J2Jth)/(Jth2Ji) is the relative cur-
rent density of the pump in the middle of the stripe,J is the
current density in the middle of the stripe,Ji andJth are the
current densities at the inversion and lasing thresholds,
spectively,t is the time,vc is the angular frequency of th
beam oscillations,

vc5
c0a2l

p
, ~4!

andc0 is the speed of light.
The intensity distribution of the radiation at the mirro

for an oscillating beam depends on the time:

uuu2'exp$2~j2j0 cosvct !
2%. ~5!

To find the average distribution, it is necessary to integr
over time. If two beams are used with opposite signs ofy0 ,
then for in-phase beams we obtain

uu2u'g exp~2j22j0
2 cos2 vct !@sinh2 w1cos2 c#, ~6!

and for out-of-phase beams we have

uuu2'g exp~2j22j0
2 cos2 vct !@sinh2 w1sin2 c#, ~7!

whereg is the ratio of the beam amplitudes, and

w5jj0 cosvct2
1

2
ln g, c5jj0 sinvct. ~8!

Figure 4 shows the time-averaged distributions of the rad
tion intensity ~the values of the parametersj051 and a
50.23104 cm21 are taken from Ref. 5!. It is evident from
the figure that two in-phase beams~curve4! provide greater
localization of radiation in the middle of the stripe than
single beam~curve1!.

Out-of-phase beams~curves2 and 3! form an intensity
minimum in the middle of the stripe, its depth decreasing
the difference in the beam amplitudes diminishes. The an
lar frequency of the beam oscillationsvc , calculated from
Eq. ~4!, is 1.331013Hz. The nature of the distribution of th
radiation intensity over the cavity mirror directly influence
the value of the parameterk, the probability of the existence
of one or more beams, the phase difference, and the am
tude ratio as functions of the stripe width and the perfect
of its boundaries.

The frequency tuning interval of the laser is also bou
by these conditions.

We calculate the directivity pattern approximately, d
regarding the finiteness of the stripe dimensions, from
equation

uDuu2;~11cosQ!2U E
2`

`

U~y,vct !expS i
2py

l
sinQ DdyU2

,

~9!
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whereQ is the angle between the projection of the directi
of observation onto the plane of the active zone and
normal to the cavity mirror in this plane.

For one beam we obtain

uDuu2;~11cosQ!2 expH 2S 2p sinQ

la
2j0 sinvct D 2J .

~10!

In the presence of two in-phase beams with opposite sign
y0 we have

uDuu2;~11cosQ!2g expH 2S 2p sinQ

la D 2

2j0
2 sin2 vctJ

3@sinh2 w1cos2 c#, ~11!

and for two out-of-phase beams

uDuu2;~11cosQ!2g expH 2S 2p sinQ

la D 2

2j0
2 sin2 vctJ

3@sinh2 w1sin2 c#. ~12!

Herew andc are given by the equations

w5
2p sinQ

la
j0 sinvct2

1

2
ln g,

FIG. 4. Calculated intensity distribution of a laser beam along the w
of the stripe for various combinations of spatially oscillating beams w
j051, a50.23104 cm21, andl53.3mm: ~1! single beam;~2! two equal-
amplitude, out-of-phase beams;~3! two out-of-phase beams with a twofol
difference in amplitudes;~4! two equal-amplitude, in-phase beams.
e

of

c5
2p sinQ

la
j0 cosvct1

1

4
sin 2vct. ~13!

To obtain the averaged beam directivity pattern, it is nec
sary to integrate over time.

The result of the summation ofuDuu2 asvct varies from
0 to 2p is shown in Fig. 4 for the same values of the para
etersj051 anda50.23104 cm21 as in Ref. 5. It is evident
from the figure that a single beam~curve1! and two in-phase
beams~curve4! provide a single lobe in the directivity pat
tern. In the presence of two beams the half-width of the lo
is 1.7 times smaller than for a single beam. Out-of-ph
beams~curves2 and3! form a double-lobe directivity pattern
with a minimum atQ50. The depth of the trough decreas
as the difference between the beam amplitudes increase

6. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The single-lobe experimental directivity pattern of a l
ser with a stripe width of 10mm and currents 2–2.5 time
the threshold level is comparable in half-width and profi
with the pattern calculated for two in-phase beams. This
perimental curve is found to be close in profile and ha
width to the theoretical curve for two in-phase beams w
a50.23104 cm21, g50.3, andj051. The deviation ofg
from unity indicates a difference in the amplitudes of t
oscillating beams. The second beam is conducive not onl
narrowing of the directivity pattern~Fig. 5!, but also to nar-

hFIG. 5. Calculated directivity pattern of a laser beam in the plane of thep-n
junction for the same combinations of spatially oscillating beams and va
of the parameters as in Fig. 4.
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rowing of the intensity distribution of the beam at the cav
mirror ~Fig. 4!. The latter consideration make this lasing r
gime the most probable in narrow cavities.

The double-lobe experimental directivity pattern of a
ser with a stripe width of 18mm is comparable in profile and
angular spacing of the maxima to the directivity pattern
two out-of-phase beams witha50.23104 cm21 andj051.
The depth of the minimum at the midpoint of the experime
tal curve corresponds to a two- to threefold difference in
amplitudes of two oscillating out-of-phase beams. The ra
g is equal to 0.5 forI 51.14I th and to 0.35 forI 51.8I th . The
second beam improves the uniformity with which the cav
is filled by the generated beam~Fig. 4!. This lasing regime
should be the most probable in wide-stripe lasers. It is
portant to note that for a stripe width greater than 20mm in
lasers emitting at a wavelength of 3.3mm spatial mode or-
ders higher than the zeroth and first will occur; we ha
taken them into account. The maximum relative deviation
the beam from the originj0 will increase and the theoretica
curves will change in this case. Consequently, lasers ha
a stripe width greater than 20mm require special consider
ation.

We can therefore attribute the anomalously narrow
perimental single-lobe and double-lobe beam directivity p
terns to the generation of several spatially oscillating bea

7. CONCLUSIONS

Anomalously narrow beam directivity patterns in th
plane of thep-n junction with one and two lobes have bee
observed in lasers based on InAsSb/InAsSbP heterojunc
emitting in the spectral range of 3.3mm. To account for the
anomalies, we have taken into account the increase in
density of nonequilibrium charge carriers and the cor
sponding decrease in the dielectric permittivity from t
middle of the laser stripe toward its edges due to the incre
in the pump density and decrease of the laser intensity in
direction. From the linearization of the Helmholtz equati
for the radiant flux we have postulated that several bea
-
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separated in space and in phase can be generated, an
they oscillate along the width of the stripe. We have obtain
theoretical near-field and far-field radiation distribution
Single-lobe directivity patterns are obtained in the genera
of in-phase beams. Lasing of this kind is more probable fo
narrow stripe, because it tends to confine the beam within
limits of the stripe. Double-lobe directivity patterns are o
tained in the generation of out-of-phase beams, which
more probable in wide-stripe lasers, because it promotes
form filling of the stripe by the beam. The beam amplitud
differ. The theoretical directivity patterns are consistent w
the experimental in their general features.
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Lasing at a wavelength close to 1.3 mm in InAs quantum-dot structures
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The feasibility of lasing at a wavelength close to 1.3mm is demonstrated in InAs quantum-dot
structures placed in an external InGaAs/GaAs quantum well. It is shown that the required
wavelength can be attained with the proper choice of thickness of the InAs layer deposited to form
an array of three-dimensional islands and with a proper choice of mole fraction of InAs in
the InGaAs quantum well. Since the gain attained in the ground state is insufficient, lasing is
implemented through excited states in the temperature interval from 85 K to 300 K in a
structure based on a single layer of quantum dots. The maximum attainable gain in the laser
structure can be raised by using three rows of quantum dots, and this configuration, in
turn, leads to low-threshold (70 A/cm2) lasing through the ground state at a wavelength of 1.26
mm at room temperature. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7826~99!02808-2#
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The fabrication of laser diodes on gallium arsenide s
strates with an emission wavelength of 1.3mm for applica-
tions in fiber-optic communication lines poses a timely pro
lem in view of the quest for an alternative to the indiu
phosphide lasers used currently. The main drawbacks of
latter are low temperature stability1 and complications in the
construction of Bragg mirrors for vertically emitting laser2

due to the small discontinuity of the band gaps and an in
ficient difference between the refractive indices of the
GaAsP compounds used in the devices.

When strained InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells are us
the emission wavelength is limited to;1.1 mm by require-
ments imposed on the width and composition of the quan
wells by pseudomorphic growth limits.3 To broaden the
emission spectral range of gallium arsenide structures,
approaches are currently under intensive development.
first is based on the application of InGaAsN quantum we
with a low nitrogen content4; the second approach relies o
the concept of In~Ga!As island growth on a GaAs surface
which permits localized, dislocation-free objects to be fab
cated from a narrow-gap material with lateral dimensions
the order of 100 Å~Refs. 5 and 6!. The lowest threshold
current densities obtained using InGaAsN/GaAs quan
wells and InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots~QDs! are equal to
675 A/cm2 and 270 A/cm2, respectively~see Refs. 7 and 8!.
In the latter case the InGaAs/GaAs QDs were formed
depositing eleven monolayers~ML ! of InGaAs by
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! with the alternating deposi
tion of indium and gallium atoms and arsenic molecules.

We have previously proposed an alternative method
the production of QD laser structures, the basic idea con
ing in the placement of InAs QDs formed in the standa
MBE regime in an external InGaAs quantum well.9 This
9291063-7826/99/33(8)/4/$15.00
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method can be used to increase the emission wavelengt
to 1.35 mm at room temperature.10 Here we report the
achievement of lasing at a wavelength of 1.26mm with a
threshold current density of 70 A/cm2 in a structure whose
active region is formed by the indicated method.

The investigated structures were grown by MBE in
Riber 32P MBE machine with a solid-state As source. T
active zone of the test samples intended for photolumin
cence measurements as well as the laser structures comp
an array of InAs QDs overgrown by an InGaAs quantu
well having a specific composition and thickness. The te
perature of deposition of the QDs and the quantum well a
the adjoining gallium arsenide of thickness 5 nm was eq
to 485 °C. The rest of the structure was grown at a tempe
ture of 600 °C. Standard MBE arsenic enrichment conditio
were established during growth. The transition from tw
dimensional to three-dimensional growth during the depo
tion of InAs was observed directly in the course of grow
through the onset of a line pattern in the diffraction of fa
electrons in reflection. The laser diodes were constructed
geometry with four cleaved faces to minimize radiation o
put losses. Contacts were formed by the spray deposition
alloying ~at 450 °C! of AuGe/Ni/Au and AuZn/Ni/Au metal
layers to ann1-GaAs substrate and to ap1-GaAs contact
layer, respectively. Electroluminescence investigations w
carried out with a pulsed pump~frequency 5 kHz, pulse du
ration 1 ms!. A germanium photodiode was used to reco
the signal.

The structural and optical properties of such structu
have been studied in detail.11 The emission wavelength de
pends both on the size of the QDs themselves and on
composition of the InGaAs layer adjoining the QDs. The s
of the QD, in turn, increases as the quantity of deposi
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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InAs (QInAs) spent in their formation is increased. Figure
shows the position of the photoluminescence maximum
structures with InAs/InGaAs/GaAs QDs for various valu
of QInAs and for various compositions of the InGaAs qua
tum well. We have observed that the position of the pho
luminescence maximum remains essentially unchange
the thickness of the quantum well is varied from 5 nm
8 nm. Clearly, either ‘‘large’’ QDs overgrown by a
InxGa12xAs layer with a small In content ~e.g.,
QInAs53 ML, x.0.2) or the opposite, ‘‘small’’ QDs with a
large In content in InxGa12xAs (QInAs52 ML, x.0.35
20.4), can be used to attain an emission wavelength
1.3 mm.

For the electroluminescence investigation an InGa
AlGaAs laser structure was grown in the standard dou
heterostructure geometry characterized by separate con
ment of the carriers and the light wave by a graded-ind
waveguide. The dopants used to obtainn-type andp-type
conductivities were Si and Be, respectively. A schematic d
gram of the structure is shown in Fig. 2. The active zone w

FIG. 1. Position of the photoluminescence peak of structures utilizing I
quantum dots in an external InGaAs quantum well on GaAs substrate
room temperature versus the mole fraction of InAs in the InGaAs quan
well for various thicknesses of the InAs layer used to form the QDs:~1!
QInAs52.0 ML; ~2! 2.2 ML; ~3! 2.4 ML; ~4! 2.7 ML; ~5! 3.0 ML. The
thickness of the InGaAs quantum well varies in the interval from 5 nm
8 nm.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of a laser structure with an active zone base
InAs/InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots~QDs!. The vertical axis represents th
percentage content AlAs~InAs!, and SL denotes the superlattice.
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an array of InAs QDs (QInAs52.7 ML! overgrown with an
In0.15Ga0.85As layer of thickness 8 nm. Figure 3 shows th
electroluminescence spectra of the structure at 300 K
various current densities. At a low pump level the spectr
is dominated by a spontaneous emission peak in the vici
of 1.3 mm, which is associated with recombination throu
the ground state of the QDs (m0). As the pump current is
increased, it rapidly saturates, and the intensities of the pe
of the excited states begin to increase considerably. A
pump current density (J52.1 kA/cm2 four excited states are
clearly distinguished in the spectrum (m1 , m2 , m3 , m4), and
a stimulated emission peak is observed through the statem3.
The threshold current density (Jth) has a value of 2 kA/cm2.

The curves in Fig. 4a represent the temperature dep
dence of the positions of the spontaneous emission peak
various states, and the points correspond to the lasing w
length. Figure 4b shows the dependence ofJth on the obser-
vation temperatureT. The graphs exhibit a jump-like behav
ior. Lasing takes place through statem1 at temperatures from
85 K to 150 K, then beginning atT5195 K and up toT
5240 K lasing through statem2 is observed, accompanie
by an abrupt increase inJth , and when the temperature
raised further, lasing passes through statem3.

To explain the physical nature of this behavior, we re
to Fig. 5, which shows schematically the dependence of
gain on the current density of the pump for QD lasers. Ea
state is characterized by a definite transmission current (Jtr

mi)
and saturated gain (gmi

sat). These quantities are directly pro

portional to the number of QDsper se, the degree of degen
eracy of the state, and the oscillator strength. Previously
have observed that for structures with a QD array, owing
the fourfold degeneracy of the first excited state (m1) with
respect to the ground state (m0), the transmission current
exactly like the saturated gain, is four times higher for t
excited state.12 Higher-level states have an even higher ord
of degeneracy and, hence, are characterized by still hig

s
at

m

on

FIG. 3. Room-temperature electroluminescence spectra of a structure
an active zone based on a single layer of InAs/InGaAs/GaAs QDs. At a
pump levelJ54.5 A/cm2 ~1! the spectrum is dominated by a spontaneo
emission peak through the QD ground state (m0), and at a high excitation
level J52.1 kA/cm2 ~2! one ground state and four excited states are sing
out ~their positions are indicated by arrows!. Lasing with a threshold curren
densityJth.2 kA/cm2 occurs in the third excited state.
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transmission current and saturated gain. The condition
the onset of lasing stipulates that the attained gain (gQD)
must be equal to the sum of the internal losses (a in) and the
radiation output losses (aout). If the maximum attainable
gain (gmi

sat) for state (mi) is below the threshold gain (Gth

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the emission wavelength~a! and the
threshold current densityJth ~b! of a structure with an active zone based
a single layer of InAs/InGaAs/GaAs QDs. The solid curves~a! represent the
electroluminescence from various states, and the points~a, b! represent las-
ing. The vertical dashed lines separate the temperature intervals of la
through definite states.

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram showing the dependence of the gain (gQD) on
the pump current density (J) in QD structures, assuming the presence of o
ground state and four excited states (m0 , m1 , m2 , m3 , m4). Inset: tem-
perature dependence of the threshold current density (Jth) ~schematic repre-
sentation!. The transition of lasing from statemi to mi 11 is accompanied by
an abrupt increase inJth .
or

5a in1aout), lasing does not take place through this sta
Sincegmi 11

sat .gmi

sat, lasing can begin at statemi 11, accompa-

nied by a jump of the emission wavelength and an abr
increase inJth due to the increase in the transmission curr
~see the inset in Fig. 5!. Consequently, the jump-like behav
ior of the emission wavelength and the threshold current d
sity for the investigated laser structure can be attributed to
increase in the threshold gain with the temperature. A
matter of fact, with an increase in the observation tempe
ture, owing to thermal ‘‘dispersing’’ of the carriers amon
higher states, a higher pump current must be applied in o
to maintain the same gain, and this operation, in turn, cau
a in to increase as a result of the increase in free-car
losses, so that the threshold gain increases accordingly~loss
multiplication regime!.

Thus, inadequate saturated gain on the basis of the s
of the QDs (gm0

sat) makes it impossible to achieve lasing clo

to 1.3 mm at room temperature. The gaingm0

sat can be in-

creased by increasing the number of QDs themselves,
this, in turn, can be achieved by using several QD pla
separated by GaAs layers.

In the second laser structure investigated here the ac
zone comprised three rows of InAs QDs overgrown by
In0.15Ga0.85As layer. The thickness of the GaAs spacer lay
was 30 nm, and the thickness of the In0.15Ga0.85As layers was
5 nm. The variations ofJth and the laser emission waveleng
for such a structure are shown in Fig. 6. The inset to
figure shows the room-temperature electroluminesce
spectra recorded near the lasing threshold. In the given s
ation lasing takes place through the ground state of the Q
over the entire investigated temperature range. At room t
perature the wavelength is 1.26mm, and the threshold cur
rent density isJth570 A/cm2. The characteristic temperatur
is T05160 K. We note thatJth is close to the all-time record

ing

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence ofJth ~1! and the emission wavelength~2!
in a structure with an active zone based on three rows of InAs/InGaAs Q
separated by GaAs layers of thickness 30 nm. Inset: room-temperature
troluminescence spectra of the structure below (J565 A/cm2) ~1! and above
(J575 A/cm2) ~2! the lasing threshold. The threshold current density
T5293 K is Jth570 A/cm2, the emission wavelength is 1.26mm, and the
characteristic temperature isT05160 K.
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for QD lasers,13 which shows that the proposed concept
the implementation of lasing at a wavelength of 1.3mm has
a promising future.

To summarize, an array of InAs quantum dots situated
an external InGaAs quantum well can be used to achi
lasing at a wavelength of 1.3mm in structures grown on
GaAs substrates. Since the gain attained in the ground
is insufficient, lasing in a structure with an active zone ba
on a single QD array takes place through excited states
wavelength of 1.05mm. Increasing the maximum gain in th
ground state by using three rows of QDs leads to lasing
wavelength of 1.26mm with a threshold current density o
70 A/cm2. Such a low threshold current density suggests
possibility of further optimizing the active zone to achie
lasing at a wavelength of 1.3mm.

This work has received support from a program of t
International Association for the Promotion of Cooperati
with Scientists from the Independent States of the Form
Soviet Union~INTAS Grant 96-0467!.
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